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PREFACE

Many intercity high-speed train technologies have become an operating reality in recent years.
Though mostly of foreign origin, these new trams offer the potential for immediate application
in the United States. Each high-speed train was developed to meet the particular operating
environment appropriate to the parent country's transportation policy. The resulting dive:sity
in design concepts permits the consideration of a variety of systems in meeting various U.S.
application requirements. One particular design concept, the tilt-train technology, offers
opportunity for application over the existing rail infrastructure.

This report. one in a series of reports which describe new high-speed rail technologies. presents
an overview of the state-of-the-art in tilt-train t~hnology. It is intended to give the reader a
better understanding of the unique features of this approach to train design and the variations that
exist. Briefly described is the function of the tilting mechanism. whether passive or active, and
its performance with respect to passenger ride quality, safety and trip times, which are all
influential in passenger acceptance and modal choice. Two trains of the type described in this
report. the Spanish TaIga PenduJar and the Canadian LRC, were previously tested by Amtrak
on the Northeast Corridor (NEe), though not used in revenue service. Currently being
considered for test and revenue service in the NEC is the Swedish X2000, also covered in this
report as well as in an earlier report on the Safety Relevant Observations on the X2000 Tilting
Train.

This report was prepared for the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (VNTSC) in
support of the United States Department of Transponation (U.S. DOT), Federal Railroad
Administration's (FRA) Office of Research and Development. The authors wish to thank Raben
M. Dorer of VNTSC and Arne J. Bang of the FRA Office of Research and Developm~nt, for
their direction, helpful guidance and input during the preparation of this document.

The authors also wish to thank William O'Sullivan and Gordon David of the FRA Office of
Safety, and Herbert Weinstock, Michael Collman, Harvey Lee and Stephanie H. Markos of
VNTSC for contributing reference material, important input and critical review. Finally, Anhur
H. Rubin of EG&G Dynatrend provided important editorial support.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES

This report presents a survey of the technical and operational features of existing and planned
tilt-body rail passenger vehicles. It foHows the general format of the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) Report entitled. "Safety Relevant Observations on the X2000 Tilting
Train." I but with a slightly broader ~ope and emphasis.

1.2 DATA SOURCES

In preparation of this repon. informatIon was drawn from public sources. Technical and
Illustrative material was also requested from the developers. suppliers, and operators of the
different technoiogies. The variable level of detail in the technical descriptions and
characterizations o:-esented in Appendix C retlects differences In the availability of such
information.

The data in the public domain were identified through on-line searches of the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS) and the Transportation Research Information Service (TRIS)
databases, manual and on-line searches of holdings in the Canadian Institute of Guided Ground
Transport (CIGGT). ENSCO. FRA, and National Research Council of Canada libraries,
including recent (post-1980) periodicals and journals, and the tiles of senior researchers at
CIGGT and ENSCO. This information was supplemented by materials provided by the FRA
Offices of Research and Development and Railroad Development.

To ensure that the developers, suppliers and operators of tilt-body technologies world-wide had
an opportunity to provide up-to-date infonnation. requests for data were sent to Bombardier,
Talgo Pendulemes S.A .• SIG. FIAT Ferroviara. ABB, EB Strommens, and JR-RTRI as
suppliers, and 10 VIA Rail Canada. RENFE (Spain), SBB (Switzerland), S1 (Sweden), FS
(Italy). DB (Germany). NSB (Norway). DBB (Austria), and JR-SHIKOKU (Japan) as operators.

1.3 APPROACH

The most sigmficant implications of tilt-body technologies are for the tradf'·lffs and compromises
that have been. and continue to be, made between the "best" track for frfclght operations and the
"best" track for pas~l1ger operations or where space and/or economic constraints limit options
for performance Improvement.

I Safety Relevant Ohservatloos 00 the X2000 Tilting Train, prepared for the FRA Office of Research and
Development. DOT/FRA/ORD-90/14 (NTIS: PB 91-129668), December 1990.
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The nature of the differences between optimized track for freight and passenger traffic are
explained and the potential advantages and limitations of tilt-body technologies noted. Since
many of the important characteristics of these technologies could lead to requirements for
waivers, regulatory revisions, andlor new rulemaking should there be a desire to operate such
technologies in the United States, it was felt that these basic issues must be understood.

1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION

Secticn 2 of this report presents and discusses basic concepts of railroad route selection, track
geometry, the phys~.::s of curve negotiation, the rationale for body tilting, the advantages and
disadvantages associated with body tilting, and the techniques used to achieve body tilt.

Section 3 provides an overview of the developmt:nt s'~atus and selected key characteristics of the
tilt technologies examined in this assessment.

Section 4 contains an overview of U.S. experience with tilt-body rechnologies to date.

Section 5 identifies and discusses issues associated with deployment and operation of tilt-body
technologies in the United Sates. This section includes an examination of areas of
incompatibility with existing U.S. equipment and infrastructure, special maintenance procedures
and skill requirement§, and compliance with FRA and other regulations.

AppeOldix A presents a detailed development of the physics of curve negotiation for conventional
and tilting vehicles, while Appendix B presents a technical discussion of the principles of tilting
and tilt control strategies and mechanisms. Appendix C contains a more-or-Iess detailed
description and technical characterization of each of the technologies summarized in ~tion 3.
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2. SOME BASIC CONCEPfS

To understand the advantages and disadvantages of tdt-body rail vehicles, the reader requires
an appreciation of some basic concepts that &re fundamental to railroad design and operation.
This section of the report addresses this requirement through simplified examples and
illustrations. A more rigorous and comprehensive treatment of these concepts is provided in
Appendix A.

2.1 GEOMETRY OF A RAIL ROUTE: CURVES AND GRADES

From an operational viewpoint, the esrence of any railroad route can be captured in terms of its
three-dimensional geometry: how the plane of the track is located vertically and horizontally
relative to the three reference axes. This geometry poses the fund'mental constraint on railroad
operations. Figure 2.1 illustrates the elements of horizontal rowe or alignment geometry. Tilt
body technologies are an engineering response to the limitations of route geometry.

P.T. (POINT CFTANGENT)

~
SPIRAL CURVE
OAEAlEIENT

INCREAS.lNG DEGREE
OF CURVATURE

. AN) SUPERELEVATION
OF CUTE R RAl.

TANCIENT TRACK

Figure 2.1: Elements of Horizontal Route Geometry

A straight section is referred to as tangent track. Curves may be described either in terms of
the number of degrees (the smaller the value, the shallower the curve), or in terms of the length
of the radius (the larger the value, the shallower the curvt:). In North American practice. the
degree ofcurvarure is defined as the central angle subtended by a chord of 100 feet between two
points on the centerline of the curve. The lateral acceleration or force experienced by a vehicle
traversing a curve at a given speed increases as the degree of curvature increases.

To reduce the rate of change in lateral acceleration (and thus force) between tangent and curved
sections of track, all railroad tracks incorporate what is known as a transition spiral or spiral

3
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t4Sel'MlIl, also shown in F1pre 2.1. The tran!ition spiral pemuts a gradual and controlled
increase in curvature and superelevation (discu~Yd below), which serves to make the rate of
change in acceleration (and force) less noocahle, both by riden and in telms of the forces
imposed on the track. In conventional (Le., freight) railroad practice, the length of the transition
spiral is driven primarily by the allowable rate of change in superelevation r"'lher than curvature,
and in some cases, by physical limitations of the track layout. The objective is to match
superelevation w~th curvature throughout the transition.

In terms of vertical geometry (FIgure 2.2), the key measures are slo~ or gradielll (the rate at
which the elevation of a track changes), and the radius of curvature at crest or trough. The
gradienris usually measured as a percent (a 1.5 % grade means a change in elevation of 1.5 feet
for every 100 feet of horizontal distance). Vertical curves may be described by degrees or
radius of curvature, just as for horizontal curves. Vertical curves, whether at crests or in
troughs, also require transition spirals. Conventional railroad practice in North America is to
design vertical curves as parabolas, rather than circular curves; parabolas provide an inherent
trcmsition from the uniform gradient line.

CONST~NT RADlJS
CURVE

Yagure 2.2: The ElemeDts of Vertical AlipmeDt Geometry

The expectations of travellers, with respect to comfort, are the basis for most geometric limits.
These limits are the levels of lateral and vertical acceleration, expressed as a proportion of
gravitational acceleration (g), that have been shown to be acceptable to the majority of
passengers - 0.08g to 0.10g for lateral and downward vertical accelerations, 0.05g for upward
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accelerations. Most passengers cannot detect accelerations of less than 0.04g.2 Passenger
comfort is also a consideration when designing transition spirals. An acceptable level for the
rate of change in laterctl acceleration, termed lateral jerk, has been shown to be around 0.03g
per second (for levels of acceleration up to O.lgV

Because passengers are typically more sensitive to the unweighting sensation caused by
traversing a crest at speed - the slightly unpleasant effect one feels when going over the top of
a hill on a highway - the minimum radius of curvature required at crests on track built especially
for high-speed passenger services is larger than that specified for troughs in an effort to keep
the accelerations within the acceptable levels.·

In contrast, the American Railroad Engineering Association (AREA) track standardss that
govern the design of lines in the United States and Canada require larger-radius curves in
troughs than at crests, the exact opposite of the situation for tracks built to accommodate higher
speed passenger services. This is because the concern with the design of track used for freight
is control of the behavior of cars and locomotives and the inter-vehicle forces, especially in long
trains. In passing over a trough, there is a tendency for rear cars to crowd on to those in front,
with a consequent sudden reversal of stress in the draft gear.6 As a result, troughs or sags are
made more gradual.

Although carbody tilting reduces the amount of lateral force perceived by passengers, the ratio
of lateral and vertical forces (UV ratio) at the wheels is a critical determinant of curving safety.

Table 2.1 summarizes typical values for horizontal curves, vertical curves and gradients for
freight tracks, for the mixed-use Nonheast Corridor in the U.S. and for high-speed passenger
service-only tracks constrocted abroad. The question of compatibility between the characteristics
of existing rights-of-way with the geometric requirements of optimized high-speed passenger
infrastructure is very important.

2 "Building the World's Fastest Railway," AIldre Prud'homme, RailwaY Gazette IntematjouJ, January
1979; "The Development of a Truck for Narrow Gauge Line Limited Ellpress Vehicles of Next Genentioa, "
Dr. S. Koyanagi. RTRI Ouanerly RUns, V.26 No.2, 1985; and "Tilt System for High-Speed Trains in
Sweden,· R. Persson, IMecbE (Railway Division) SemiDar on Tilting Body Trains, December 1989.

1 lliU. Cant DeficiencY Testing of the LRC Train, the AEM-7 Locomotjve, apd the: Amcoacb, Boyd, P.L.,
Scofield, R.E., Zailco, J.P., prepared by ENSCO, Inc. for the FRA Office of Freight & Passeoger Systems,
Report No. DOT·FR-81-06, (NTIS: PB 82-213018), January, 1982, p. 5-32.

• PnJd'hoDlJDe. see footnote 2.

~ Manual for Railway Engineering, Vol 1., (,11. 5, Pan 3, p. 5.3.13, AREA 1990

• The D~ign of R..!i.Iway Location, Clemant C. Wilhams, John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1917, p. 434.
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TABLE 2.1
TYPICAL GEOMETRIC VALVES FOR FREIGHT AND DEDICATED PASSENGER

TRACK ALIGNMENTS

Typicel North Northee.t ':orridor
..

JR, Shinken••n, Fr.nc. TGV
Am.ricen Fr.ight 200 kmlh P....ng., N.w Tokeido 300 kmlh

CHARACTERISTIC Lin. 1125 mph) 200 kmlh (lie mphl
(No P••••ng.r) 80 kmlh f'reight (125 mph) P••••nger Only

(50 mphl P."lIng.r Only

Honlolltlll Curvetur. 198 to '737 m 435 to 1737 m 1890 to 2500 m 8098 III

(6S0 to 5700 ft) 11430 to 5700 ttl (6200 to 8200 tt) 120.000 ft)

Vertical Curveture See Notl' S.e Not. Crest· 14,940 m (minimum.l
149.000 ftl Cr••t· 18.000 m

Trough· 10,060 m (52.490 hI
133.000 ttl Trough - 14.000 m

(45.930 h)

Greeti.nt 1%) L... then 1% 1.5 to 2.0 1.5 to 2.0 2.5 to 3.5

. AREA 1999 Mllnual for R.ilw.y Engineering. Vall. Ch.S. Pert 3, p-o. 5.3.13. expr••••••tendert. for vertical
curv.ture in t.rm. of .lIowabl. mllximum rllt. of cheng. of gradient if'. f••t p.r 100 feet of curve length. Th.
recommended limit••r. 0.05 for trough, end 0.10 for cren. (i .•. , to go from II I" gradi.nt to I.v.ltrllck would r.quit.
(1/.051 x 100. or 2000 f.etl. Thil d,finel e pllrebolll rllther ttl.n • conltllnt-radius curve .

•, Amtrllk North.lllt Corridor Op.r.tina Rules lind In'truction•• Octobllr 1989; Amtrak 1987 TrIck Ch.rt.

Many existing railroad routes in the U.S. reflect the requirements of freight railway operations.
The general requirement for a freight alignment is that it minimize route length while permitting
operation at a relatively slow but steady speed, with the maximum (controlling) gradient limited
by the ability of equipment to start a heavy train from a standing start.

The question of compatibility between the characteristics of existing rights-of-way with the
geometric requirements of optimized high-speed passenger infrastructure is very important.
Many existing railroad routes in the U. S. reflect the requirements of freight railway operations.
The general requirement for a freight alignment is that it minimi7~ route length while permitting
operation at a relatively slow but steady speed, with the maximum (controlling) gradient limited
by the ability of equipment to start a heavy train from a standing start.

To control the costs of track maintenance in curves, freight alignments seek long straight
(tangent) sections connected by the shortest length of curved track, with a radius of curvature
that will permit constant speed operation. Where to~graphic relief is a factor, freight alignments
sacrifice good horizonlaJ geometry to maintain acceptable gradient with a minimum of
tunnelling. This means that many existing rail alignments in the U. S. have been laid out with
inherent speed restrictions from the viewpoint of a passenger operator.
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In contrast to rail freight requirements, 111 optimum passenger alignment minimizes achievable
"trip time" through a combination of route length reduction and the elimination of geometric
restrictions on speed, so that a somewhat longer route with superior geometry may be
preferrable to a shorter, but slower alignment. The tradeoffs have to be made among life-cycle
costs and incremental revenues arising from improved performance. Since the power-ta-weight
ratio, adhesion control capabilities, and safer use of momentum of high-speed passenger trains
allow them to accept much steeper gradients (up to 3.5 %) over longer distances, high-speOO
alIgnments tend to trade off vertical geometry where possible to maintain good horizontal
geometry and avoid future speed restrictions. There may, of course, be terrain and other
considerations that demand higher curvatures while restricting maximum superelevation.

This fundamental dichotomy between optimized freight and passenger a"gnmel'\t geometries, and
the unavoidabl~ alignment restrictions, are the driving forces behind the existence of tilt-body
passenger equipment. Since only a very limited number of corridors can justify investment in
new dedicated passenger track on an optimized alignment, and the competitive pressures to
improve trip time, ridership and revenue are constant, there is an "bviou~ and immediate appeal
for a much less expensive, equipment-based partial solution to what is basically an infrastructure
constraint.

2.2 TRACK GEOMETRY

Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic components of tnlCk geometry. In U.S. PI'8l~tice, these measures
are line (the longitudinal alignment of the track in the horizontal plane, reJ'ative to a surveyed
datum), profile or level (the longitudinal alignment of the track in the vertical plane, relative to
a surveyed datum), g~ge (or gage in U.S. railroad parlance: the distance between the inner
faces of the running rails, by convention measured at a point IS.9mm (0.625") below the top
of the rail), superelevarion or CaN (the nominal or design difference in vertical elevation
between the heads of the two rails; for the actual measured difference at a given point on track,
North American railroaders use the term crosslevtl), and warp or twist, which is the difference
in superelevation measured at two points on the track (usually over a distance of 9.5m (31 ft)
for spirals or 19m (62 ft) for curves in North America, but over approximately 30m (100 ft)
elsewhere). In U.S. practice, the measurenlents are taken from the two extremes of crosslevel
found within the specified distance.

[n the context of this report, superelevation and its effects on passenger comfort and operational
safety are of principal concern. The other elements are important to the overall quality of the
track, and ultimately to the ride perceived by a passenger in a train using that track and to the
safety of train operation, but consideration of these elements lie outside the scope of this report.
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Flgure 2.3: The Elements of Track Geometry

2.3 NEGOTIATING A CURV'E: SOME SIMPLE PHYSICS

To get any vehicle that is moving along a straight line at constant speed to change its direction
of motion and follow a curved path, there has to be some acceleration (and thus force) laterally
inward toward the center of the curve, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (a). In the case of a rail
vehicle, the acceleration, and thus, the force comes from contact between the wheels and the
rails. However, forces occur in paIrs (the equal and opposite reaction of Newton's third law)
so that there also appears to be a force acting laterally outwards. This force, which is what
passengers are aware of during curving, is termed ce1llrifugal force. This force is a function
of the weight of the passenger, the speed of the vehicle, and the radius of curvature. Gravity,
as weB, exerts a downward force on the vehicle and its contents.

At low-speed, or with gentle curves, the lateral force would not cause much discomfort, even
if the curve were not banked (superel~vated or canted), as in Figure 2.4 (a). However, as speed
increases. or curves become lighter, the force level increases, until eventually passengers no
longer find the 'de acceptable. As noted above, passenger railroad designers and operators
worldwide have established that this. occurs once the perceived lateral force exceeds about 10%
of the passenger's weight. 7

As described above and ilIustrd.ted in Figure 2.3, railroad track in curves is not flat; rather, it
is bcllnked (supereJevated or cantet!) with the outside rail raised relative to the inner rail. The

I Railway Passenger Ride Safety, Owings. R.P.. Boyd, P.L., DOT-FRA/ORD-B9/06, April 1989, Table 6
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Figure 2.4: Accelerations aod Forces Acting During Curving

amount of superelevation can be expressed in terms of either the difference in rail heights (in
length units) or (as in a magiev guideway or the pavement of a highway) the size of the angle
between the plane of the top'! of the ralls and the horizontal.

2.4 ACCELERATION COMl"lENSATION

Superelevation can reduce or eliminate the effect of centrifugal force on railway vehicle
passengers by compensating this force with the lateral component of the gravitational force
acting on the passenger, in the opposite direction to the perceived centrifugal force, as shown
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in Figure 2.4 (b). By banking the track, the centrifugal force acting on the passengers is
cancelled out, at least in pan, by a component of the force of gravity.

Since the centrifugal force whic.h a passenger perceives while traversing a given curve is a
function of velocity, it follow'S i:'rom Figure 2.4 that at some velocity. the lateral components
of the centrifugal and gravitational forces acting on a passenger will exactly cancel one another.

In other words, for any given curve and track superelevation, there will be a single speed for
which the lateral component of the centrifugal force will be exactly compensated by the
corresponding component of the gravitational force.

This speed is referred to as the balance or equilibrium speed for a particular combination of
curve radius, superelevation, and vehicle characteristic~·. For virtually all curves in railroad
track. it is common practice to set the balance speed (and thus, the amount of superelevation or
cant built into the curve) to accommodate the least stable freight car (in the U.S. and Canada,
this might be a tri-Ievel automobile carrier, which has a high center of gravity and Jarge surface
area susceptible to wind forces) under worst-case conditions (i.e., stopped on the curve with a
strong cross-wind acting on the side of the vehicle on the outside of the curve).

The traversing of a curve at speeds either higher or lower than the balance speed results in an
imbalance between the lateral component of gravity and the centrifugal force induced by
operation through the curve, 4S silown in Figure 2.4 (b). It is common railroad practice to
speak in tenns of "cant deficiency or excess" or "inches of unbalance" when there is a difference
between the actual operational speed through a curve and the balance speed of the curve.

If there were no premium on speed, the curve geometry could be set for the most demanding
Glass of traffic and all trains would operate at that speed. Since speed is always at l\ premium
for passenger service. and increasingly for freight as well, the curve geometry (and tnus balance
speed) becomes a compromise between the maximum that can be tolerated by the slowest, least
stable trains and the minimum that can be accepted by the fastest trains. This means that the
majority of trains may well operate at other than the balanced speed for a given curve, but
always within the limits of the safety envelope for track forces and train stability,

CanI deficiency is defined as the difference between the actual superelevation (cant) in a given
curve and the amount of superelevation which would be required to exactly balance the lateral
(centrifugal) force acting on the train when it traverses the curve at a higher or lower speed.
Cant deficiency is a particularly convenient measure of unbalanced speed operation for this
context, insofar as it relates dIrectly to the amount of vehicle carbody tilting which would be
required to balance the forces acting on passenger~ and thus, maintain acceptable passenger
comfort.
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However, the geometry of the track and the speed of a vehicle or train are not the only elements
affecting curving behavior and the effective angular inclination of a carbody. The situation can
be compJicated by the behavior of the vehicle suspension when operating above or below the
balance speed. With some rail vehicle secondary suspension designs, the unbalanced lateral
force acting on the vehicle at the center of gravity can tend ~o further tilt the vehicJt~ in the
direction of the unbalanced force by compressing the suspension springs on the outside of the
curve. Th!s would increase the magnitude of the unbalanced force, as shown in Figure 20.5.
In this instance, the "softer" the vehicle suspension, the greater the ampJification the unbalanced
force would be, just as some automobiles will "roll" uncomfortably when making a tum at
relatively high-speed. Many suspension systems, however, are designed to limit this effect using
roll torsion bars or lateral links.

SUSPENSION SPRING
DIFFERENTIAL
COMPRESSION

TRACK CANT
HEIGHToho

'--__+-_ CENTRIFUGAL
FOACE·P

CARBODV ROLL
tt-----+-ORIENTATION

ANGLE °A-B·

SUSPENSION
CANT ANGLE "6"

TRA~K CANT ANGlE °Ao

GRAVITY
FORCE "G"-"4--_-......1

Figure 2.5: Effect of Suspension Compression on Forces Acting on Passengers
During Curving

This effect is sufficiently important that it needs to be taken into account when designing or
assessing the performance of vehicle tilting systems. As can be seen from Figure 2.S, the
outward roll due to suspension compression for some suspension designs would have the same
effect, with respect to passenger ride comfort, as reducing the superelevation in a curve by the
amount of the differential compression (labelled "w" in Figure 205).
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Finally, by intentionally tilting the body of a passenger rail vehicle, it is possible to reduce or
elimi!late the unbalanced lateral force acting on passengers, as shown in Fiaure 2.6. Intentional
tilting affects passenger ride comfon as though the superelevation of the track in a curve was
in(;reased by the amount of deliberate banking, relative to horizontal.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of DeUbente Body Tilting on Forces Acting on Passengers

By incorporating the effects of differential suspension compression and deliberate body tilting
into the expression for balance speed, a complete picture of the forces acting on rail vehicles,
and, equally lmportant, on passengers, is obtained. This allows passenger service operators to
assess how tilt-body eql'ipment would alter the time required for a particular trip. This
information is essential in making an informed trade-off becween the additional cost of acquiring
and operating tilting equipment and the revenues to be gained from reduced trip time. Appendix
A of this repon provides a more detailed discussion of the physics of curve negotiation,
including a step-by-step development of the complete unbalance force equation.

l
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2.5 WHY TILT THE VEHICLE? WHY NOT CHANGE TIlE SP~-'ERELEVAnON?

The objective of tilting the body of a passenger rail vehicle while traversing a curve in the track
at a speed above the balance speed (discussed above) is to achieve an acceptable ride quality
with respect to the lateral force perceived by the passenger, without being forced to invest very
large sums of money to build a dedicated passenger track with very large radius (very gentle)
curves, or aJternately to reconfigure the geometry of existing curved track to the point where
safe freight operations woulJ be compromised. By tilting the body of a passenger train vehicle,
existing curves can be !raversed at higher speeds without compromising passenger ride quality
and without risking instability during freight operations should the l!il£k cant angle be increased.

However, it is important to distiilguish that passenger ride quality is not safety! Tilting the
carbody does not reduce forces at the level of the track; incre".tsing speed increases the lateral
centripetal force as the SQuare of speed. Simply substituting tilting coaches (of equivalent axle
load) for non-tilting coaches and increasing the curving speed without considering the effect of
higher speed on the dynamic wheel/rail fcrces during curving, will result in a greater exposure
to accident risk because the safety marg;n on curving forces will be reduced. This is the
principal reason that tilt-body technologies with relatively high top speeds (above about 160
krn/h (lOOmph» also incorporate other features, such as low axle loads, low unsprung masses,
steerable trucks. and/or active suspensions, to reduce track forces and improve or maintain
operating safety margins, as well as body tilting to maintain passenger comfort.

Outside the Northeast Conidor (NEC), both the alignment geometry and track geometry of
existing North American railway tracks have been modified over the years8 to meet the
requirements of current freight operations. This means that the balance speed and degree of
superelevation in a given curve will he appropriate for relatively slow (40 to 60 mph) freight
trains made up of vehicles with relatively high centers of gravity (compared to modern passenger
equipment). At best, where freight and passenger operations share track, superelevation may be
increased slightly above the ideal level for freight.

However. safety considerations arising from freight vehicle instability under certain conditions,
and also the incr~ forces imposed on the lower (inside) rail in a curve by the much heavier
freight cars and locomotives when traversing the curve at speeds below the balance speed, force
any track geometry compromise towards the freight optimum. Imposition of heavier forces on
the lower rail increases the risk of rail failure through fracture or overturning, and thus of
derailment, and also causes greater rail (and wheel) wear, and thus increased maintenance costs.

8 Many existing railroads were originally built for (relatively) high-speed passsenger operations (160 kmIh,
100 mph); these tracks were also able to accommodate the shorter, lighter-weight freight trains of the time. As
freight was emphasized and train length and car weight increased. the geometry (superelevation, rate of change
in superelevation) was reoptimized for freight operations at the expense of passenger operations.
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Outside North America, the emphasis tends to be on railroads as passenger carriers. rather than
as movers of freight. Freight cars are limited to a 22 tonne (24.2 ton) axle load, and trains are
shorter. lighter. and often much faster. 9 However. in Japan and in many European countries,
there are extensive mountainous areas served by St'..condary and even main lines with curvature
that limits achievable speed below the safety limit. due to passenger comfort considerations.
Even where purpose-built high-speed lines exist to remove this comfort restriction (e.g., the
Direl1isma in a mountainous region of Italy), there may be advantages to tilting technologies if
train service extends through the rest of the national network or onto international routes where
non-purpose-built track may be used. In addition, [he emphasis on passenger operations.
environmental r.oncerns, and stringent approvals processes, especially in European countries,
provide an on-going incentive to seek service improvement opportunities that are not limited to

e;<tensive new infrastructure development.

In essence. tilt-body technologies represent a poit:liti31ly effective approach for improving
achievable service speed for passenger equipment on existing tracks, without altering the
geometry of curves and thus affecting the cost and safe operation of freight equipment, and
without requiring very expensive investment in new dedicated high-speed infrastructure. For
lines where passenger traffic density (and thus potential revenue) is low, this equipmenr-orierued
strategy offers a cost-effective means for significant service improvement, and one that can be
implemented incrementally, so as to ease the effect of tinanciallimitations.

However, there is a fundamer.t3l conflict:

o Body tilting can maintain passenger comfon through curves at higher unbalanced
speed. but

o Increasing unbalance will increase the lateml force exerted on track dUring
curving, lessen the safety margin for curving, and could result in unsafe
conditions.

The resolution of this conflict requires careful. systematic assessment and mitigation of both
passenger comfort and track force effects of higher curving speeds.

2.6 mE TRADE-OFFS OF Tn..TING TRAINSETS

The intentional tilting of railroad passenger carbodies has the advantage of allowing a significant
increase in the speeds at which existing track curves can be traversed. relative to those for non
tilting vehicles, with an equivalent level of passenger comfort. There are very substantial
financial benefits that can arise from achieving higher average speeds (and thus, reduced trip

~ German Federal Railways now operates some freight serviCes at 160 km/h (100 mpb).
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times) on existing tracks, insofar as the required investment required for tilt-body vehicies is
quite modest compared to that needed for infrastructure improvements.

Clearly, the magnitude of such benefits will be very much a function of the number and total
degrees of curvature on any given route. Higher avera~~ ~pcai achieved through reduction or
elimina.tio~ of speed restrictions on rtH·...l'~ .hal have been imposed for reasons of passenger
comfort may permit im~rl)ved ~uipment utilization with correspondingly reduced requirements
for capital investment in equipment, cUld should result in increased passenger ridership in
response to the reduced travelling time.

The introduction of body tilting alone will not affect speed limits imposed for reasons of safety
(Le., to ensure that track forces and especially the lateral force exerted during curving does not
exceed acceptable limits). The Swedish X2000, for example, has a maximum axle load of 17.6
tonnes (19.3 tons), with frame-hung tral;tion motors to reduce unsprung mass, and radial-steering
trucks, all of which combine to help keep track forces within acceptable limits even with a
substantial increase in speed. to

The design of intentional-tilting pasenger carbodies must address the issues of:

o Potentially disphh:ing the center of gravity laterally, as a result of the carbody
tilting action, ar...l decreasing the vehicle overturn safety margin,

o With increased speed, increasing the lateral forces imposed on the track by the
wheelsets with the attendant potential problems of increased rail wear, ~il gauge
widening, and in the extreme, derailment through rail rollover or rail overturning,

a Potentially heightening passenger awareness of the dynamic response of cars to
track irregularities through the sensitivity of the tilt control mechanisms, and

o Increasing vehicle complexity and requirements for redundancy in design and
maintenance effort to achieve reliable and ~afe operation.

However, as noted above, these issues can be controlled through careful design, implementation
and maintenance, and so typically do not represent sufficieni. disincentive to offset the potentially
substantial economic advantages of operating at higher speeds throngh curving track without
major investment in or alterations to existing infrastructure.

The design considerations of tilting trains that tend to minimize the issues of tilting include:

\0 -Tilting Train is SJ's Survival Tool.· International Railway Journal, April 1990, pp 37-40.
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o Use of Hghtweight carbody structures and truck (bogie) components (to minimize
the static and dynamic loading of the track as induced by any change in the center
of gravity during tilting and by the motion of the trucks and the carbody while
running at speed),

o Reduction of the truck wheelbase and/or use of steerable trucks (to minimize the
lateral forces imposed on the track by flange contact as the wheelsets move
through a curve),

o Design of the vehicle to ensure that the roll center for the carbody during tilting
remains close to or coincident with the center of gravity of the carbody (to
minimize effects on the safety margin for vehicle overturn),

o Minimization of the mass of the truck components located below the primary
suspension (to minimize the dynamic forces imposed on the track), and

o Use ofhardwarelcontrol elements and appropriate control algorithms/ mechanisms
to control the dynamic response of the tilt actuation operation.

Many of these design features have been incorporated into the various tilting technologies which
are currently in revenue service or in production, or which have successfully completed
development and feasibility testing. The key features of these technologies are summarized in
S~tion 3 of this report; detailed technical information is presented in Appendices B and C.

2.7 ACHIEVING DELIBERATE BODY TILT

There are two basic approaches to deliberately tilting the body of a rail passenger vehicle.
Passive-tilting designs utilize the lateral centrifugal force developed in a curve to tilt the body,
while active-tilting designs employ actively-controlled components to force the body tilt.

2.7.1 Passive-Tiltina

Passive-tilting is based on the pendulum effect provided by centrifugal and gravity forces when
the carbody roll center is located well above the center of gravity. III effect, the carbody
behaves as though suspended from pivots located at or near the top of the car, so that the body
can swing laterally about its long axis, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Passive-tilting technologies have the advantage of technical simplicity and lower weight for the
tilting components, but a high roll center means a potential reduction in the margin of safety for
vehicle overturning. Technologies based on this principle include the Spanish TaIgo PeruJular
the JR Series 381 Electric Multipl~-Unit trainset (EMU), and the United Aircraft (UAC)
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Turbotrain. The latter, since retired, was used by Amtr,\k in the early 1970s and by CN and
VIA Rail Canada in the 1970s and early 1980s.

The Swiss consortium SIG has developed a truck-based passive-tilt mechanism known as Neiko
for use with their unpowered high-speed truck; the truck can also be equipped with forced radial
sleering. The potential increased risk of overturning, at least in curves, can be offset by
designing the vehicle to have a very tow center of gravity, thereby lowering the lateral inertial
overturning moment (the vehicle roll moment induced by the lateral inertial force acting at the
center of gravity (e.g.) and reacted at the rail is a function of the height of tne e.g. above the
rail). The Spanish Talgo passive tilting coaches (Figure 2.8) are notable in this regard. The
lightweight carbodies are carried between the bogies, rather than on top of them (as described
in Appendix C) so the e.g. is very dose to the track.
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Figure 2.8: The Talgo Passive-Tilt Trainset

In contrast. the other operational passive tilting technology, the Japanese Railways-Shokaku
Series 381 electric mUltiple-unit t.rainset (Figure 2.9), has the carbody located on top of the
trucks, so that the e.g. is relatively high. The effect of this high e.g. on overturn safety margin
is exacerbated by the fact that this equipment operates on narrow-gauge (1 meter) track.
However, these trainsets operate at relatively low-speeds (less than 120 km/h [75 mph]), and
there cenainly do not appear to have been any serious incidents during its 18 years of service.

2.7.2 Active-Tiltine

The other technique uses hydraulic. electromechanical or pneumatic actuators in combination
with a tilt control system to provide active body tilting. Active-tilt mechanisms incorporate
mechanical linkages to keep the carbody roll center close to or below the carbody e.g., as in
Figure 2.7 (b). Doing so effectively eliminates any adverse effect on the safety margin for
vehicle overturning, and has the additional ?ractical advantage of minimizing the clearance
envelope for the vehicle at maximum tilt, as shown in Figure 2.7. This approach also reduces
the force exerted on passengers during tilting. in that the e.g. typically tends to be near to the
passenger seat cushion level.

The principal disadvantages of active tilt mechanisms stem from the complexity and added
weight of the tilt actlla~ors and the difficulty in defining optimum (desirable) control strategies.
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Figure 2.9: The JR-Shokaku Series 381 Passive-Tilting Narrow-Gange EMU

given the nature of the track geometry and passenger comfort. An inability to achieve reliable
detection of curve onset and exit and acceptable timing of tilt actuation led to the cancellation
of the British Rail Advanced Passenger Train (APT). However, some of the problem stemmed
from the inadequate data processing capability available during the late 1970s and early 1980s.
This would presumably no longer be a constraint, but the APT prototypes have long since been
scrapped.

The MLW/Bombardier LRC coaches operated by VIA Rall Canada have also been affected by
problems with curve detection and reliability of tilt operation, especially during the first half
decade of operation. Bombardier redesigned the control system during 1986-1988 and retrofitted
the VIA tleet (Figure 2.10). The equipment tested on the NEC a.s pan of the CONEG Task
Force Program had been so modified (Section 4.4). As a consequence of this aggressive
program and the extensive training of operating and maintenance personnel, VIA now employs
active tilting on the Ontario-Quebec corridor. \I Despite the problems encountered by
some technologies, the successful Fiat ETR 450 EMU (Figurl'. 2.11), ABB X2000 (Figure 2.12),
and LRC show that these challenges can be overcome.

II "Banking Perfonnance Curves for the LRC Car Fleet," personal mrrespondence. R. Monette,
Maintenance Operations. VIA Rail Canada Inc., 1992.
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Figure 2.10: The LRC as Produced for VIA Rail Canada, Inc.

Figure 2.11: The Fiat Fprroviara ETR 450 Acti\le-Tilt EMU Trainset
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Figure 2.12: The ABB X2000 Active-Tilting Trainset

2.8 CURVE DETECTION AND TILT ACTUATION

While body tilting can maintain ride quality at higher speeds in curves, it is essential that the
amount of body tilt. and the rate at which tilt is increased, closely match the increase in lateral
acceleration (force) that arises as the vehicle moves from tangent track onto the run-in spiral and
then onto the section of track with a uniform radius of curvature.

Similarly, the tilted carbody must be returned to its normal position as the vehicle moves over
the run-out transition spiral.

This careful control of both magnitude and rate of tilting requires reliable detection of the onset
of a change in track curvature. However, the mechanism must not be so sensitive as to
overreact to irregularities in track geometry.

The curve detection and tilt control mechanisms incorporated in the technologies considered in
this report depend on one or more of the following techniques:

o Continuous measurement of lateral acceleration of the vehicle.
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o Continuous measurement of the carbody roll angle relative to the plane of the
truck (bogie),

o Continuous measurement of track superelevation I and

o Continuous monitoring of vehicle location on the track relative to the known
location of each transition and curve on the route.

Lateral acceleration on the vehicle is deteeted by accelerometers mounted on the carbody and./or
the trucks. All but one of the actively-tilting technologies summarized in Section 3 and detailed
in Appendix C depend on measurement of lateral acceleration. Suitable acceleration sensors are
commercially available.

A number of the active-tilt technologies also measure the angle of the carbody relative to that
of the truck. This measurement requires sensors that detect the difference in the position of the
two sides of the carbody. Such sensors (typicalIy differential transformers) are also
commercially available.

Me:lsurement of track superelevation forms part of the basis for curve detection and tilt control
on 1he Fiat ETR 450 active-tilt equipment. Gyroscopes mounted on a truck of the vehicle at
either end of the train provide an absolute horizontal reference against which the roll position
of the truck can be measured. This information, which is instantly available, is used to
supplement the lateral acceleration data, which tend to lag slightly behind the onset of curving
due to the filtering of the accelera60n signal to remove the effects of noise caused by random
variations in track geometry.

The three curve detection techniques summarized above depend on measurement of acceleration,
carbody and/or truck positions, and, as such, are generalized techniques that allow a vehicle to
operate over any route. In contrast, the final technique listed above depends on access to
complete information about the exact absolute location and geometry of each transition spiral and
constant-radius curve on the line over which the vehicle is 0perating and a mechanism, such as
wayside transponders, that allows detection of the exact position of the vehicle with respect to
the next transition.

This technique, which was developed as part of a retrofit package for the Series 381 EMU and
has since been used in the TSE·2000 DMU equipment for JR-Shikoku, is essentially a
programmable control system that causes the vehicle to "follow" the lateral track geometry,
banking the correct amount in the correct direction at the proper rate based on vehicle speed,
just as the wheel-rail forces cause the vehicle to follow the longitudinal and vertical alignment
geometry.
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This approach offers several advantages in terms of overall simplicity and reliability, and in its
avoidance of real-time (reactive) curve detection, the practicality of which is strongly affected
by train speed. This technique could be of value to maglev, should tilt be required to adapt to
the goometric constraints of existing rights-of-way.

Another important consideration in the design of active-tilt controls is the location of the sensor
mechanism(s) that provide the input data to trigger the onset of tilting. Basically, there are two
alternative sensor locations that are used in conjunction with the generalized techniques, as
shown schematically in Figure 2.13:

o On the car or vehicle immediately ahead of a given car, or

o On the trucks of a given car.
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Figure 2.13: Alternative Sensor Locations for Active Body Tilt Control Systems

The "car-ahead" sensor location allows sufficient time for the control system to process the input
data and "anticipate" the onset of curving, so that tilting of the vehicle can be Ii med to coincide
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with the onset of lateral acceleration. This provides superior accelera.tion compensation provided
both rate and magnitude of tilt correspond exactly to the changes in track superelevation and the
radius of curvature at each point in the transition.

This approach also permits detection of entry to and exit frum the constant-radius portinn of the
curve, so that tilting can be halted and reversed without apparent discontinuities. However, use
of "car-ahead" sensors does impose the minor requirement for transmission of sensor data and/or
tilt control signals between cars or vehicles in a train.

Location of the sensor array on a given car simplifies requirem~nts for data and/or control
transmission, but imposes a lag between detection of a curve and the onset of tilting. This lag
makes it more difficult to match rate and magnitude of tilt so as to exactly cancel out lateral
acceleration. Mismatches between body tilt and curve geometry may result in a higher level of
passenger discomfort (in the form of acceleration peaks or acceleration reversals) than would
traversing the curve without body tilting.

2.9 FAIL-SAFE AND FAULT-TOLERANT DESIGN

An important consideration in the design of either active or passive tilting mechanisms is the
requirement that the mechanisms be fault-tolerant and ultimately, "fail-safe." Should some
component fail, thf~ system must continue to operate safely. In the event the mechanism does not
operate properly, the carbody must return to its untilted (neutral) position, be automatically or
manually locked in that position, and the vehicle speed in curves be restricted to that approved
for conventional (non-tilting) equipment. Each step is important, insofar as the vehicle requires
minimum clearance when untilted, passenger comfort and safety would be adversely affected if
the carbody were allowed to swing freely, and the ride quality would exceed acceptable limits
if curves were taken at the higher speed used with a functioning tilt mechanism. It is clear from
review of the technical literature that each manufacturer has considered this requirement.

2.10 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

As noted above, passive and especially active tilt mechanisms and the features that reduce or
control track forces, add complexity to the design of passenger rail vehicles. This added
complexity translates into a greater potential for failure with consequent additional requirements
for maintenance, relative to a conventional (non-tilting) vehicle. Suppliers of ti..lt-body
equipment have gone to considerable effort to ensure that their designs are as reliable as possible
and also to facilitate the additional maintenance activities that are required.

In terms of reliability enhancement, tilt-train designs emphasize fault-tolerant subsystems with
redundancy of critical components and sophisticated self-test and diagnostic capabilities. This
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strategy mInImIzes disruption of revenue £ervice and facilitiates subsequent maintenance
activities, but demands an aggressive and disciplined preventive maintenance program.

Fault-tolerant design for critical components and subsystems differs somewhat from, although
does not obviate, the tradition:i! "fail-safe" standcuds of the U.S. railroad indl~stry; reconciliation
of these two approaches is already occurring in some areas, notably train control, signaling and
interlocking devices, but this process may need to be expanded to deal with the key design
elements for tilt technologies.

To enhance mainlainability, there is an emphasis on programmed preventive maintenance in
purpose-designed facilities, and much effort has been made to ensure ease of access to important
subsystems and components, and the modularization of major components and subsystems to
permit rapid interchange, so that repair or servicing neer:l not immobilize a v~~hic1e or complete
trainset.

One must also bear in mind that the entire philosophy of vehicle (and tixed facility) maintenance
in Europe and Japan differs from the traditional reactive mode that has prevailed in the United
States and Canada. Rigorous preventive maintenance programs that more closely resemble
aviation practices are the rule elsewhere and the relatively modest maintenance increments
associated with foreign tilt-body technologies reflect these systematic differences. Technologies
incorporating hydraulic actuators and extensive microprocessor controls may require s.pecial
training on the part of the operators in the U. S.

The same issues of maintainability and required skills pertain to steerable tTUcks (especially those
that must balance stability at very high-speeds with superior curving performance), frame-hung
or body-hung traction motors with cardan-shaft or quill drives, and indeed even to the lighter
(on a kW for kW basis) anc more rugged ac induction motors that are featured on some
technologies and are likely to become the standard for the future.

2.11 COST VERSUS PERFORMANCE: HOW TILTING AFFECTS THIS FUNDA
MENTAL TRADEOFF

Tilt-body technologies ha',e the (·.apability to offer irnprC'''ements to trip time on routes with
frequent curves of sufficiently small radius to warrant the Imposition of speed restrictions for
reasons of passenger comfort. (If speed re5trictions are imposed because of other reasons, such
as excessive wheel/rail forces, other design modifications such as the use of radial-type trucks
must also be incorporated). Improvements which are achieved by raising the average speed on
a particular route through reduction or elimination of deceleration/acceleration cycles on some
curves may be significant, in terms of enabling the service operator to offer a more competiti\'e
transportation product. However, the effect on service competitiveness and ultimately on
ridership and revenue is very dependent on the characteristics of each specific market.
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The major potential benefit from body tilting is higher average speed without major investment
in infrastructure. Tilt-body equipment may, under the right conditions, offer a much more cost
effective way to improve performance using existing rights-of-way and tracks.

Tilt-body technologies will permit speed increases in curves only to the extent that existing speed
limits are imposed for reasons of passenger comfort. The use of body tilting does not alter the
acceptable levels of lateral and vertical force that can be imposed on the track structure during
curving, so that the effects of operating at a higher speed must be assesserl for safety on a curve
by-curve basis. The most important element in controlling the magnitude of the forces imposed
on the track structure at any given speed is minimization of the weight of the rail vehicle and
especially what is termed its unsprung mass the portion of vehicle weight that is located between
the track and the first set of springs (primary suspension) in the vehicle suspension, as illustrated
in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Vehicle Suspension Configuration

In North American locomotives, the unsprung mass comprises the wheelsets and axle-mounted
traction motors. European and Japanese designs typically suspend the traction motor from the
carbody or mount it on the trock frame above the primary suspension, with power being
delivered to the wheeis though a flexible driveshaft. This greatly reduces the unsprung mass
(and also moves the tractioi~ motor out of a very dirty and demanding operating environment.)
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Table 2.2 summarizes unsprung mass and axle load for somf~ typical North American and
foreign locomotives. As an illustration, the unsprung mass of the Bombardier LRC locomotive
is over 3990 kg (8,800 lbs), similar to that of a typical four-axle freight locomotive; that of the
diesel-powered HST used by British Rail is less than 2000 kg (4,400 lbs). The axle load and
unsprung mass of the X2000 power car (locomotive) which draws electric power from overhead
catenary is even lower, and the X2UOO power car has trucks equipped with radial steering. None
of these locomotives tilt.

TABLE 2.2
COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM AXLE WAD AND UNSPRUNG MASS

~.Q!2gy Propulsion Type Static Axle load Unsprung Mass
Tonnes ITonsl/Axle Tonnes ITons)/Axle

LAC Medium-Speed Diesel 28.5 (31.4) 4.0 /4.4)

X2000 Overhead Electric 15.0 (16.5) 1.9 (2.1)

ETA 450 Overhead Electric 12.5 (13.8) 1.5/1.6)

F40PH Medium-Speed DiesAI 29.0 (32.0) 3.6/4.0)

HST High-Speed Diesel 17.5 (19.31 2.2 (2.4)

The ETR-450 electric multiple-unit vehicles, which also draw power from overhead catenary,
have smaller, lighter traction motors mounted on the body structure of each car; the axle load
and unsprung mass are even lower. /.11 ETR-450 vehicles tilt.

Adherence to the U.S. standards for carbody ~trength (CFR Title 49 Part 229.141) instead of
those specified by UIC Code 566 may affect both the axle load and unsprung mass of the
vehicle l2

• The wheels and axles are sized in proportion to the mass which must be carried, so
that as the static mass of the locomotive increases, as it must to provide the additional
compressive strength in a cost-effective fashion, the unsprung mass must also increase (the static
axle load of the LRC, which does meet U.S. standards, is 28.5 tonnes [31.4 tons]; that of the
HST just 17.5 tonnes [19.3 tons]).

The bottom line from the foregoing is quite simpie: an ability to maintain passenger comfort at
higher speeds through curves by means of carbody tilting may be irrelevant if the track forces
imposed by locomotives, compatible with U.S. standards, prevent safe operation at higher-speed.

II For an excellent overview of this and other differences in '>landards, see An Assessment of High-Speed
Rail Safety Issues and Research Needs, Bing, Alan J., prepared by A.D. Little, Inc. for the FRA Office of
Research and Development. Report DOT/FRAIORD-90/04 (NTIS: PH 92-129212), December 1990.
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The second consideration in the cost versus performance tradeoff is that while all the tilt
technologies summarized in Section 3 are advertised 3S being suitable for use on existing track,
they can only be applied if geometry and track structure are compatible with high-speed
operation. Even on secondary lines in Europe and Japan, the basic track structure is quite
different from that typically found on the (predominantly freight) railroads of the V.S.

figure 2.15 shows the components that dominate typical railway track in the V.S. and in Europe
or Japan. The major differences are in weight of rail (heavier in the V.S.), the type of fasteners
(g\enerally cut spikes in the V .S., elastic clips in Europe and Japan) and the type of ties
(generally hardwood in the V.S. and on some secondary lines outside the V .S., concrete on
European and Japanese mainlines and on some secondary lines). One exception is the NEe
which has a high proportion of concrete ties and elastic fasteners. Outside the Northeast
Corridor, even track maintained to the highest FRA Class 6 standard offers a rather different
operating environ llent than the tracks for which foreign technologies were designed.
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Figure 2.15: Typical Track Structures
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2.12 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS: WHAT TILTING DOES AND DOES NOT
AfilECl'

As noted above, body tilting is a technical solution to the problem of maintaining acceptable ride
quality while increasing speed through curves, without modifying the geometry of the curve.
Body tilting does not improve the safety margin for operatmg through a given curve! In fact,
depending on how well a given tilt design positions and moves the c.g., it is possible that use
of a tilting technology could reduce the margin of safety, even at the sarne speed. Since the
objective is to increase speed, the margin of safety with respect to imposed track forces could
be decreased, unless the axle load and unsprung mass of the locomotive used to propel the tilting
cars is reduced, so that th~ track forces remain unchanged. Finally, because tilting the carbodies
may increase the amount Oi' clearance needed to ~nsure that the tilted vehicles will not impinge
on tunnels, bridges, buildings, or trains on adjacent tracks, some investment could be needed
to provide the added space.

It is important to recognize that most tilt-body technologies incorporate other design features for
high-speed operation, such as lower axle loads and reduced unspnmg mass, steerable trucks to
reduce lateral forces during curving, and improved traction and braking control that have the
potential to improve safety rela~ive to the conventional technologies in use in the United States.
These features are noted in the detailed assessments of each technology reported in Appendix
C of this report. The systematic application of preventative maintenance practices for both
vehicles and infrastructure also contributes to enhancement of safe operations: emphasis on event
avoidance, rather than on event survivability, has much to recommend.

Most operational tilt-body technologies are not aimed at very high-speed operation. The ETR
450, with a 250 km/h (156 mph) service maximull1, is the fastest revenue-tilting train. This is
at the upper limit of what might be termed the intermediate-speed in the context of proposed
technologies. The X2000 has a 200 km/h (125 mph) design speed, and has begun operating at
that speed on portions of sele(;ted routes in Sweden; it reached 250 km/h (156 mph) during
running trials on German high-speed track. The production LRC has been limited to 155 km/h
(95 mph) or less during its service with VIA Rail Canada, primarily because that is the
maximum speed Canadian federal regulations permit on track with at-grade roal! crossings. A
much lighter prototype locomotive and coach was operated in test at 200 km/h (125 mph) at
Pueblo, and two trainsets leased to Amtrak o;Jerated at lower speed on segments of the Northeast
Corridor between New York and Boston (this equipment was returned to Bombardier in July
1981 at the expiration of the lease period since Amtrak's limited budget would not allow
purchase of the trains I3

).

I3·Canada's LRC: Low cost. high speed: Railway Age, August 9, 1982.
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In part, these relatively modest speeds reflect an inherent conflict between the characteristics of
trucks capable of stable (safe) operation at very high speed on purpose-built track, and the
characteristics of trucks designed to run on existing tracks. Simply put, high-speed trucks are
very rigid to resist hunting; trucks for existing track must be quite flexible, even if not steerable.
The advanced truck designs proposed for high-speed tilt trains like the Fiat"AVRIL" incorporate
independent wheels, active lateral and vertical suspensions, and a variety of unusual propulsion
configurations to help address the challenge posed by this divergence.
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3. OVERVIEW OF TILT-BODY TECHNOLOGIES

Tables 3.t, 3.2, and 3.3 provide an overview of the tilt-body technologies examined in this
report. Table 3.1 summarizes technologies employing acth'c body tilting that are either
operational or under construction. For completeness, the ABB X2000 is included, although that
technology was reviewed in some detail in the report recently completed for the FRA.14

Table 3.2 ~'lmmarizes advanced active-tilt technologies at the conceptual design stage.

Table 3.3 summarizes passive-tilt equipment in service or under current development.

This report Joes not address two tilt-body technologies that are primarily of historical interest:

o The United Aircraft Turbotrain, equipped with passive tilting, which was operated
with varying degrees of technical success and market acceptance both by Amtrak.
in the U.S. and by Canadian National Railways and VIA Rail Canada, in the late
1960's, 1970's, and early 1980's, but has since been replaced (the passive-tilt
aspects of the Turbotrain, with low e.g., were favorable, but lack of informati-Jn
on any current development precluded further review); and

o The British Rail Advanced Passenger Train (APT), an electrified, 156 mph
active-tilt articulated trainset which was developed and tested in prototype in the
1970's and early 1980's, but which failed to perform reliably and was
subsequently scrapped .

•• Safety Relevant Observations on the X2000 Tiltigg Train, prepared for the FRA Office of Research and
Development, DOT/FRA/ORD-90/14 (NTIS: PB 91-129668), December 1990.
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4. U.S. EXPERIENCE WITII TILT-BODY TECHNOLOGIES

Foreign designed and built tilt trains have been considered for possible application in the United
States. Two such technologies, the Spanish Taiga Pendular and the Canadian LRC, have been
tested in the U.S. with equipment provided by the developers, although they have not
subsequently been used in revenue service.

4.1 EARLY EXPERIENCE WIm LRC

The original LRC technology, developed between 1967 and 1970, led to a first prototype train,
which consisted of a 12-cylinder diesel-electric locomotive and one banking coach, in July 1971.
This train was built to verify the feasibility of providing a safe high cant deficiency operation
over existing infrastructure in North America with passenger comfort. Extensive testing was
performed on the prototype train between 1971 and 1976 in Canada, at the U. S. Department of
Transportation, Transportation Test Center near Pueblo, Colorado, and in the NOrtheasL
Corridor. These series of high-speed tests, which were performed at speeds up to 210 km/h
(130 mph), verified many aspects of the train such as ride quality, the effectiveness of the tilting
mechanism, vehicle stability and curving, and track loading. The tests demonstrated that a low
center of gravity, low profile train such as the LRC, could safely negotiate curves at much
higher speeds than were presently permitted in the U.S. and provide a reasonable ride comfort.

Two LRC trainsets were leased by Amtrak in 1980. This equipment consisted of two 16
cylinder diesel-electric locomotives and 10 banking coaches. In a joint FRA/Amtrak project,
high-speed curving tests were carried out in the summer and fall of 1980 on the LRC
locomotive, the LRC banking coach, the standard Amcoach, and the AEM-7Iocomotive.1S The
vehicles were equipped with ~nstrumented wheels, carbody accelerometers, and displacement
transducers. In repetitive runs in the Northeast Corridor, the Am~ch was tested at up to 229
mm (9 in) of cant deficiency, and the LRC train was tested at up to 381 mm (15 in) of cant
deficiency. Similar runs, up to a cant deficienc) of 279 mm (II in), were also performed on
Ihe AEM-7 locomotive at a test site on the Philadelphia-Harrisburg line equipped with the
required electrification. In addition, the vehicles were run on a large sample of curves at high
cant deficiency to investigate the transient performance of the vehicles over a wide range of
typical perturbations.

4.2 SAFETY LIMITS

Safety considerations which were examined relating to operation at higher cant deficiencies
included vehicle overturning, wheel climb, rail rollover, and track panel shift (see Section

1.\ High Cant peficiency Testing of the LRC Trajn. the AEM-7 Locomotive. and the Amcoach, Report No.
DOT-FR-81-06, (NTIS: PB 82-213018), January 1982.
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5.1.1). It was found that the maximum safe cant deficiency limit of each train tested was set
by the vehicle overturning safety criteria for the coach, and in particular by the steady state side
to-side weight transfer. The safety limit was set by the coaches rather than by the locomotives
after making allowance for 90 km/h (56 mph) crosswind loading which is more restrictive for
coaches. Results showed that, except for a few unusually harsh curves, the LRC train could run
safely at up to 229 mm (9 in) of cant deficiency, while maintaining less than the recommended
AAR comfort limit of O.lg steady-state lateral acceleration by tilting the coaches, and that a
conventional train consisting of the AEM-7 locomotive and Amcoaches would run safely at 203
mm (8 in) of cant deficiency at the expense of "strongly noticeable" (about O.15g) steady-state
lateral acceleration.

4.3 BANKING AMCOACH

In a second joint FRA/Amtrak project in 1982, tests were performed on the F40PH diesel
electric locomotive and an Amcoach modified for banking, with and without the banking system
in operation. 16 The modified coach used a truck frame with softer primary suspension and an
air-actuated torsion bar device, supported by bearings secured to the carbody, to tilt the body
by overcoming ~he secondary airsprings. An electronic controller initiated the full four-degree
available tilt when the damped lateral acceleration of the truck frame -reached a threshold le"'el
of O.04g. Safety at high cant deficiency was evaluated by comparing direct wheel/rail force
measurements to safety criteria. Again, a general cant deficiency limit, imposed by the steady
state ovenurning criterion, was found to be 203 mm (8 in) for both the banking Amcoach and
the standard Amcoach. The general cant deficiency limit of the F40PH locomotive was found
to be 229 mm (9 in). although several exceptions were identified by the transient overturning
criteria. The banking system of the modified Amcordch was successful in maintaining a low level
of steady state carbody lateral acceleration at high cant deficiency, although a recommendation
was noted that fail-safe devices should be required to prevent one truck of a banking coach from
operating while the other is disabled.

4.4 CONEG TESTS

During the spring and fall of 1988, AmtraklFRA, working dosely with the Coalition of
Northeastern Governors (CONEG), conducted high-speed tests of tilt and turbo equipment in the
Northeast Corridor between Boston and New York City.17 These tests were performed to
evaluate the feasibility of utilizing existing and proven technologies to achieve the CONEG
objectives of reduced trip time and enhanced passenger comfort. These tests were also required
to validate the train performance models used to predict running times for various equipment

I~ High Cant Deficiency Te!:l of lhe F40PH Locomolive and lbe Prolotyp# Banking Amcoach, Report No.
DOT·FR-83-03, (NTIS: PH 83-219139), January 1983.

17 CONEG (Coalition ()f Northeastern Governors). Tilt and Turbo Train Test II.Dd Evaluation. January 1989.
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options and configurations, as well as to assess the benefits of proposed fixed plant
improvements. The route, particularly suited to a tilt technology assessment, was 367 km (228
miles) long, in which there were 238 curves; typically the percentage of track which had more
than one degree of curvature \Va:; about 40%. The total length of these curves was more than
121 km (75 miles).

The equipment technologies tested were the Amfleet cars (currently in Northeast Corridor
operation), the RTL and RTG turboliner trainsets, the Spanish TaIgo Pendular passive tilting
coaches and ;w LRC active tilt trainset. The Amfleet cars were tested to provide a baseline for
comparison of the candidate equipment. All equipment types were instrumented to measure
speed and carbody lateral acceleration, and were operated at higher speeds around curves than
were currently permitted. The FRA required that sufficient instrumentation be installed on each
trainset in order to relate test behavior to previously tested equipment known to be safe. The
cant deficiency was limited by sensible considerations of passenger comfort and safe passenger
mobility. Because of the frequent proximity of many curves, high cant deficiency speeds could
not always be achieved due to the low acceleration capabilities of the locomotives. "The
performance of all tests was verified in accordance with Congressional intent by the FRA and
by consultants to the CONEG Policy Research Center Inc. "IS

Measurements were analyzed into steady state lateral acceleration, peak lateral acceleration, jolt
(the maximum difference in trainset lateral acceleration within anyone second interval) and
absolute peak-ta-peak lateral accelerations. Tests were conducted incrementally to attain
maximum curve speed, permitting analysis of applied forces ano dynamic responses during and
at the conclusion of each test run, before proceeding to the next incremental level of cant
deficiency.

Review of all test data disclosed that passenger trains could operate at higher cant deficiency
speeds without compromising passenger comfort and derailment safety limits. The running time
from Boston to New Haven could be reduced to I hour and 56 minutes, 24 minutes fastf"r than
trains operating at conventional 76 mm (3 in) cant deficiency speeds.

The trends of steady state and peak lateral accelerations and jolt averaged from 33 curves
provided an overall comparison of the test vehicles; a comparison of the trend lines with
increasing cant deficiency up to eight inches is shown in FIgUre 4.1. 19 The steady state lateral
acceleration of the LRC was sustained near zero "gil by its active-tilt system. The Talgo showed
a large reduction in steady state acceleration but its passive-tilt system did no~ completely cancel

II Amtrak Evaluation of Tilt and Turbo Train TectmoloKies. Amtrak Report. 1989.

I~ Ibid.• Amtrak Report.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Carbody Lateral Acceleration Trend Lines

these accelerations. Both the LRC and Talgo offered significant improvements over the baseline
vehicle in dynamic performance and lower steady state accelerations.

The LRC exhibited a somewhat smaller peak lateral accelention at low cant deficiencies but
very little difference as cant deficiency increased. The peak-ta-peak jolt of the Talgo was less
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sensitive to cant deficiency than the LRC. Both the LRC and TaIgo handled jolts extremely
well, although the LRC was superior only on long smooth curves. The LRC coach, with an
active suspension tilting m~hanism, exhibited a lateral acceleration, increasing in the entry
spiral of a curve until the· control system tilted the body to cancel the steady state lateral
acceleration. However, as the car left the curve, the body remained tilted until the control
system responded to remove it. This system lag produced a significant negative lateral
acceleration at curve exit. During curve entry transition, the LRC was vulnerable to track
perturbations which cause jolts. The T<\lg(.l kept the steady state lateral accelerations below O.lg
and its negative lateral acceleration at ~urve exits was usually insignificant. It was superior on
shon curves and rough-entry curves.

The steady state and peak lateral acc~leration measurements were also used to monitor
derailment safety during the test runs. The most restrictive of the derailment safety criteria is
the vehicle overturning criterion which is formulated to prevent excessive side-to-side weight
transfer in curving. The steady state and peak lateral accelerations were used to estimate the
respective wheel load transfer using calculations based on known vehicle suspension
characteristics and previous measurements of some vehicles with force sensing wheels. Truck,
rather than body accelerations, were used to estimate wheel load transfer of the active suspensicn
LRC coach because the tilt action eliminated the means of estimating steady state load transfer.
All test vehicles were deemed to be within the safety limits up to a cant deficiency of 203 mm
(8 in).

In parallel with the measurements, passenger evaluations of ride quality were obtained from a
survey of volunteers recruited by CONEG to ride each of five train trips made to simulate
revenue service. 20 The passengers riding at these higher curve speeds reported the occurrence
and severity of each instance of discomfort, and provided subjective ratings of the entire trip.
Generally, the results indicated passengers' acceptance of higher than normal curve speeds.
Over 84 % of the passengers in the test rated the ride quality of their runs at these higher curve
speeds as either good or excellent. The average number of reports of curve-related discomfort
per passenger over the course of the 251 km (156 mile) distance from Boston to New Haven was
only 8.2.

From an analysis of the discomfort reports, the increase in di,~mfort was attributed to the
increase in lateral acceleration forces (steady stale and jolt) felt by passengers as curve speeds
increased. The reports also showed that steady state and jolt acted together to exacerbate
passenger discomfort. The reports on individual curves and ratings of overall ride quality
indicated that tilt trains can make a difference. The tilt trains provided the most comfortable
ride of the demonstration trains and produced quite acceptable levels of comfort even at the
highest curve speeds tested (only about 7% of passengers expressed discomfort).

:ll Passenger Evaluation of Tilt and Turbo Tr..in Rides, Report to the FRA. April 3, 1989.
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A larger percentage of passengers on the tilt trains rated the quality of their ride as "excellent"
than did so on either the Amfleet baseline or Turbo trains. One significant finding of the survey
was that most passengers accepted the practice of higher unbalance levels in train travel.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS FROM U.S. TILT-BODY TRAIN EXPERIENCE

The general conclusions of the u.s. experience can be summarized as follows:

o Speeds of passenger trainsets can be increased through curves to reduce trip time
on existing guideways and still operate ~.fely,

o Tilt-body vehicles offer the potential to maintain good passenger ride comfort in
curves at the higher cant deficiencies, 'lOd still remain safe, and

o The practical limits to speed in curves will be safety-related, not passenger
comfort related, if tilt-body technology is used.
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s. TILT OPERATIONS IN mE u.s.: WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?

There are several important issues - and potentially important opportunities - that would arise
if U.S. railroads were to make use of vehicles equipped with tilt-body capabilities. These issues
encompass a range of safety, technical compatibility, and regulatory compatibility considerations.
Some of the issues and most of the opportunities arise from the consequences of body tilting
itself, and would pertain even for designed-for-America equipment. An obvious example of an
issue in this class is the effect of body tilting on compatibility with the clearance envelcpe for
a given (existing) railroad or route. In terms of opportunit.:~,active body tilting may permit co
location oi high-speed rail or Maglev in some existing rights-of~way without una(,~ptable

degradation of ride quality.

There are also important issues that exist because all but one (the LRC) of t'le existing tilting
technologies have been designed and built for different sets of technical and safety standards and
operating conditions than exist in the U.S. The issues in this class are the same in principle as
those that affect non-tilting foreign technologies .like the TGV or the ICE.

The most obvious example of this category is the difference between FRA structural strength
standards and those of me Code 566. Treatment of these generic issues affecting technologies
originating outside the U.S. is beyond the scope of this investigation, and the reader is directed
to the recent FRA report21 for a comprehensive overview. Buff strength, as an example, is a
measure of occupant compartment smJctural integrity. This measure is adequate for a particular
type of car construction (body-on-underframe) and for low-speeds, when train buckling is not
a great concern. Different vehicle structural designs may allow increased occupdnt compartment
structural integrity and decreased vehicle weight. The FRA currently is examining the issue of
crashworthiness in a major study on Collision Avoidance a1Ul Accitknr Survivabiliry scheduled
for completion in 1992. Some of the generic issues - notably the example cited above - do bear
directly on the tilt-specific issues, and are discussed below.

5.1 BODY TnTING ISSUES

There are five issues that must be addressed prior to the use of tilting rolling stock in the U.S.,
even if all the generic :ssues related to use of equipment built to non-U.S. standards are
resolved. These issues are:

21 An ASsessment of High-Speed Rail Safety Issues and Research N~. A.J. Bing, pr..pared by A.D.
Little, Inc. for the FRA Office of Research and Development, Report No. DOT/FRA/ORD-90/04 (NTIS: PB
92-129212). December 1990.
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o Effects of increased curving speed on operating safety, including "worst case"
scenarios:

o Compatibility with clearance envelopes for existing tracks and equipment types;

o Maintainability and reliability, including availability of appropriate facilities and
labor;

o Effects of U.S. alignment geometry and track maintenance standards on
effectiveness of foreign tilt mechanisms in maintaining passenger comfort; and

o The incremental costs and benefits of tilting.

5.1.1 Increased Curviol: Speed aod Qoer~tiol:SafetyD

The fundamental basis for safe curving at higher speed is satisfactory control of forces acting
at and across the wheel-rail interface. Existing FRA regulations (49 CFR Part 213) specify track
geometry deviations for various speed regimes and a maximum allowable cant deficiency of 76
mm (3 inch). The FRA regulations do not directly address track-train forces, lateral/vertical
force ratios, or allowable maximum lateral and vertical static or dynamic loads. Industry
standards and practices also do not address these areas.

The criteria applied to detennine whether a rail vehicle can safely negotiate a curve at a given
speed differ from jurisoiction to jurisdiction internationally. All are concerned with assessing
the risk of vehicle derailment through four basic mechanisms:

o Vehicle overturning,

o Wheel climb.

o Gage widening (rail rollover, rail lateral deflection), and

o Lateral track panel shift.

J: Much of the matenal in this section is drawn from Chapter 5 and Appendix B of the 1983 Report DOT·
FR-83-Q3, (NTIS: PB 83-219139) entitled High Cant Deficiency Test of the F40PH LocOmotive lUld the
Prototype Bankigg Amcoach. prepared by ENSCO, Inc.. for Amtrak: and tbe FRA Offi~ of Freight and
l'tSSeDger Systems. AppendiX B of this reference is based on the work of BlttelJe Columbus lJIboratory carried
out as part of the IPEEP Program, and reported by Dt'.lW and Ahlbeck ·Criteria fllr the Qualification of Rail
V~hic1es for High-Speed Curving.· [PEEP Working Paper, Oct. 1977; lU1d ·Criteria for High-Speed Curving of
Rail Vehicles". ASME Paper No. 79-WA/RT-12. December 1979.
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These criteria are basically reference standards against which expenmentally-measured wheel
force values are assessed, taking into account the effects of wind loading as well as the forces
generated by curve negotiation. Table S.l summariles the safety criteria limits that were
applied in the cant deficiency tests on the Northeast Corridor (NEC).23

TABLE 5.1
SUMMARY OF SAFETY CRITERIA LIMITS FOR SPECIFIC TEST VEHICLES

198~1982NEe CANT DEFICIENCY TESTS

Maximum Permissible Test Measurement

DerlMlment M.uurement F40PH Banking Standard AEM-7 LRC LRC
Mechenllm Locomotive Amcoach Amcoach Locomotive Locomotive Coach

Vehicle Steady State 399 mm 325 mm 325 mm 411 mm 414 mm 31a mm
Ovarturning Weight Vector 15.7 in 12.8 in 12.8 in 18.2 in 16,3 in 12.5 in

Intercept

Transient 551 mm 478 mm 478 mm 564mm 566mm 470mm
Weight \lector 21.7 in 18.8 in , 8.8 In 22.2 in 22.3 in 18.5 in
Intercept

Wheel Climb Trensient 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0,9
Wheel (LIV)

Rail Rollover Transient Truck 0.57 0.65 0.65 0.59 0.57 0.65
Side (LIV)

Track Penal Shift TranSient 186.4 kN 83.2 kN 83.2 kN 151.2 kN 183.7 kN 81.0 kN
Lateral Axle 41.9001b 1&,700Ib 18,700lb 34,OOOIb 41.300 Ib 18.2001b
Force

Transient 266.0 kN 121.4 kN 121.4 kN 215.3 kN 262.0 kN 119.7 kN
Lateral Truck 59.8001b 27,300lb 27,3001b 48,4001b 58,900 Ib 26,9001b
roree

In the context of this assessment, it is imponant to distinguish between aspects of body tilting,
if any, which might impact the potential for de.-a,ilment, and the more general safety concerns
related to traversing curves at higher unbalanced speeds.

5.1.1.1 Vehicle Overturning

For tilt body operation, the issue in vehicle overturning is the likelihood that the combination
of lateral inertial force acting at the e.g. of the vehicle in higher cant deficiency operation,
coupled with the loading due to cross wind acting at its center of pressure (Cp) will be sufficient
to remove any vertiC2.! load from the inside wheels in the curve. (It is the intended higher cant
deficiency operation which is the fundamental issue: vehicle overturning is a design concern for
any vehicle in worst case situations, such as travelling at underbalance speed (or stationary)
through a superelevated curve with a crosswind inward to the curve).

::J Ibid.• FRA report DOT-FR-83·.()J. p. 1-4.
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The ,lateral inertial force may be considered as comprising the steady-state force as developed
in the body of the curve, and transient or dynamic forces resulting from transition spirals and
alignment ~rturbations. Transient phenomena involve time durati'Ji: which mayor may not be
sufficiently long for actual overturning to take place. Most ovenuminJ; criteria deal with the
forces acting through the c.g., with the wind-loading force used as a modifyil.~ factor which can
te computed separately and applied additively.

The concept of weight vector intercept (WVI) has been traditionally used to quantify beth steady
state and transient criteria for vehicle ovenuming. The WVI is the distance from the Q'nterline
of the track to the point where the resulting force vector acting on the vehicle (from the lateral
centrifugal and wind forces, and vertical gravitational force) intersects the plane of the railheads.
A WVI of zero indicates symmetrical loading, while a WVI approaching 760 mm (30 in) for
standard gaug~ track (one-half <the track gauge) signals impending overturn.

Three criteria were identified and discussed in the primary sources cited above. The first
criterion, the AAR's so-called "One-Third Rule," states that the WVI, neglecting wind loading,
must lie within the center third of the track (no more than 254 mm [10 in] each side of the track
centerline for standard gauge track). While in common use, it must be regarded as overly
conservative.

The second criterion identified is the "Overturning Moment Safety Factor" developed by the
Association of German Locomotive Manufacturers. This criterion is based on the ratio of the
restoring moment based on the vehicl~ weight acting through the laterally-shifted c.g. to the sum
of the overturning moments, including an allowance for a 110 km/h (68 mph) crosswind, being
greater than 1.2. No distinction is made between steady state and transient loads.

The third criterion identified is the Vertical Wheel Load Reduction Ratio used at that time by
JNR and later by its successor companies. This criterion measures lateral weight transfer in
terms of the percent reduction in the vertical load on the inside (low-rail) wheels, and explicitly
deals with both sttady-state and transient load transfer effects. A reduction in wheel load by 60%
of the nominal value is permitted for steady state curving, while an 80% reduction is allowed
for transient peak wheel unloading (in terms of WVI for standard gauge track, this translates to
457 mm [18 in] steady state and 610 mm [24 in] peak). In establishing these limits, the transient
overturning computations included the effects of transition spirals but not of track alignment
perturbations causing short duration transients, and comparison of measured data through
irregular track to the criteria may be somewhat conservative. The effect of wind loading is
quantified by estimating the force generated by a wind velocity acting perpendicular to a surface
area of the whole vehicle with a drag coefficient of 1. The overall equations used to establish
the limiting WVI for the JNR criterion are given in Figure .5.1.
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Steady State
Vector Intercept

and

Transient Vector
Intercept

where:

v = the lateral wind speed in miles per hour

S = the lateral surface area of the vehicle in square feet

hec> = the height of the center of wind pressure in feet

W = one-half of th~ unloaded weight of the vehicle in pOI.mu~

Figure 5.1: JNR Vebkle Overturning Criteria

This criterion was used as a basis for assessment in the 1980-82, 1983, and 1988 cant deficiency
tests of, variously, LRC, F40PH, Amfleet, TaIgo, RTG Turbo I and RTG Turbo II equipment
on the NEe. As discussed in Section 4, it was the vehicle overturning criteria which was the
most restrictive derailment safety limit 0'1 the passenger equipment operating at high cant
deficiency. Figure S.2 compares the three criteria as applied to the LRC coach as a func:·tion
of wind speed. A wind speed of 90 km/h (56 mph) was used as the limiting value in the
assessment because it is the greatest expected in the NEC within 4.5 meters (15 ft) of the ground
for a to-year mean recurrence interval. In this case, the crosswind allowance by itself could
equal a wheel unloading of almost 20%.

A question remains as to which of the two cri~ria, steady-state or transient, might limit the cant
deficiency allowable for safe operation. The maximum cant deficiency satisfying the steady-state
overtliming criteria for a particular vehicle with a maximum crosswind can be determined
analytically from a knowledge of the suspension characteristics, mass distribution and surface
area. and correlates well with tests. The p.stimation of limiting cant deficiency based on transient
criteria is more difficult to validate, both analytically and by test. For the JNR criterion, use
of a cant deficiency limit based on steady-state weight transfer implicitly assumes that there are
no track perturbations capable of causing additional transient wheel unloading greater than
20 %.24 Few exceptions to the limits based on the steady-state criterion were found in the NEC
tests, and all exceptions were 3.ii;sociated with switches, undergrade bridges or grade crossings.

24 Railroad Passenger Ride Safm:, Owings, R.P., Boyd, P.L., prepared by RHOMICRON, Inc. and
ENSCO, Inc. for the FRA Office of Research and Development, Report No. DOT-FRA/ORD-89/06, April
1989.
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Figure S.2: Comparison of Three Different Overturning Criteria AppUed to tbe
LRC Coam

The risk of derailment from vehicle overturning is of particular concern with passive-tilting
technologies. Since passive-tilting is based on penduJar motion, even a relatively modest tilt
angle will result in additional outward lateral displacement of the e.g. and the weight vector
intercept. The only effective countermeasure is to make the center of gravity of the vehicle as
low as possible, and to restrict the maximum tilt angle, so that the consequent overturning
moment is minimized.

This concern with the risk of overturning, as well as passenger comfort considerations related
to tilt rate, have effectively limited the passive-tilt angles to 5° or less, in contrast to the 7° to
100 that are commonly achieved with active-tilt systems. The successful TaIgo Perulular coaches
combine a limited tilt angle with a low e.g. achieved by supporting the body structure between
the articulating trucks, rather than on top of the trucks as is the case in most conventional
passenger equipment. The UAC Turbotrain also adopted this strategy, and this was one of the
features of that equipment th"t performed consistently well.

The inclusion of wind-induced lateral force in the assessment of vehicle overturning risk results
in a more stringent cant deficiency limits for coaches, which are typically much lighter, and have
a larger lateral area (due to their greater length) than for (shorter, heavier) locomotives, since
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the vertical gravitational force is limited by the vehicle mass. There is a clear incentive to
minimize the area of the vehicle side exposed to crosswinds, and to optimize vehicle
aerodynamics to address this as well as more conventional concerns. Again, the Talgo coaches
do very well in that regard, being about half the length of the LRC coach.

5.1.1.2 Wheel Climb

"Wheel climb" refers to a phenomenon in which the forward motion of the axle combines with
the wheel and rail profiles, surface conditions and interactive forces, to permit the wheel flange
to roll, with creepage or slip, up onto the head of a raiI. 2s This derailment condition may be
temporary or it may result in wheel drop. Wheel climb has been known to occur in steady-state
curving, spiral negotiation, and dynamic curving which is often exacerbated by braking and
traction forces in curves, and is almost always accompanied by some wheel unloading.

The maximum ratio of lateral force (L) to vertical force (V), or maximum UV ratio on any
individual wheel, continues to be used in assessing proximity to wheel climb derailment. As the
ratio between lateral and vertical forces increases, the risk of derailment due to wheel climb
rises. It has been shown that the risk of wheel climb derailment has no explicit relationship to
the time duration of the applied forces,26 although some empirical relations, developed trom
specific vehicle and track-operating condition tests, have been used as criteria in the past. 17

On curved rail, with conventional trucks and pairs of wheels that are fixed to a single axle, the
flanges of the outside wheels may be forced into contact with the inside face of the rail at some
angle of attack (the angle betwee!l the direction of the velocity of the axle center and the normal
to the axle center of rotation). As the wheel rotates, for positive angles of attack, the force of
friction between flange and rail face attempts to lift the wheel upwards. This climbing force is
resisted by the downward vertical wheel load, Pw' As speed through a given (;urve increases,
the (lateral) contact force between the wheel tlange and the rail will also increase, causing
greater adhesion between wheel and rail, and thus a greater "climbing" force, while the vertical
downward f"rce remains unchanged. For negative angles of attack, the friction forces act to
inhibit derailment and larger L1V ratios can be sustained.

A comprehensive review of wheel climb derailment and the criteria used to estimate the critical
values of LtV is given in the AAR Report No. R-717 cited above. The criterion as applied

:!J A Review of Literature and Methodologies in the Study of Derailments Caused by Excessive forces at the
Wbeel/Raillnterface, Blader, F.B., AAR Report No. R-717. December 1990.

'll\ "Wheel Climb Derailment Criteria for Evaluation of Rail Vehicle Safety," H. Weinstock, presenced to the
Rail Transportation Division, ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Dec. 1984.

27 ·Theory of the Derailment of Wbeelset," K. Yokose, Quarterly Report, RTRl, V.7, No.3, 1966.
·Dynamics of High·Spet'A Rolling Stock," T.M. Matsudaira, JNR Quarterly Report (Special Issue), 1962.
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during the NEC tests was to 1imit the LlV ratio to 0.90, except for shon duration transients. 2M

Testing revealed that LlV ratios remained below about 0.5 during high cant deficiency curving,
except at switches in high speed, low cant deficiency curves.

The LlV ratio is very much a function of the angle of attack. As such, the propensity 10 derail
through wh~l climb will be primarily a function of the truck performance and only secondarily
by carbody tilting. In fact, wheel climb derailments are less likely at speeds over balance, for
otherwise similar circumstances.

Technologiec; equipped with steerable trucks (the X2000, the SlG truck with "Navigator") will
clearly have an advantage in this regard, with suspension elements interlocked with the tilt
mechanism to reduce the 2ngle of attack in curves, and the ETR-450 which has an active lateral
secondary suspension and a longitudinally-fley.ihle primary suspension. The advanced-concept
tilt trains, such as the Fiat" AVRIL" and the RTRI 250X concept with independent-wheel trucks
and active suspensions may well offer the best control of wheel climb, albeit at a price in terms
of added complexity and sophistication.

With passive-tilting technologies, in which the roll stiffness of the carbedy may be softer, an
imponant design criteria is to ensure that no harmonic roll effects lead to dynamic wheel
unloading (lower V) which might enhance the potential for wheel climb (and vehicle ovenum).

5.1.1.3 Gage Widening

Under the influence of static-wide gage track and large lateral forces between whee! and rail,
sufficient lateral rail deflection can occur to allow a wheel to drop between the rails. This "gage
widening" derailment process may involve rail rollover and/or lateral translation of the rail
cross-section, and will be influenced by the rail-tie fasteners which restrai" the rail from
translation, rollover and longitudinal creep. The restraining force can vary substantially, from
about 3.6 lonnes (4 tons) for elastic fasteners such as are used in the NEC and generally on
concrete ties, to ahout 1. 6 tonnes (1. 8 tons) for new wood ties with cut spikes. Lateral rail
deflection without roll occurs when the lateral spreading force reaches the limit of adhesion
(between the rail base and tie surface) for the venical load carried. 29 Lateral rail detleclion
typically occurs on iower-speed track and is usually a result of the loss of adequate cross-tie and
rai 1- fastener strength.

1jI High Cant Deficiency Test'", of the LRC Tl"am. the AEM-7 Locomotive. and the Amcoach, .Report No.
DOT-FR-81-06, P. 5-20. (NTIS: PB 82-213018). January 1982.

C'I Dc:;velopm~nt of an Improvt'.d Vehicle Loading Characterization. associated witt. the Gage S!rength g.f the
Track, Manos. W.P.; Scott, l.F.; Choras. J.; and Zarembski. A.M., AAR Report No. R-493 , August 198\.
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Gage-spreading forces between the wheels and rails arise from an angle of attack of the wheel
to the rail, and the resulting forces may be large in curving, again dejlendent on the performance
of the truck. Long and rigid trucks which prevem the axle from steering adequately induce large
forces. Transmission of loads from heavy bodies. such as locomotives, when excited by track
perturbations has also been a concern in gage-wide.ning derailments. Gage-widening can be self
sustaining, in tha.l. as the rail-tie fastening be.comes degraded. track geometry irregularities
lJerome more pronounced which. in tum, lead to higher wheel/rail loads a.nd gage-spreading
forces. Accordingly, regular track inspections are required to minimize the risk.

For the NEe high cant deficiency tests, the instantaneous ratio of the sum of lateral forces to
the sum of vertical forces of the wheels on the high rail side of a truck (known as the truck UV
ratio) was used to quantify the likelihood of rail rollover, based on AAR studies. Truck UV
ratios measured at the high rail side of the vehicles tested remained low relative to the critical
levels, for cant deficiencies up to 280 mm (11 in).

Recent contributions made to the prediction of gage widening are presented and theories
discussed in the above cited AAR Report No. R-717. From a vehicle standpoint, improved
truck technology will be instrumental in minimizing the risk of gage widening in high cant
deficiency operation.

5.1.1.4 Lateral Track Shift

This tina! curving safety criterion addresses the likelihood of derailment as a con~uence of
lateral movement of the entire track superstruc.ture (rails, fasteners, ties) through the ballast.
Any shift of noticeable magnitude (of the order of one inch) is regarded as an incipient
derailment. Track panel shift has become increasingly imponant as the speed of vehicles
increases and more continuous welded rail (CWR) is used.

Vehicle induced forces which have increased in magnitude with speed are generally large inertial
loads arising from high cant deficiency operation and from heavy dynamic response to poorly
aligned track.

Track lateral stability is dependent on the characteristics and condition of tile ballast, the width
of the ballast section outside the end of tbe ties, the degree of compaction due to traffic, the
shape, weight, mater;fl.1 and spacing of thp ties, the stiffness of the rail and fasteners as well as
changes in ambient temperature. R~sults from tests on one type of track construction and
condition may not be applicable to another when establishing safety limits for allowable forces.
As an example, compaction due to traffic appears to have a large effect: the lateral resistance
of loaded ties is reported to double after 100,000 gross tonnes 010.000 G Tons) of traffic, and
to stablize at around three times the value for uncompacted ballast after 1.5 MGT (1.65 MG
Tons). The tie-related factors. including material (concrete) add up to 60% to lateral resistance.
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On the other hand, repeated passes over irregular track may reduce buckling strength, and
ground-borne vibrations may cause loss of lateral ballast resistance. The situation is further
complicated by thermally-induced forces in CWR.

The criterion used in the NEC tests was based on measurements on French track using the
"Wagon Derailleur" car,30 modified to account for internal forces in CWR due to temperature
changes and lateral carbody forces due to unfavorable crosswind,~ for '.'.'cvJ-tie track on
compacted ballast. It was assumed that a single axle bears t.cJf !he Jateral wind load.

Criterion was established both for maximum axle lateral force and maximum truck force. ':'he
results were quite conservative insofar as the only quantitative track shift data are much out of
date, being the product of SNCF tests on 45 kg/m (92 Ib/yd) rail.

Figure 5.3 shows the lateral track shift criterion as applied to different vehicles under different
ballast conditions. 31 Measurements, little more than half the critical levels, indicated that safety
against lateral track shift did not limit the cant deficiency for the trains under test.

As well as the curving criteria discussed above, U.S. standards and practices do not consider
vertical impact loads beyond definition of the maximum axle load acceptable under AAR
interchange rules - 30 tonnes (33 tons). These dynamic forces adversely affect rail life and pose
a fisk of derailment through fracturing of the rail. Railways in Europe and Japan have
developed a number of criteria for vertical impact 10ad. .l2 The consequence of these criteria
is to limit the static axle load to 20 tonnes (22 tons) or less and the unsprung mass to about 2
tonnes (2.2 tons). It would be informative to explore how the equipment tested in the NEC
would fare in terms of this criterion.

5.1.2 Compatibility With ClearaIKe Envelopes for Existine Lines and Equipment

Tilt-body operation .:ould very well require greater right-of-way clearances than roIling stock
in current operation. Compatibility with clearance envelopes for existing tracks and equipment
types must be carefully examined on routes over which the tilting equipment may be employed.
If tilt capability is procured tu Increase speed in curves and reduce travel time on existing tracks,
the purpose is somewhat defeated should new or extensively rebuilt tracks be required to
accommodate tilt.

10 Elastic and Lateral Strength of the Permanent Way, SonneviIle, R. and Bentol, A., Bulletin of the
International Rllilway Congress Association, Nowmber 1969, pp. 685-716.

31 High Cant Deficiency Testing of the LRC Tram, the AEM·7 Locomotive, and the Amcoacb, Report No.
DOT-FR-81-Q6, p. 5-29. (NTIS: PB 82-213018), January 1982.

USee, for example, "The Effect of Track and Vehicle Parameters on Wheel/Rail Vertical Dynamic Forces,·
Ii. H. Jenkins et. aI., Railway Engineering Journal. January 1974.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Lateral Track Shift Criteria (or f'dTerent Vehicles

Particular clearance considerations include:

o Interference between tilted vehicles and wayside obstacles in curves, both side-to
side and overhead,

o Interference betweer. tilted vehicles and all equipment-type vehicles (tilted or
stationary) on adjacent track in curves, and

o Interfereilce between tilted vehicles in a failed condition anywhere in the system
and either wayside obstacles or other failed tilt vehicles on adjacent track,
including, in the worst case, vehicles tilted at the opposite extremes.

For the tilt-body vehicle, this requires calculations or measurements of the maximum tilt and the
lateral offset of the e.g. that would be expected in normal operation at the: maximum cant
deficiency for a safe comfortable ride. In fact, a more conservative "worst case" approach
would be to consider the vehic1e;'s maximum tilt throughout the system as an indication of
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potential trouble should a tilt system fail in its maximum tilt position. However, a "fail-safe"
tilt system design should obviate this requirement somewhat.

Track centerline spacing is a major clearance factor. The Amtrak Specification for Construction
and Maintenance of Track (MW-lOOO) give standards for new construction as: tangent track,
4.21 m (14 ft, 0 in) track centers; curved track, increase track center spacing 25 mm (l in) for
each 0.5 degree of curvature and add 89 mm (3.5 in) for every 25 mm (1 in) difference in
superelevation between the two tracks. This standard for new construction provides a 152 mm
(6 in) minimum clearance for various curvatures and superelevations for conventional domestic
equipment. Amtrak's Standard Mini~um Roadway Clearances (Drawing No. 10050-A) describe
wayside clearances which must be observed as new construction standards. However, caution
must be exercised since much of existing track is not new construction and existing track cenLers
are frequently 3.66 m (12 ft) and sometimes less in the Northeast Corridor.

A clearance evaluation for tilt-body vehicles in Northeast Corridor operation was included as
part of the IPEEP in 1918. 33 The existing dimensions of the Northeast Corridor were
accommodated by ensuring that procuree equipment would stay within the clearance envelope
described by Amtrak Drawing No. 70050-0 titled "Maximum Dimensions for Passenger
Equipment Moved in Penn Central Electrified Territory In-between New Haven and New York;
New York and Washington; New York and Harrisburg; and Washington and HarriSburg."
These dimensions provided sufficien~ clearance at the mid-point and ends of cars with 18.14 m
(59 ft, 6 in) truck centers and conventional (inactive) suspension systems for curves up to 13
degrees. Examples from the clearance evaluation for the prototype active-tilt LRC passenger
coach in the Northeast Corridor are shown in Figures 5.4 and Figure 5.5.

In Figure 5.4, a comparison of the LRC car is made against the Northeast Corridor Construction
Limit Outline, both "at rest" and at the "full-tilt" condition. The Construction Limit Outline
allowed for body roll and lateral offset of 3° and 51 10m (2 in) respectively of CQnventiona!
equjpment as well as limits for normal service conditions such as wheel wear, maximum spring
travel, and faulty springs without fouling wayside obstacles. It can be seen that the LRC car
was a borderline case, slightly exceeding the limit outline Wld requiring a more comprehensive
examination. The most restrictive cond:itions were detennined to be a moving train passing a
stopped train on a 152 mm (6 in) superelevated curve, and a moving train passing a stopped
train in the B & P tunnel. Calculated clearances at specific locations for normal operations of
the LRC are ~hown in Figure 5.5 where a potential problem in the tunnel was identified for tilt
operdtiQn.

1J Cleal'1U1ce ConSiderations of Tilting Body Vehicles on the Northeast Corridor, Working Paper for {PEEP.
L.T. Klauder and Associates. July 25, 1978.
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Figure 5.4: Northeast Corridor Construction Limit Outline,LRC Prototype Car,
Maximum Tilt

5.1.3 Maintainability and Reliabm~y

The keystones of conventional North American railroad equipment design have been historically.
and to a considerable extent remain, the rugged simplicity and interchange compatibility.
Perhaps the most outstanding example of this emphasis is the three-piece truck. which literally
supports rail frei~'''t movements and is the basis for most trucks on existing Amtrak passenger
vehicles. albeii. with a more sophisticated secondary suspension. With AAR interchange
compatibility, a freight car can be operated anywhere from southern Mexico to northern Canada,
and may spend much of its service life off the tracks of the owning railroad. Passenger
r,quipment has traditionally remained on its owning railroad. but the vehicles werl~ built to meet
AAR interchange requirements, and so reflected a similar simplicity. Robust mechanical,
electrical and/or pneumatic designs were and are standard, with more sophisticated electronics
just starting to have a rea! impact on the national locomotive fleet. Complev subsystems,
especially those with hydraulic components such as dampers, have been regarded with distrust
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Figtlre 505: Northeast Corridor Clearances, LRC Prototype Car, Curves and Tunnel

by the North American railroad industry, and with some reason, given the way equipment was
operated and maintained.

One of the consequences of these factors was the necessity to be able to maintain vehicles
virtually anywhere, with limited facilities and often under very primitive conditions (outside, in
winter, for example). Another consequence was that such maintenance as was done was
virtually always reactive; that is, performed because something had failed and the car could not
be used until repairs were made. This approach to maintenance was largely dictated by an
inability to monitor either utilization or elapsed time at the level of the individual car - a
situation that is rapidly changing for the better on the freight side and has largely been
abandoned by Amtrak. However, a significantproponion of railroad managers and maintenance
employees grew up with the "wait 'til it breaks then fix it" philosophy, and this background
certainly affects their attitudes toward complex vehicles and programmed preventative
maintenance.

Put simply, active-tilt passenger vehicles are all sophisticated and complex, incorporate
unfamilar and often quite delicate compon~lIts in critical subsystems, and must be maintained
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in a purpose-built. or at least purpose-reno,vated facility. in accordance with an aviation-style
maintenance schedule linked to utilization Md/or elapsed time. by skilled workers familar with
the full range of advanc':d components in the equipment. Suppliers and railroads in Europe and
Japan have decades of experience designing r managing, and executing this type of programmed
maintenanc,: actiVities. both for vehicles ar~d track. For these railroads, the advent of tilt-body
trains repre~;ented an increase in complexity, but a rather modest one, a change of degree rather
than of natllre in the skills, facilities, and procedures required.

As part of the implementation and commissioning process for the X2000, S1, in concert with
ABB Traction, have developed a comprehensive program of scheduled maintenance. based on
a detailed anal:"sis of possible failure modes and a comprehen:sive component database with
MTBF and MTfR data for each component, and detailed information on labor qualifications and
standard unit inputs for labor and materials.

Table 5.2 summarizes the programmed maintenance procedurfls developed by ABB and SJ for
the X2000 CGuipment, including the nature and interval for each class of scheduled maintenance
planned for the X2000. Note that this table does not include :any estimate of the level of effort
involved in refurbishment of components that are changed out during any of these scheduled
activities.

From the joint experience of ABB and SJ with the experimental trainset and with similar
components in revenue service with SJ and elsewhere. SJ anticipates that the ratio of scheduled
maintenance to corrective or emergency maintenance will be between 4: I and 5: I (i.e. about
16% to 20% of maintenance effort will be corrective; the rest will be scheduled). This is typical
for European passenger equipment, and for some types of (non-tilting) technology. such as TGV,
the ratio is even higher, approaching 9: 1.

Table 5.3 summarizes the scheduled maintenance activities for Amfleet cars. No level-of-effort
estimate~ were available for these activities. 34 Although the level of detail in the respective
source materials varies, it is clear that the ABB/S1 program is more comprehensive in scope and
deals with more critical subsystems and components in an aggres3ive fashion (i.e., changing all
truc~ dampers after nine months of operations, and changing Ol1t all vital components after three
years. rather than depending on inspections and judgement to determine the timing of component
changeouts) .

'" Amtrak Maintenance and Parts Manual - Locomotive-Hauled Passenger Cars. Vol. 4.
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TABLE 5.2
X2000 PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE AND REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

Each Trip

6280 km
(3900 milesl
or Weekly

25,100 km
(15,625 miles)
or Monthly

100.600 km
162,500 miles)
or Ouanerly

301,500 km
(187,500 miles)
or once every 9
months

603,500 km
(375,000 miles)
or 18 months

1,207,000 km
(750.000 milesl
or 36 months

3.621.000 km
(2.250.000 milesl
or 9 years

TYPE OF ACTIVITY LEVEL OF EFFORT

General Visual Check 0.9 hours. 0.9 person-hOurs

Safety Check: general inspection of bogies and 1.0 hour~, 3.0 person-hours
brakes, check of brake function, elCternal check of
hydraulics for leaks, inspection of pantograph

First-Stage Preventative Maintenance: brake and 3 hours, 13 person-hours
brake control tests. internal check of hydraulic
system for leaks, door function and controls.
pantograph contacts, other gener,,1 inspections

Second-Stage Preventative Maintenance: All work 8 hours. 36 person-hours
specified above, plus test of magnetic rail brakes.
pressurized air system, dampers and tie-rods, wires
and cables, measurement/correction nf wheel profiles,
inspection of cooling system and filter change,
inspection of fire and other safety e~uipment and
batteries

Third-Stage Preventative Maintenance: All work 24 hours, 115 person-hours
specified above, piuS total brake function and cor-rol
validation, HVAC inspection, testlvalidation of l.n-
board computer system, inspection of electrical joints
and cooling pipes. check of solid-state electronics,
and high-voltage equipment, oil change on
compressors, change of brake shoes/pads, change of
primary dampers and yaw dampers, oil change in gear
box and transmissions

Founh-Stage Preventative Maintenance: All work 24 hours, 170 person-hours
specified above, ;>Ius check of set limit values in
control system, change of hydraulic oil, air spring
inspection. coupling lubrication

First Major Overhaui: Exchange of vital components 21 days, 1400 person-tlours
(motors, fans, compressors, gear bOlCes, trucks,
hydraulic cylinders. valves and compressor units,
active components in brakes and pressurized air
system, vacuum pumps). cleaning of all electrical
cabinets, oil elCchange in convener system. selective
renewal of Interior components

Second Major Overhaul: All of above work, plus 42 days, 5000 person-hours
additional component exchange on brakes, electrical
contacts and compressed-air system; complete
renewal of train interior and elCterim
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TABLE 5.3
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES - AMFLEET CARS

FREQUENCY

DAilY

MONTHLY

QUARTERLY

SEMI-ANNUAlLY

YEARLY

2-YEAR

3-YEAR

4-YEAR

5-YEAR

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

General Inspection; check brake linings. drain toilet-holding tanks

Check battery systE'm; check A/C system; check/clean food service
car condensors

Inspect/clean HVAC; Inspect journals; check trucks, brakes and
electrical syslem

lubricate journals; Inspect/clean water coolers and toilets;
Inspect/service shock absorbers and bolster center Pivot.

Clean/check coulJlers; check/servlce HVAC; inspect/service door
system and handbrakes.

Check/test/service brakes

Service brakes in accordance with AA~ PC Rule 2

Remove. clean, test door mechanism; uverhaul brake cylinder, tif> rod.
bearing; replace air hose

Overhaul airbrakes; overhaul truck; Remove. inspect and repair journal
bearings

This difference has a direct bearing on the operational reliability of the equipment. Even though
it is complex, the maintenance program will largely ensure that faults capable of disrupting
service or posing a risk to passengers and crew will be detected before a failure occurs. It
should be noted that a significant number of the reliability problems that plagued the VIA Rail
Canada LRC fleet were ~liminated or much reduced after VIA opened its purpose-built
maintenance facilities in Montreal and Toronto and took over the contracts of its maintenance
employees from eN and CP. The latter change allowed VIA to institute effective training and
trOUble-shooting programs.

The more complex tilt-body equipment has been designed to facilitate inspection and
maintenance activities, typically in conjunction with design of the facilities and tools required
to best do those activities. Coupled with skilled and wt~ll-ed.ucated labor and effective training
programs. the results at FS, for example, have been very good.

The bottom line with respect to maintainability and reliability is that there will have to be a
major shift in the philosophy of vehicle maintenance towards aviation practices, together with
an expansion of labor and management skills to deal with complex hydraulics, sensors, and
microelectronics. U.S. operators will also have to deal with the skills and knowledge base
needed to cope with ac traction motors, steerable trucks and other elements of tilt-train design
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that are not directly linked to the tilt mechanism, but form an essential part of the equipment.
ii this is done, and the specified maintenance activities performed as programmed, there is no
reason why these technologies should not perform as well in the U.S. as anywhere in the world.

5.1.4 Effects of U.S. AUanment Geometry and Track Maintenance Standards

The principal issue here stems from the fact that to date. essentially all tests on tilt-body
equipment in the U.S. have been conducted in the NEC. While there cre very good and
practical reasons why this should have been the case, one must be cautious in extrapolating these
results to other rail lines.

There are several reasons why this caution is justified and why additional investigations are
needed to establish the general applicability of tilt-body equipment.

First, the track quality in the NEC is arguably some of the best in the country. While the
alignment geometry of the line north of New York is certainly not exceptional, the track
geometry is very good and the track structure is excellent. While categorized as FRA Class 6
track - the best track classification available under current U.S. regulations - there is no question
that the quality is much closer to that of the "conventional" (l60-200 km/h; 100-125 mph) tracks
of Europe and Japan, certainly well above the Class 51Class 6 boundary.

At present, there are no data to demonstrate how tilt-body equipment will respond to the
alignment and track geometry conditions on routes which are still Class 6 but marginally so.
The implications of operation on rougher track must be assessed not only in terms of the ability
of the tilt and suspension systems to deliver acceptable ride quality at higher curving speeds, but
also in terms of the effects on component life, required maintenance cycles, and the life-cycle
costs of alternative technologies.

5.1.5 The Incremental Costs jlnd Benefits of Iiltina

While assessment of technology-specific costs and benefits is beyond the scope of this repon
there are several underlying principles that need to be borne in mind when considering supplier
claims with respect to cost, or examining the cost experience of a foreign operator.

First among these is that, with the possible exception of the LRC, any other tilt technology
imported to the U.S. will be operating on a technological "island," with little or no opportunity
to benefit from economies of scope or scale, and with the prospect of being at the end of a
rather long supply line in terrr.s of parts and expertise. This in itself will raise the lev~l of effort
required for many activities, at least in the early stages of deployment. For a foreign operator
whose work force and facilities are already attuned to the technological complexities and
maintenance requirements of equipmellt of this class, whether tilting or non-tilting, the addition
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of tilting trainsets to its fleet will represent an increment to an already established national
network. The first U.S. operator could be faced with wilat amounts to a state change in process
as well as skills and facilities. The nature of the cost base for a cost assessment in the U.S. will
be fundamentally different than would be the case in Europe or Japan. Estimated cost
increments should not be extrapolated to U.S. situations.

Second, there should be a clear understanding of cost causality and of !he input factors
(materials, labor by skill class, tools and equipment, facilities, etc.) required for all aspects of
the life cycle of the tilt equipment, including all associated processes and procedures. These
data will allow development of a realistic model of activities reflecting differences in utilization,
procedures and factor quantities, and ultimately of the life-cycle costs.

With respect to an assessment, at the level of an operator, of the benefits of tilting, the key issue
is to make sure that the trip time gains from body tilting are based only on speed improvements
on curves which are constrained by passenger ('.cmfon considerations. There may be other
features of a given technology that will improve the curving characteristics of the vehicles.
Specificity and attention to the details of a given route are essential for credibility.

5.2 ISSUES FOR EQUIPMENT NOT DESIGNED TO U.S. STANDARDS

Equipment and technology developed outside the U.S. may be built to a variety of technical
standards which may differ from those applicable to conventional railroad equipment and
infrastructure in the U.S. The issues arising from the potential application of offshore tilt
technology are the same in principle as those affecting non-tilting technologies like the TGV or
the ICE.

5.2.1 Overview of Safety issues

A comprehensive and thorough assessment of the safety issues and concerns associated with the
types of high-speed rail systems like the tilt body has l!~n recently prepared for the FRA. JS

That report lists individual safety issues for funher study. Tables 5.4 to ~.l~ address major
safety issues and list the sub-issues which are ~ypiC21Iy the subject of a set of regulations,
standards and practices, and the types of accident affected by the issue. The reader is directed
to the cited report for an in-depth review of the ·'generic· safely issues affecting all high-speed
rail systems.

), An Assess!JX1DI of High-Speed Rail Safety Issues and Researcb Needs. AJ. Bing, prepared by A.D.
Little, Inc. for the FRA Office of Research and Development. Report No. DOT/FRA/ORD-90/04, (NTIS: PB
92-129212), December 1990.
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TABLE 5.4: PRIMARY STRUCTURAL CRASHWORmlNF.SS

HSR SAFETY I.NUES-1~IMARY STRUCTURAL CRASHWORTHINESS

Car end L.ocomociYeStructu,., Inllgrity end
Cralhwor1hinell :

Abilit)· 01 ar mel
Iocom.,aw, ItrUClLII'llS ID
withstand normal S8NI08
and emt'lrg8nCy (collision,
derailment) Ioatiings, and
to pF'OVlde adeQual8
protection lor occupants

o BuH strength
o CoIiIionI POlIS
oCoupters
o Anli-dmb features
o Truck t:Icldy conrec:tion
• Structural inlBVrity of
engneer's cab

lnfonullon .......
Resa-rdlng dona.
SIInd8ru and Pnc:IIcee

• BuH Ilrenglh criIeria
o CoIiIion pc»t &rengIl
o Coupler strength Ind

91wrgy absorption
o TNCk-body connection

Ilrength
o Engineer's cab
~Itruetu,.

• Ioc:omotives
-cab-ears

o Specific rules lor cab
car operation wiIh cab
leading

o New equipment
qualification
telt. (e g.. SCJI88Z8
tell)

...........p 10 Faull T,..
(Tn-- of ~od••ntaI
InclIcIenIl 01 S1...1Ma
.~

o Recb»1 riP. !hal
OCICUI*'II 0' Wlhicle.
involWK:I in a Ngh
energy collision or
deraiImenI MI
b8come ouualtieI

TABLE 5.5: CONSTRUCTION OF TRUCKS AND BRAKES

HSR SAFETY ISSUES-2A CONSTAr JCTlOH OF TRUCKS AND (RAKES

Truck and 8rIIking
Syl-.m Integrity

Enauring that trueka,
eepecialy Whe8I ..... can
wilhllIInd the normal
oper8Iing environment,
and It'IlIlhe breM 'y.""
operal8. in a proper tail-
saI8'uhion

• WtleeU•.lI~
in"Vri1y

• Truck I1rUe;tUre
inaBwity

o Wheelloed Yan8Iion
• Enauring 8CC8Pt8ble

slOpping dist8nC8 under
al operating condition•.
relative tID SIgn8I
stlndardl

• AIIOidIInce of damege to
wheels, bnIke dileS, elC.

o Potential failure model
• Adequacy 01 partlir.g

brake
·~ofnon·

conwntional brake
sy.lBms, 8 g.. hydrallic:
ac:lIv8lion, ldcty-<:UrT8f1I
brake)
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In .......
Reprdlng IIaM.
.........ndPre....

• WheeUulelbelrings
. dimenlionl
- meI8riaIl.
- manuf8CtUring and

auembly
I84Inmeml

o Truck structul'lll design
criterie

• General delCription 01
braking Iylllm

o Br8M performance
- normal aeMoe
-emergency
-lailUf'8 modes (e.g.

reverting from
eIeclri<: to
pneumatic control)

- $pItlIsIide pl'Ol8C1ion
lylBn

o Par1ling brake de.ign and
perform8flC8

o New dnlgn telt and
QUlification proced.Irea

A.II..oMlllp 10 Fault T,.
(Tn-- 01 AOIliItI"""
Inddan......................,
• Recb:et risk of
derUnant tAWeed~
~ c:Iet8c:D.
IUCh u bnlIle, Ir'Uc:k
01' wheelMl flUur81
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TABLE 5.6: TRACK TRAIN INTERACTION

HSR SAFETY ISSUEs-28-TRACK TRAIN INTEAAcnON

I....

Track Train Inl8l'8Clion

Avoiding unsafe wheel
rail forCBI or force ralios
which could damage track
or cauu derailment or
O\ll8l'1Uming

• FI-.-climbing
derailments

• Tradl. peneI Ihift
• Rail FOllowr
• Ovenuming of car
• Satety ac:oeplllbilily 0'

hiyh ClInt deficiency
curving. wiIh or without
bll

• SI8rIcIing and w8lking
pall8ng8I' "IV

• ActiWl/pa..i... IiII
sYltem in"fll'ity

IntonnaUon ....

"eganling " ..........
'&lind•• and PraodoM

• Aocep&abilily cri18ria u_
tor

- Lal8nlllorce ..
indi~wfIeeI.
wheeIs8t or lru<*

· LN 'orce ratio.
· Max. wtl88I
unloading on
warpedtrw*

- Max. ac:ceIenItion in
pall8IlQ8I' space,
including lhOItl
applicable 10
11IInOing I wlllking
pauengen

• Maximum cant & cant
detidency pennitl8d III a
function of Ipeed a curvature

• Precautionl againlt Ir\Jdl
hunling

• New delign qualification test
pl'DC8dlnl

• TifllystBm safety l8e."..

~p 10 FaullT,..
(TyPM of AoclIdeItIal
......... 01" Sltuatlona
AffeaIIad)

• Reduce. rilk of
dlniImenII

- OwertumWtg
• Flange

dimbing
• Track failu,.. due .,

811CM1iYe wheel-fllil
tore.

• Till ayillm
rNltunclionl

TABLE 5.7: ROLLING STOCK MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

• Fr8quency/na...... 0'
inlpec:lion

• AocIc».-MIiIy
cn.riII

- Wheel weer
Umitl

· U.. of line-llida
dIIIICtDrI

• Monbing davicas
ul8d

· AacrJPl8bilily
c:r.-oIHia

• Fre-,;flJenCY/nalUre of
Inlpeccion

- Accep&ability
criI8na

• Fiequencyln81Ure of
Inlpeccion
-A~lity

eriI8ri8
• Staff training and
qualitication
procedw..

• Quality conD'CI In

m.ntIH'IlIInCl8 wortl

• BrMe.

• MaiM8n81lC8 .lIIft
l1llJI'Ilng, qualitiCaIion
procedins

•nil IY'-.n. (i' fi~

HSA SAFEtY~OWNGSTOCK MAINTENANCE AND INSP£CT1ON
,........ 1ft...... ,...... A.........., .. 'aultT....

........... R a.. (1".. of Aa".nlaJ
sa.ndaMe "'1lII~.. 1nclIiMn...........A......,

• AecUln riak of
dInIimenII 01'
ooIIiaian. due 10
br-. or ructl
IMIUdom ariIing
out of dltlaclive
componenll Of

lyalBmS

~and

in~~

needlld to keep WIhicIeI WI
s.- operating COIIdi1ion
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TABLE 5.8: NON-STRUCTURAL VEHICLE SAFETY AND CRASHWORmlNESS

I.....

Non-strueruraJ rolling
slOCK salety and
~..
Adequacy 01 n0n-
slI'Uc:IUl'lIl ,..~ Y8hicle
feature. 10 pro~
pusenger and tl'ain crew
from hazards

• Fire pr8C8Utions
• Doors
• Vehicle in8rior

cruhwor1hine..
·eaw.....1nUI1
• Glazing and WIndoWs
• Emergency IICCISIIWld
escape

• Air pressure changes
(e.g., on lU'lnei enlry)

• FRA aakley appfi8noes
• FRA ftamm8bili1y and

smoke-emialion
stlW1dams

• Fire pnlC8Ulions
·Waming

deYicee
- Ftretiohting
equipment

• FI8mm8btiily
slllndllm

• Doora
-St8p he9htl,

elC.
· LocIUng

• Glazing 11and8nll
'InlBrior
CI1IIhwanhineu

- SeltllsIroeture
lasl8nlnll
strength

-I='","nol
I'lard Surt8C81

· Baggage
reslrllint

• Air presSU18 change
limns

• Emergency access and
eac.pe provision

• EI't'MlrgltnCY ~gtlling
• Emergency response
plans

TABLE 5.9: TRACK STRUCTURE INTEGRITY

HSR SAFETY ISSUES--4-TRACK STRUCTURE INTEGRITY

I• ..,.

Track stnJclu18 integrity

ConstrudlOn standardl for
track structure to insure
sarely under rIOrmal
operlllling condilions

• Track strength
· Ro8dbed stabilily
- Panel .tuft
- Rail roll-o\l8l'

safely under
normal aervioe
Ioada

• Track quality
- Geomery
· FWandweid

metllllurgic:al
q4a1ity

Includel:
- CUr\I9& and
tangent

· 'Plein' and
'spea9J'

lradtWort<
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InfonMlIon ......
~IngR uona,
Stand..and PraOlJcM

• Dimenaions, malltnals,
specifieBlic:nl,
components

- BaH..1 section
·Ti..
- Ra~
- 'Nelda
. Rail-lie

Ie.....
- SpecIal

lI'8Ckwofi(

·SpiaJeand
CUtY8I

• Crilic.."11 design
crlI8ria- minimum
accepllible strengths
and material properties

ReIaIkMahIp 10 Faull Tree
(Ty,.. 01 AocAdentai
IncMlen.. or SlIUIIUone
AItecMdI

• Reci.lCO& risk of
accidents due to
failure 01 track
slNc::lUre, 01
components
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TABLE 5.10: TRACK INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

HSA SAFETY ISSUEs-6-TRACK INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCEs....... In.................... R""'a......, 10 Fault T...
R R rN, (1'.,.... of AOCIIdentaJ
8 .,. Mil .....A.......,

Tra"k inspection end
mlJint~.,anc:e

Maintenanoe and
inspeclJon needrwJ to
insure contirnJlng aaIety in
serviCe

•Track alreng!h
• Panel .'tift
· Buclding
· Railrolo_

'Track~ilV
-GeomtJtI)'
· RaillIaw
· Fa,,,,in)~ leCurity

(not Yitnte
IoouJOUI)

, SIreng1h ot .ubgrade.
litll. etc.

• AccepiaDle .tandarda
.t~nt apeeda for

· BaIlut
• TI8I and

fa....
• Track georneay

(alignment,
W8lJl,
cros.Ie\l8l,
profile, Q8U98)

· Rail fI8w
, InlP8dion IT18II1C'dI
and freqLIenc:iea for
g..~try & rail flaw

, Mc.nitoring OC fills,
! ubl..,.de, et;. again.t
ta~U1.

, Maintenance pl'llCticel
& equipment

, Poat maintenance
in.pet:tion and
practit... Cnpecialy
speed restrictiona atter
machin.., surfacing),
weIct inspec:lion

, Staff qualificalionl,
training and ellperience

, Aecb»I riak 01
aa:idenll due 10 the
ciIQIldation of tr8Ck
ltrue*Jrwa or
components

TABLE 5.11: SECURITY OF RIGHT-OF-WAY

• Gradt croamg pr.cb
· Mall. speed
perminBc'

·Pro.......yatem
used at diltaNnt.peed".

• Fencing right-ol-ny
, ShaNd right-of-way

-Mu.apeedlin
mill8Cllratfic
operBon
.SpeoiaI~

taken
· Precautionl again.t
eflC"08dvn8nt from
aqacenl traeka

• Warning lyll8ml for
mrrulion, or foreign objeda
onll'8Cfl

, Wealher' haz~ and
ear1tl~.

- Warning dellioel
used

· Cri1icaJ valuel &
SeDOnl to be Iaken

• Vandaliarn and
lI'8.pauing

· e;,.. eRasing Iaf8ly
, Weather hazaras

. Highwinda
-Snow
. Tempera.....

ell1l'etneI
• Shared right-of-wey with
conventioNl rllll
Openmonl

• Ear1hquakM
, PlOtIction against
obstadel on track

HSR SAFETY ISSUE5-!~&Ii--liSH:ECUAfTY OF RIGHT-OF-WAV
~_ InIonwatMn NeedM A....aMhlp to Fault T...

AeprcI , (T.,....01~...
Sta and PnaIIoea 1noIcIen.. or .._dona

A,.....)
, ReclJceI riIka of

- coIIieion.
with lareign
objDctI on
track or
intruding on
right-of-wllY

. G1adlt
crouIng
coIl1aion.,
wh8ttMII' theIe
C8L118 a train
derdnentor
not

. Weather
related tr8CW
right-of-way
accidents

. Hitting peraon
In right-ot
way

PhyllC&l prollCtion of the
nght-of·w8Y~It
hazlll'dl from lh8 '.namal
enwonrnenr induding
physical inll'lJ'ion,
'iandalill1'l and~r
ewntl
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TABLE 5.12: SIGNALS AND TRAIN CONTROL

HSR SAFETY ISSUE8-7-S1GNALS AND TRAIN CONTROL
Sub-l.... InfonNdon ....... ReInIIaMhIp 10 Fault Tr.

R ReguleIloM, (Ty.... of AooIdenl8l
S and PrHtIoM lnalden.. or .U...dDna

A......)
Signals and Train Control

A. Design and
manufacture of
signal and train
control syslems

B Mainll8n&nc:e and
InspediOn of
signals and train
control

• ~Ie of cab aipling
and ...~Iic Ir8ln
conlrOlsystems

• IntertodUng of signals
anc:f lr8ck circuit

• FaY-ie. venficafion

• Maximum speeds tor
UN of ~nesidesignals

• Manual override
pOlBnlia1

• Inspec1ion procedurel

• Staff CJlalificalions and
trairung

• OuahtY conlrOl

• General delaiptiOn 01 train
control sylt8m control
leatLres (vital end
supeMsory)

• He.aways
• Train-tr1ICk aantnll c:en1Br
communic*ion sylt8ms

• Policy regmdng speed
ltlrelholdlrt whictl c.:ab
signalling/ATC is required

• Aequirementa tor vetlic:Ie
Ioc8Iicln dftK;ian (e.g..
shUnting relislanC8)

• Inspedion methodl and
frequencies

• Staff training and
quaJitication requiremenl

• Quality control melhodl

• ReclIc»I rilk of
coIli1ionl or
derUmenls clIe to
signallMlfunclion or
falAty design or
in.tallaliOn

• To the ••tent ltlal
automatic train
control or operating
MatureS are presenl,
the Iignalsyl18m
reducles the risk of
human error-caused
collisions and
derailments

TABLE 5.13: WAYSIDE ELECTRIC TRACTION POWER SUPPLY

HSR SAFETY ISSUES 8 WAYSIDE ELECTRIC TRACTION POWER SUPPLY

Specification detMs for each ·Reduces risk 01:
iuue

1_....

EIec1ric PO'WI' Supply

A. Oesign and
c...",slnJCtion to
ensure aale
operation

e, Main18nanc:e and
inspection 10 insure
continuing salety

• Electrical c1e8ranoe
between calen8rY and
struetures

• Groundng

• EMI pro-.etion

• Circuit-bre"
performance

• InSUlation

• Electrle ahock Injuries

• Del8rioration 01
insulation, elC.

In .......
R A..dona,
S and PraadoM

• Telling and inspection
pr8C1ices

• Training or ItaH working
on or neer high voltage
lines
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A.......h1p to Fault Tr.
(Ty,.. of AccIdental
1nokMn.. or 51_tion_
A,.....)

. Electric shock
caaualtyto
el1hef
employees or
to the public

. Sivnificanl
EMlhazards

Fires due 10
waysiae
power supply
lailure
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TABLE 5.14: OPERATING PRACTICF,S

HSR SAFETY ISSUES 9 OPERATING PRACTICES

ISlUe

Operating PraCbC8S

OperalIOnal pra~,
requil'&d to assure sate
opel'lilhOll

• Dispatchmg procedurec

• Bralle test pro<l8C1ires

• Train crew
requirements

• PrEl'Yenlion of unsafe
aellons by passengars

• Em,ergency response
procedures

• A\/oidence of alcohol
and drug abuse

•Sp4~1 precaution lor
0PElrabons In lUnnels

• Usn of engll'l8et'
\/igllanc;e ditvices on
1(00)lTlotlV91 and cab

cars

Inlorm.don .......
Reprdlng Reguledona,
Stend..and Pracdcee

• AppllCllb68 rules and
pract:.::el for eae:n
ISSue

- Normal
operating
I\Jles

. Permitted
hoors of
S8MC8

-M8ndIIlDry
Mit penodl
during and
between shifts

- Number ot
train crew

. Procedures to
awld
alcohol/drug
abuse

..........hI' 10 Fault Trw
(Ty,.. of ACId.....,
1ndcMn.. 01 SUU8dona
A.......)

• Reduces risk 01
collisions or
derailn'Mtntli 0Je to
erran of tnlin cntW
or signal and
dispatching
employees

• Re<aJce1 risk of
occupants of Irnns
inlIOhed in
detaimentl and
C(Jilisionil becoming
C81ua!tiec, througt't
u.. ofgood
emergen,,'Y response
procedures

TABLE 5.15: EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS AND TRA~lNG

HSA SAFETY ISSlIE$-1o---EMPLOYEE QUAUFICATIONS AND TRAINING

ISlUe

Employee QJalilicalionl
and Training

Qualifications and training
~irementl tor operating
~mployees (train crew,
signal operalDr and
dispatcher) 10 minimize
the risk of "human
factors' caused a~nts

SUb-lN"

• EnOIn&ers and train crew
-Oual,fi,,;alions
- Experience
- Training
- Route knowledga
. Cer1ific:ation

• Signal operators and
dispatchers

- Qualificalions
- Experi9l1C8
. Trl1l1ling

Inlormatlon .......
Regarding Reguladons,
Slandarda and PrletloeS

Details of the qualifications
and training rsquiremen'l5 for
each group of employtMlI,
inducing any aplitude tests
used and repeat training 10
maintain skiNs

AI.., detail, 01 training to
l1\1'OlCI personal casualties (hit
by train, electric shock)
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Reladonahtp 10 Fau" Tree
(T,,.. of AcddenllaJ
Inalden.. or S11U8don.
AhcUd)

• RecaJc::es risk of
collisions or
derailmentl c1Ie to
operating employee
8m:n

• RecaJ09S risk of
emploYf16 casualties
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5.2.2 Cnsh"ortbiDcss

The issue of crashworthiness and adherence to U.S. standards is of direct relevance to foreign
tilt-technology vehicles which are typically light-weight in design. The primary structural
standard used by all European railroads is VIC Code 566, in which structural strengths are
benerally much lower than FRAIAAR strengths, and the scope of definition is quite different.
For instance, there is no UIC requirement for minimum vertical coupler or anti-climber force
since buffers and screw-tensioned chain couplers (which cannot sustain vertical loads) are
commonly used.

A review and comparison of FRAtAAR standards and VIC Code 566 is included in the
previously cited FRA Repon36. Highlights of the comparison are shown in Table 5.16,
indicating the difference in requlfements and in the scope of definition.

TABLE S.t6
COMPARISON OF CRASHWORmINESS STANDARDS

Buff strength in line with coupler

Diagonal load at butter level

Tensile force at coupler

Collision posts, Number
Shear strength

FRA/AAR
(TraIn Empty Weight> 272,200 kg

1800,000 Ib))

355.9 kN l800,OOO Ib)

Not specified

2
1,334 kN 1300,000 Ibl each
(467 mm 118") above
coupler level)

UIC Code 566 IORI

2.000 kN (449.000 fbI

490 kN (112,000 Ib)

1,500 kN /337,000 fb)

Not specified
400 kN 190,000 Ib)

(356 mm 114') above
coupler levell

At "center·rail" level Ijust below windows)

At "cant·rail" level lside to roof jointl

TrUCk to Body Shear Strength

Anti-climbing vertical Strength

Vertical coupler strength

Not specified

Not specified

1,1 12 kN (250.000 Ib)

445 kN (100,0(\') Ib)

445 kN (100,000 Ib)

298 kN 167,000 Ib)

298 kN (67,000 Ibl

Tvpically 222 kN (50.000 Ib)
(function of car and truck mass)

None

None

:wi Ibid., FRA Report DOTIFRA/ORD-90/04
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The AAR requirements, identical to the FRA regulations applicable to Multiple Unit
locomotives, apply to all passenger cars operated in trains exceeding 272,200 kg (600,000 lb)
lightwe;pht. These standards have been adopted by Amtrak and all other providers of rail
passen~ service in the U.S. and Canada, although the AAR does not now formally issue
passenger cu standards. The loads indicated above must be sustained without permanent
deformation of the car structure, except for collision post and truck to body shear loads, which
must be sustained without total failure. Car specifications issued by operators of commuter and
intercity rail service customarily require compliance with these standards; a structural test is
normally required for any new design to confirm the buff strength standard, and design
calculations must be submitted as evidence of compliance with other strength requirements.

The VIC Code 566 differs in definition and requires that car end walls strengthened by anti
collision pillars must be joined to the headstock (buffer beam) center rails and cant rails in such
a way as to ~bsorb collision energy and retain a high resistance to "override" shear forces.
Specific strength or energy absorption requiremtmts are not set for these. Truck-to-body shear
strength force is a function of car and truck mass, typically in the range of 222 leN (50,000 10).

The substantial differences between U. S. structural srandards and those followed in the design
of foreign tilt-body technology trains raises the question:

"Under what circumstances, if any, can cars built to the VIC structural standards be
operated in !he United States?"

In the V.S. operating environment, decisions will depend critically on the degree of segregation
of the high-speed tilt-train rail service from conventional U.S. passenger and freight operations.
If not fully segregared, the high-speed trains will be sharing trac~ with trains built to FRAIAAR
standards over at least part of a route. If grade crossings are present on the route, there will
be a significant risk of collision with a highway vehicle. There is also significant risk of
Intrusion onto the right-of-way, or presence of foreign objec~s on the tracks, leading to a
collision. These risks are very real and have historically been a problem. Morwver, hiy,her
speeds lead to a need for greater energy absoption in structural deformation in the event of a
collision. Research, test, and analysis will be required to determine the relationship between
train weight, speed, strength, energy dissipation, and structural damage in accidents.

The question remains as to whether light-weight tilt-body trainsets such as the ETR··450, TaIgo,
or X2000 shmJld be required to meet the buff strength standards of conventional V. S. railroading
or should a different approach from current practice be undertaken. The choice of structural
strength standards obviously has a direct impact on train weight (both sprung and unsprung
mass), particularly the locomotive, and thus on high-speed tilt-train performance, cost and
project viability. Major design changes may !>e necessary to meet the standard, not to mention
the issue of higher venical forces an(i wheel loads imposeO by the increased sprung and
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unsprung mass. Increased vertical track forces could very well lead to unacceptable track
degradation. The issue is whether foreign manufacturers of tilt-body trains will compromise
their overall system performance and design for the higher loads and possibly accept a decrease
in technical performance.

5.2.3 ReaulatoQ' Compliance

The existing FRA regulations, developed over decades in response to safety problems not solved
by industry standards and practices, do not consider railroad operations in excess of 176 krn/h
(110 mph) or at more than 76 mm (3 in) of cant deficiency. Accordingly, they address specific
issues discretely and do not treat whole railroads as integrated systems. That approach which
has proven satisfactory thus far for conventional railroads, as evidenced by the remarkable safety
record of the railroad industry in the last decade, appears to be in need of some modification for
application to new tilt-body technologies such as the ETR-450 that are designed and operated
as part of an integrated system having a significantly higher order of interdependent subsystems
than conventional railroads.

Integrated, highly interactive, fault-tolerant systems invite regulatory treatment as a system. For
example, the curve sensors, the on-board micropr'ocessor network, the speed control system, and
the braking systems for tilt-body technologies are so interdependent and interactive that the
safety of any component of thoSt; subsystems can be fully understood only in context of the
whole system. This may be difficult to achieve in a set of rules of general applicability, each
of which govems one of those subsystems.

There is now no standard for fault-tolerant systems. How many components of such systems
and what kinds of them may fail before a train is prohibited from leaving the terminal? How
many components of such a system and what kinds of them may fail en route before a train is
required to stop or proceed only at restricted speed to the nearest repair point?

Similarly, there is now no standard for the" ~iabilityof the computer hardware and software on
which these systems rely. Moreover, many safety issues pertaining solely to passenger service
have not been addressed by regulation. Instead, because Amtrak is the sole provider of intercity
rail passenger service, tht'se issues have been dealt with separately in the conten of the special
relationship between Amtrak and the FRA. (The Secretary of Tiallsportation is a member of
Amtrak's Board of Directors, appoints two of them, recommends candidates for the other
positions to the President, holds all of Amtrak's preferred stock, and holds security interests in
virtually all of Amtrak's equipment and real property). With new providers of intercity rail
passenger service entering the market, it is highly desirable that passenger safety issues now be
handled through rules of general applicability. It is clear that some additions to and
modifications of some of the existing rules are needed.
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Athough the FRA and Amtrak have worked out practical solutions pertaining to seat securement,
luggage securement, equipment securement in dining cars, fire detection and suppression, and
emergency training for passenger crews, no regulations currently exist. The FRA should not
rely on attaining and maintaining the same son of relationship with the management of each
technology operator as FR A has with Amtrak.

The FRA track safety standards offer a somewhat different case in point. They now do not
permit rail passenger operations at speeds above 176 k:m/h (1 to mph) or at cant deficiencies
ex.cess of 76 mm (3 in). Amtrak operates at speeds up to 200 km/h (125 mph) on the Northeast
Corridor under a waiver and will have to seek a similar waiver to operate tilt-body equipment
at more cant defici~ncy than 76 mm (3 in). It seems undesirable to entertain a waiver petition
every time a new high-speed or high cant deficiency service is contemplated. Amendments to
the regulations setting standards for high-speed, high-eant deficiency passenger service seems
to be in order, and a review of the power brake rule also seems appropriate. There is now no
standard for the types of vital braking systems on which high-speed tilt-body technology systems
typically rely.

Crashworthiness also merits new attention. Should light-weight tilt-body trainsets such as the
ETR-450, Taiga or X2000 be required to meet the buff strength standards of conventional
American railroading? Should there instead be some standard requiring controlled crushing to
protect occupants of these trainsets? Should collision posts be required? Should there be an
applicable anti-climb standard?

Buff strength is a measure of occupant compartment structural integrity. This measure is
adequate for a particular type of car construction (body-on-underframe) and for low-speeds,
when train buckling is not a great concern. Different vehicle stnlctural designs may allow
increased occupant compartment structural integrity and decreased vehicle weight.

The FRA currently is examining the issue of crashworthiness in a major study on Collision
Avoidance and Accident Survivability scheduled for completion in 1992.

These subjects and the potential regulatory issues (in areas such as emergency preparedness, fire
safety and equipment, and track inspection standards), many of which are quite complex., are
underway and will take considerable lime to address.

In addition, items not addressed in this technology-oriented report, such as environmental issues
and personnel qualifications and training, will be the subject of other potential regulatory issues
to be investigated in the future.
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6. SUMMARY

The prospect of deploying tilt-train technology in the U.S. presents a number of challenges that
must be met as a condition of success. Perhaps the most important of these challenges will be
alteration of the attitudes toward complex vehicles and programmed preventative maintenance
that have traditionally prevailed in the U.S. "railroad culture."

Active-tilt passenger vehicles are sophisticated and complex. and incorporate unfamiliar and
often delicate components in critical subsystems, If these vehicles are to perform safely and
reliably in commercial operation. there will have to be a major shift in the philosophy of vehicle
and infrastructure maintenance. away from the traditional reactive practices of railroads and
towards the aggressive programmed preventative maintenance followed by commercial aviation.

As well, there will have to be a significant expansion of management and labor skills. by
uperators and by regulators. to deal with the complex hydraulic components, sensors. and
microelectronics essential to effective and reliable active body tilting. U.S. operators and
regulators will also have to acquire the knowledge base required to deal effectively with ac
traction motors. steerable trucks, active lateral suspensions and other elements of tilt-train design
that are not pan (If the tilt mechanism, but that are essential components of the equipment.

Deployment of tilt-body equipment originally designed for conditions outside the U.S. may also
require alteration of infrastructure maintenance practices. While alterations to alignment
geometry may not be required, it is not clear whether changes to the measurement and
maintenance of track geometry p~.rameters will be needed. There are significant differences in
the geometric standards adhered to by U.S. and foreign railroads, and indeed to the nature of
the measurements upon which assessments of geometric conditions are based. Investigation of
the behavior of key subsystems on U. C;. track will be required to determine the extent to which
either equipment design and/or track maintenance practices may need to be altered to replicate
foreign performance. especially outside the Nonheast Corridor.

U.S. application of tilt-body technologies will also pose a challenge to recognize the limits of
what tilting can accomplish and to carefully avoid overstatement of the benefits to be gained,
both within the management structure of operators and regulators. and among the travelling
public at large. Body tilting is not a universal solution to the constraints on higher-speed
operation on existing track. lts effectiveness will vary significantly from route to routt:.
Creating unreasonable expectations which cannot be fulfilled can only work against the long-term
success of the passenger rail mode.

The challenges noted above should not ;>revent selective application of tilt-body technologies.
On some routes, active body tilting will offer a cost-effective mechanism to exploit market
opportunities contingent on reduced trip time and improved ride quality. The other features
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incorporated in tilt technologies may also contribute significantly to overall improvement in the
commercial performance of passenger rail.

However, the opportunity with the greatest potential is likely to be found beyond the scope of
existing tilt-body technologies. Incorporation of active tilt mechanisms in high-speed (300
km/h + [186 mph +]) wheel-on-rail or maglev systems c£luld allow co-Iocation of these
technologies in some existing highway, rail anWor utility rights-of-way without unacc:eptable
degradation of ride quality. In this regard, the ac'ive-tilt control strategy based on a digitized
representation of the running surface alignment geometry and accurate and precise lcnowledge
of vehicle location, appears to be especially promising. This technique effectively decouples tilt
actuation from the (speed-sensitive) real-time derection of curve location and geometry.
Application of this class of control system to maglev could enhance ride quality through
transition curves and minimize the effect of constraints on alignment geometry on overall system
performance.
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APPENDIX A THE PHYSICS OF RAILROAD OPERATION ON
CURVED TRACK

A.I OBJECTIVES

The rationale for incorporating carbody tilting capability in a railroad passenger vehicle is quite
straightforward: this technique permits maintenance of acceptable passenger ride quality with
respect to lateral acceleration (and the consequent lateral force) received by riders when a
vehicle traverses curved track at a speed in excess of the balance speed built into the curve
geometry. (The balance speed of a specific track curve is the speed at which the centrifugal force
induced by the track curvature is exactly balanced by the lateral component of gravitational force
resulting from the superelevation or cant built into the track structure.) By tilting the body of
a rail passenger vehicle relative to the plane of the track running surface, it is possible to operate
at a higher speed than the balance speed without reducing the ride quality (in terms of lateral
acceleration/force) perceived by passengers.

A.I.I THE GEOMETRY OF RAILROAD TRACK

Before addressing the phy<;;;,cs of curve negotiation and the principles of acceleration
compensation, it is essential lO establish the basic elements of railroad track geometry. There:
are two aspects to track geometry:

o macroscopic elements that define the limiting conditions for the alignment as a
whole (vertical and horizontal curvature, gradient), as shown in Figure A.I and
Figure A.2; and

o microscopic elements that define tht: orientation of the track at a specific location
or for a short segment of an alignment, relative to a set of orthogonal axes Oine,
profile or level, gauge, superelevation or cant, warp or twist), as shown in Figure
A.3.

Figure A.I illustrates the e!ements of route or alignment geometry. A straight section is referred
to as tangent track. Curvt:s may be described either in terms of the number of degrees (the
smaller the valu~, the shallower the curve), or in terms of the length of the radius (the larger
the value, the shallower the curve). In Nonh American practice, the degree of curvature is
defined as the central angle subtended by a chord of 100 feet between two points Cln the
centerline of the curve.

To rt".duce the rate of change in lateral accelaation (and thus force) between tangent and curved
sections of track, all rdilroad tracks incorporate what is known as a transition spiral or spiral
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Figure A.I: Elements of Horizontal Alignment Geometry

easement. also as shown in FIgUre A.I. The transition spiral permits a gradual and controlled
increase in curvature and superelevation (Section A.I.2), which serves to make the rate of
change in accelerar: (and force) less noticeable, both by riders and in terms of the forces
imposed on the track. In conventional (i.e., freight) railroad practice, the length of the transition
spiral is driven primarily by the allowable rate of change in superelevation rather than curvature.
The objective is to match superelevation with curvature throughout the ttansition.

~
(NORTH AMERICAN TAACK)

FIgUre A.2: The Rlpmenu of Vertical Alignment Geometry
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tlgul'e .-\.3: The Elements of Local Tra~k Geometry

In terms of vertical geometry (filUre .'\.2), the key measures are slope or gradient the rate al
which the elevation of a track changes. and the radius of curvature at crest or trough. The
gradient is usually measured as a percent (a 1.5 % grade means a change in elevation of 1.5m
for every 100m horizontally). Vertical curves may be described by degrees or radius of
curvature. Just as for horizontal curves. (Note that vertical curves. whether at crests or in
troughs. also require transition spircl.1s. Conventional railroad practice in North America is to
design vertical curves as parabolas. rather than circular curves: parabolas provide an inherent
transition from the uniform gradient line.)

The expectations of travellers With respect to comfon are the basis for most geo:-.letric limits.
These limits are the levels of Ia.teral and vertical acceleration. expressed as a proportion of
gravitational acceleration (g), that have been shown to be acceptable to the majority of
passengers - O.08g to O.lOg for lateral and downward vertical accelerauons, O.05g for upward
accelerations. Most passengers cannot detect accelerations of less than a.04g. 1

Because passengers are typically more sensitive to the unweighting sensation caused by
traversing a crest at speed - the slightly unpleasant effect one feels when going over the top of
a hill on a highway - the acceptable level Of acceleration, and th~I,S the minimum radius or
curvature required at crests on track built eSP"=Cially for passenger service is larger than that

I "Building the World's Faslest Railway,' Andre Prod'homme. Railway Gazette IntematioM.!, Jaouary
1979; "The Dcvelopmenl of a TruCk for Narrow Gauge Line Limited Express Vehicles of Next Generation,"
Dr. S. Koyanagl, RTRI Q..uarterly Reports, V.26 No.2, 1985; and "Tilt System for High-Speed Trains in
Sweden,' R. Persson, IMechE (Railway DiviSion, Semmar on Tilting Body TralnR, December 1989.
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specified for troughs. 2 This design principle provides some additional margin of safety to
ensure that the wheels of the trainset do not lose contact with the rail and so risk derailment.

In contrast. the AREA track standards that govern the design of lines intended for freight
operations - vinually all track in the United States and Canada - rUluire larger-radius curves
10 troughs than at crests. the exact opposite of the situation for tracks built to accomodate higher
speed passenger servlces. This is because the concern with the design of freight track is control
of the behaVIor of cars and locomotives and the Inter-vehic.le forces. especially in long trains.
In passmg over a trough. the rear cars tend to crowd on to those In front. with a consequent
sudden reversal in stress In the draft gear. As a result. troughs or sags are made more gradual.

Table A.l summanzes typical values for honzonral curves, vertical curves and gradients for
freight tracks. for the mixed-use Nonheast Corridor in the IT S. and for high-speed passenger
~rvlce-only track.~ constructed abroad.

The question of compatibility between the characteristics of ellisting rights-of-way with the
~eometnc rcquirement~ of optimized HSGT infrastructure is very Imponant. Most existing
railroad routes In the li .S. rdlect the requirements of freight railway operations. The general
requIrement for a frei~ht alignment IS that it mmimize route length while permitting operation
dt a relatively slow but steady speed. with the maximum (controlling) gradient limited by the
ahllity of equIpment to stan a heavy tram from a standing start.

Figure A.J illustrates the elements of local geometry of railroad track. In U.S. practice. these
measures are:

o liM (the longitudinal alignment of the track in the horizontal plane, relative to a
liurveyed datum),

o profile or level (the longitudinal alignment of the track in the venicaJ plane,

relative to a surveyed datum "

o. RuuRe (the distance between the inner faces of the running rails, by conventIon
measured at a point 15.9mm [0.625"J below the top of the rail),

o Juperelevation or cant (the nominal or desilD difference in vertical elevation
between the heads of the two rails; for the actual measured difference at a given
point on track, North American railroaders use the term cross/eve!), and

: Ihid. Prud'holTlJlk.
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TABLE A.I
TYPICAL GEOMETRIC VALUES FOR FREIGHT AND DEDICATED PASSENGER

TRACK ALIGNMENTS

T\IP'CIII North Nonh·E".1 Corridor
..

JR, Shmkli,.,.en. Francll TGV
Ame,tclln Frlllghl 200 "mlh PIll5lillnCjllr ~ ..w Tokllldo lOa "min

CHARACTERISTIC Line 1125 mph) 200 "m/h ('86mphl
INo PIlIlenUllrl 90 km/h Fre,ghl 112S mphl Plnengll' Onl",

150 mph) Pllllenue, Onl",

Honlont" Cu,vlIlure 198 to 1737 m 438to '737m 1890 10 2500 m 6096 m
1650 to 5700 ttl 11430 tn 5700!1I 1620010 8200 III 120000 hi-

Vert,clll Cu,vllwre See Note Sell Note CrllSt 14,940m ~mlnlmum., I49,000 11\ C''lSI . 15,000 ."
Trough' , 0,060 rn 152,490 tn

33,000 t!1 1 rough 14,000 m
145.930 hi

Gred,ent 1%,1 Le.. Ihln 1% , ,510 2.0 1 ~ 10 2,0 2 510 3 5

AREA 1990 Mllnu!! tor R",wev Enl!lnfl,nng. Vol 1. eh.S, Plrt 3, ,Hlge 5 3.13, UprllllRU .tllndllrd tor vert,c"
curvlltu,e ,n ter",. of "'OWlOle ml.,mu", '1I1e 01 chlnge ot gred.ent Ir. le"t per 100 '''lit 01 ~u .... lt I"ngth, T~e

r,convnended limn. I'll 0,05 lor trough, lind 0.10 tor er"ns " ft,. 10 go Irom II 1 grld,.nt 10 Illvel irick would rflQu"e
I' I,OSI )( 100, or 2000 Illetl. . 'I. def,ne. II pllrebolll rlllh,r lhl'lI II con.tenl·red,us CIJrve

.. .b mtrllk Non"...t Corndo, op."nng Rul.. Inc! In'!ruct,on•. Oelob"r 1989: Am".. 1$87 T'llck Ch,rt,

o warp or {Wi.fl. which is the dIfference in superelevation measured ;:,1 two points
on the track (usually over a distance of 9.45m or IR.9m [31 or 62 feel! In Nonh
America, but ove. approximately 30m [100 f~tJ elsewhere). In {] ,S. pra~tice, the
actual measurements are taken between Ihe two extremes of croslilevel found
within the specified distance.

fn the context of this report, the amount of superelevation, the rate of change of superelcvation.
and the effects of these parameters on passenger comfort and operalional safety are of principal
concern. The other elements are imponant to the overall quality of the track, and ultimately to
the ride perceived by a passenger in a train using that track and to the safety of train operation,
but consideration of these elements lie outside the scope of this report.

A.I.2 TRANSmON CURVE GEOMETRY AND Vto:HICLE RIDE Ql'ALITY

Passive tilting systems respond exclusively to the force induced when the vehicle moves through
the transition curve. The geometry of the transition curve directly affects both the rate of change
in the tilt angle (and higher-order derivatives) and the magnitude of the tilt angle while in tile
transition curve. Accordingly, the vehicle ride quality with respect to lateral motion is directly
d~pendent on the geometry of the transition curve.
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For active tilting systems. the situation is slightly different. These systems typically sense lateral
acceleration at the vehicle truck, and/or the track superelev3tion, as input signals to the tilting
system conuoller. Accordingly, the vehicle ride quality will be influenced by the transition curve
geometry to the extent that these signals affect the rate and magnitude of tilting motion through
the system controller.

EaJ.ly railroad track alignments. laid out when very modest train lipeedS prevailed, connected
strai@,ht track to fixed radius curved track without the use of a transition curve or incorporation
of superelevation. The corresponding vanation in track curvature. in lateral acceleration and in
rate of change of latercli acceleration o' lateral jerk are shown in Fi~ure A.4. In practice, the
latera! jerk Impulse of infinite amplitude shown m Figure A.4 as a consequence of the lack of
any transition curving would be Jim (ed to some fimte but sull \'ery large amplitude by the
compliance of the lateral suspension system of the vehicle. This spike of lateral jerk at the
interrace between ~traight and tixed radius curvIng track resulted in very high passenger
discomfort levels as train speeJs incrf'.ased.

Initially, this transition alignment problem was addressec.l by imroducing multiple-arc or
compound transition curves for run-in and run-out between fiXed radius curves and straight
track. Such compound curves were composed of a series of interconnecting circular arcs of
decreasmg radii, Although the amplitude of the Jerk impulse was slgniticantly reduced. there
were now a number of jerk impulses through the transition curves. which still senously degraded
passenger nde quality. ;

This situation led to the introduction and tJ1e eventual WIdespread application by most of the
world's railways of track transition curves havmg continuously changang curvature and. if
applicable. superelevauon between zero at the straJght track end of the transition curve and that
of the tixed radius of curvature at the other end. A Iinear variation of curvature and
superelevation over the transition curve (i.le .. a constant rale of change of curvature and
superelevauonl, as shown in f·~re A.S. with the corresponding lateral acceleration and lateral
jerk variations. was WIdely aaopted. This transition curve alignment geometry is known as a
c/mhmd Jf'1 ral.

It is evident from Figure A.S that the jerk impulse(s) of the earlier curve alignments is
eliminated with 'he c1othoid transition curve. However, a sudden discontinuity in lateral jerk is
still present at the beginning and end of the transition curve. That is, as the transition is
entered, the lateral acceleration instantly begins increasing at a linear rate, continuing to increase
until the constant radius curve i~ reached, where it instantly stops increasing; the lateral jerk (the
rate of change of lateral acceleration) instantly changes from zero to this linear value at

1 • Amenca:l Railway Engineering Association: Length of Railway TranSItion Spiral - AnalySIs and Running
Tests.· proceedines 01 A,R,E,A,. Vol. 6;, t964,
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Figure A.4: Lateral Acceleration In Absence of Transition Curve

transition entry and instantly returns to zero when the latera) acceleration no longer changes. (In
mathematical terms, the first derivativ~ or rate of change of the track curvature with respect to
distance along the track is discominuous at the transition endpoints). These lateral jerk discon
tinuities are the major cause of degra.dation of passenger ride comfort, particularly at high speed.

The clothoid transition curve is frequently approximated in railway practice by a "cubic
parabola" curve alignment for purposes of convenience of truck transition curve layout in the
field. This curvr provides a very close approximation of the c1r'thoid transition curve. A very
large proportion of North American mainline railroad tracks incorporates transition curves laid
out using the cubic parabola formula, and Wil~l linearly-increasing superelevation for all but the
gentlest of curves. The;; length of these "clothoid" transition curves and accordingly, the
amplitude of the lateral jerk impulses for any given connecting fixed rndius curve are dictated
by the practice at the time of construction and the subsequent operational hi~tory of the line.
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Transition curve alignments which eliminate the start and end lateral jerk discontinuities of the
c1othoid transition curve are specified for track dedicated to very high-speed passenger services.
[n these alignments, both the change in curvamre and the rate of change of curvature are made
to bf': continuous at both the transition er'try and exit locations.. Such dedicated high speed track
alignments already exist in Japan and France and are being extended in oo'h countries as well
as into other parts of Europe. Dedicated high-speed railway lines are also being considered for
<1 number of North American conidors, most notably in Texas.

One proven high-speed transition curve is characterized by curvclture variation along the curve
length defined by a trigonometric half-cosine function, ali shown in Fl&ure A.6 along with the
corresponding lat.eral accelerdtion and lateral Jerk variation.
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This curve geometry eliminates the lateral jerk discominuities at the start and the en£! of the
clothoid transition curve. This type of transition curve is used for the track alignment of the
Shinkansen in Japan, where it is referrec to as a "half sint wave" transition curve.· However,
this transition curve geometry increases the maximum lateral jerk at the midpoint of the curve
length by a factor of about 1.6, relative to the magnitude of the constant lateral jerk for an
equivalent c1othoid transition curve. This increase in maximum lateral jerk for the half-cosine
transition cllrve is generally considered to be much less significant in terms of its effect on
perceived ride quality than the laterc1l jerk discontinuities of an equivalent c1othoid transition
curve.

, •Analysis of Relationship Between Transition Curve Profile and Railway Vehicle Vibration•• S.
Hashimoto. Quart!i'rly Reports of lhe Railway Technical R~s~rch Institute, Japanese National Railways. Vol.
30, No.4, November 1989.
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Additional improvement in the lateral jerk characteristics of transition curves could be realized
by the appropriate superimposing of a trigonometric full sine wave onto the linear curvature
variation of the clothoid transition curve, as shown in Figure A.7. s

Figure A.7: Lateral Acceleration ~\'ith FuU Sine Wave/Clothoid Hybrid Geometry

This combination of sine wave/clothoid alignment geometry results in the lateral jerk not only
being continuous over the length of the transition curve but also having zero slope at the start
and end of the curve length. (That is, the curvature and the first ami second derivatives of track
curvature with respect to length along the track are continuous at the transition end points).
However, this type of transition curve increases the maximum lateral jerk half way along the
curve length by a factor of two relative to the magnitude of the constant lateral jerk for an

5 "Railway Transition Curve Planning Methods." J. Gubar, Rail International, pp 31-43. April 1990.
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equivalent clothoid transition curve. although this again is considered less dama&ing to ride
quality than the sudden change in jerk for an equivalent clothoid transition curve.

Techniques for optimizing railway vehicle passenger ride comfort through transition curves by
means of the active carbody tilting. not surprisinl~ly, attempt to duplicate the lateral acceleration
and lateral jerk variations of the full sine wavelc1othoid transition curve geometry. Strategies for
achieving this goal are examined in Appendix B of this report.

1\.2 mE PHYSICS OF CURVE NEGOTIAnON

Consider a railroad vehicle that is moving along a straight. level track at a constant speed, as
shown in F"lIUre A.8. The vehicle has considerable inertia. and is subject to the downward force
of gravity (I) and the equal but opposite slIpporting force exerted by the track structure and
subgrade, but is not subject to any lateral forces.

...

SUPPORTING
UPW'MRD
FORCE '-<3.
PAOYUOBY
SLeGAADE

GRAVITATIONAL
FORCE ·G·

F"lIUre A.8: Forces Acting on 8 RaU Vehicle OD Level Talllent Track

As the vehicle enters a curved section of track (ignoring for the moment the question of
transition betw~n straight [tangent) track and curved track), deflection of the vehicle from its
previous path requires application of a lateral force acting inward toward the center of the curve.
as shown in Figure A.9.
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This real centripetal force. must. under Newton's Second law, be balanced by an "equal but
opposite" force. This is termed the ceNrifugaJ force. which appears to act outw;:....d from the
center of the curve.

Por a passenger riding in a rail vehicle traversing a curve of radius "R" at a constant speed ",,".
there will be an apparent cenrrifuRal acceleration "a", acting laterally outwards. and a
corresponding lateral force. F =rna. where m is the mass of the passenger. The magnitude
of the apparent centrifugal accelerati'·tl is given "y:

(A.I)

where " is the vehicle velocity along the curve, and R is radius of curvature at the point where
the acceleration is being mea.llured (this is termed the "local" radius of curvature, and is
important because the radius of curvature varies constantly in the transition sections between
tangent and circular-curve track sections). The corresponding centrifugal force acting radially
outwards is given by:

(A.2)
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As an example, a passenger weighing 125 kg (276Ib) riding in a vehicle lravelling at 100 km/h
(62.S mph) around a track curve with a radius of 500 m (1,640 ft) would be subjected to a
centrifugal force of just under 193 Newtons (43.4 pounds force) acting radially outwards from
the curve center.

As noted above, it is generally accepted in passenger railway practice in Europe and Japan that
passengers will tolerate a slJ:itained lateral acceleration of about 0.08 g, whIch corresponds to
an applied lateral force of 8% of thp. passenger's mass, without noticeable discomfort. This
steady-state lateral force comfort limit is generally consistent with the low frequency vibration
comfort limit from the 150 Standards for Human Exposure to Me.chanicaJ Shock and Vibration. b

Thi:> standard indicates a whole-body vibration exposure lateraJ acceleranon limit of O. 12 g at
a frequency of 1-2 cycles per second for lip to six minutes duration.

Extrapolating the lateral acceleration limi~ given by this slandard to the sustained lateral
a..:celeration limit of 0.08 g as generally usee in passenger railway practice, the corresponding
frequency of vibration would be about 0.2 cycles per second, which is close to a steady-state
condition, and thus consistent with the 0.08 g sustained lateral acceleration limit used 10 practice.

The angular orientation of the rails relative to the horizontal plane, A. is the angle of
superelevation or "track cant angle" and is gin'n by' (see Figure A.3):

where s = track gauge, and
h = track superelevation

sin A = hIs tA.)

Inclusion of superelevation in curved track reduces or (at the balance speed of the curve)
eliminates the effect of centrifugal force on passengers by compensating the curving force 'N!th
a component of the gravitational force acting on the passenger. This principle of acceleration
compensarion is demonstrated in Figure A.tO, showing the carbody forces.

With reference to Figure A.lO:

if G =mil is the gravitational force acting vertically downward on a passenger
of mass m, then F = mr/R = Gr/gR is the centrifugal force acting radially
outwards from the curve center, where:

6 International Standard 2631. Guide for the Evaluation of Human Eltposure to Whole-Body Vibration

lor A==h/s (radians), when the angle of superelevatioD is relatively small
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Figure 1\.10: Acceleration Compensation from SuperelentioD in Curves

g = acceleratioii due to gravity;
G = passenger weight. m = passenger mass;
" = rail\LIdY vehicle velocity;
R = local radius of curvature of track; and
h and s are as defined above.

It is evident from the vector diagram in FIgure A.IO. which represents the components of the
centrifugal and gravitational forces F and G, that when these forces act on a passenger in a rail
vehicle traversing a curve with superelevation, the lateral force acting on a passenger relative
to the tilt orientation of the vehicle will be completely compensated (cancelled out) when8

:

G sin A = F cos A

R or G(b/s) = F jf the angle of superelevatioD is small

A·}4

(A.4)
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This balanced lateral force condition can be rewritten in terms of the vehicle velocity at this
condition, V· and the local radius of curvature, R:

G(h/s) = mV·2/R (for small angles A) (A.S)

Accordingly, for any given track curve of radius R, track gauge s and track superelevation b,
there will be a single unique vehicle speed, V·, for which the lateral oomponent of the
centrifugal force (relative to the vehicle tilt orientation) will be exactly compensated by the
corresponding component of the gravitational force.

This vehicle speed is referred to as the balance or equilibrium speed for a curve with a given
set of geometric characteristics, and is given by:

V· = VRg(h/s) (A.6)

The traversing of a given curve at a speed either higher or lower than the balanced speed results
in an unbalanced lateral force being exerted on a vehicle and its occupants, as shown in Figure
A.H. This resultant unbalanced force, F" is given by:

(A.?)

When discussing operation on curved track at speeds in excess of the balance speed, it is
common railway practice to refer to the difference between the amount of superelevation ac~ually

in the curve and the amount that would be required to increase the balance speed to the actual
operating speed. Tf'!is difference in superelevation is termed cant deficiency, or uncompenMted
superelevatiun. Cant deficiency is defined as the difference between the track superelevation for
which the vehicle traversing a given curve at a given speed would experience no unbalanced
lateral force, and the actual amount of superelevation incorporated in the geometry of the curve.
Cant deficiency is a conveni~nt way to measure the degree of unbalance speed operation, in that
it relates directly to the ;lmount of vehicle carbody tilting which would be required to exactly
compensate for the unbalanced force so as to maintain a uniform level of passenger comfort.

Determination of the amount of angular inclination of the carbody required to compensate for
lateral force while traversing a superelevated curve at other than the balance speed is
complicated by the action of springs in the vehicle suspension.

When a curve is traversed at some speed above or below the balance speed, the resultant
unbalanced lateral force acting on the centre of gravity of the vehicle will tend to tilt the vehicle
further in the direction of the unbalanced force, effectively amt'lifying that forc,f. This is caused
by application of a roll torque to the carbody which compresses the springs in the vehicle
suspension, as shown in Figure A.12.
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r'IUre A.l1: Effect of Speed on Accelera'iion CompeaatioD

The softer the springs in the vehicle suspension. the greater the amplification of the original
unbala..'1ced force. This effect on carbody inclination angle typically is sufficiently large that it
must be taken into account in determining the performance of vehicle tilting systems. It is
evident from Figure A.12 that tilting due to differential compression of the vehicle suspension
has the same effect on passenger ride comfon as changing the amount of sl.lperelevation in a
given curve by the amount of angular rotation of the vehicle body relative to the angular rotation
of the plane of the rail running surface.

It is convenient to express I.his vehicle carbody tilt angle, D, in terms of a negative amount of
superelevation9

:

tan B = -w/s (A.8)

where s = track gauge, and w = negative superelevatl0n tilt equivalent.

o or B = -YJ/s (radians) where the superelevation IS small
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Figure A.13: Effect of Deliberate Body Tilting on Foree Balance

Incorporating both deliberate carbody tilt and the roll induced by differential compression of the
vehicle suspension into the expression for balance speed yields the balanced speed equation
applicable to tilting railway vehicles:

v·· = V(h-w+u)Rl/s (A. 10)

Traversing a curve at speeds either higher or lower than this balaJ'!ced speed results in an
unbalanced lateral force, Fy , relative to ttle tilt orientation of the vehicle. Incorporating the
effects of differential compres~ion of the vehicle suspension and deliberate body tilting into the
expression for unbalanced force gives the complete unbalanced force equation for tilting railway
vehicles:

(A. II)
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APPENDIX B ACTUATION TECHNIQUES AND CONTROL
STRATEGIES FOR TILTING OF RAILWAY
VEHICLE CARBODIES

B.1 flJNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Achievement of controlled tilting of a railway vehicle carbody requires hardware and software
to fulfill the functions shown schematically in YtgUre B-1:

o Rotation of t!ie vehicle carbody about an appropriately-located roll center, by
means of suitable mechanical linkages or roller arrangements between the carf)ody
and the truck (bogie) of the vehicle, for either active- or passive-tilting systems;

o Command-actuated angular rotation of the vehicle body about the roll center, for
active-tilting systems; and

Till
ACTrv~TlON

/
CAR900f ROlL ROT,lTlON

Figure B-1: Schematic Representation of Functional Requirements for Elody Tilting
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o Continuous and reliable detection and analysis of local track geometry pcnmeten
to determine the magnitude and rate of carbody tilt required to compensate for
lateral curving forces, and to generate ~he command signals required to control
the tilt mechanism (for active-tilting systems).

8.2 MECHANISMS FOR CARBODY ROLL ROTATION

There are several types of rnechanicallinkages between rhe carbody and the ~ruck that have been
used by developers of tilHx>dy technologies to provide carbody roll rotation. The simplest
linkage arrangement is comprised of just two connecting links between carbody and truck. These
links are connected by hinges to the body and truck, so as to define a carbody roll center that
falls on the centerline of the untilted vehicle and at an appropriate point relative to th,e center
of gravity of the vehicle, as shown in Figu~ B-2.

This type of simple two-link mechanical connection has been incorporated into the Fiat ETR 450
active-tilt EMU, the ABB active-tilt X2000 equipment, and the VT610 active-tilt DMU sets now
under construction for German Federal Railways (DB), as detailed in Appendix C. This
mechanism also formed the basis for active-tilting in the Advanced Passenger Train (APT)
prototypes developed for British Rail but ultimately cancelled prior to fleet deployment.

The Bombi1I'dier-built LRC active-tilt coaches use a more complicated linkage arrangement, as
shown in Figure B-3 and detailed in Appendix C. This mechanism incorporates a bell crank with
two pairs of connecting links; this minimizes the volume of space required for the mechanism
and provides lateral displacement of the carbody in conjunc.tion with body roll, so as to enhance
vehicle roIlover stability and minimize the dynamic clearance envelope while traversing a curve.

The Japanese Railways Series 381 passive-tilting EMUs differ with respect to the mechanism
used to achieve carbody roll rotation. These trainsets incorporate truck-mounted rollers which
support a cross-beam mounted on the carbody. The lower surface of the cross-beam, which rests
on the rollers, takes the form of a constant-radius curve, as shown in Fizure B-S and detailed
in Appendix C.

The Talgo Pendu/ar passive-tilting coaches operated by Spanish National Railways (R.ENFE)
incorporate another, quite distinct mechanism for carbody roll rotation. A vertical supporting
structure mounted on the articulated trucks and located within the ends of each carbody canies
the sp.condary suspension air bags, which are hou.sed within roof-level pockets in the body end
structure, as shown in Figure B-4 and detailed in Appendix C. The differential compre~'ision of
the suspension air bags through curves provides for roll rotation of the carbody relative to the
trucks, but with a roll center close to the roof of the earbody.
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Hgure 8-2: Simple TW6-Link Mechanism For Carbody Tilting

The mechanisms use:1 to achieve carbody roll rotation are reiatively simple, and shaul d not pose
reliability or maintainability problems beyond those associated with conventional rail passenger
vehicle trucks. These conventional trucks typically incorporate linkages and/or other components
which are very similar in operational loading, reliability and maintainability requirements to
t.hose elements which are used to provide for roll rotation capability in tilting tret.ins. However,
there is no question th~\t the tilting mechanisms add complexity relative to the conventional (and
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FIgure 8-3: The LRC Carbody Tilting Mechanism

very simple) passenger truck, which for the most part, is based on the thrre-piece freight truck
which often fonns the de facIo datum for the North American railroad industry.

8.3 m.T ACTUATION MECHANISMS

Thf~ active tilting of a carbody about its center of roll can be achieved by m~s of either
hydraulic or pneumatic linear piston actuators connected between the vehicle truck and the
carbody so as to exert a torque about the tilting carbody roll center. With one ex~ption, all the
active-tilting trainsets which are currently in revenue service or which have been tested in a full-
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Figure 8-4: Talgo Pendular Passive-Tilting Mechanism

scale prototype incorporate either one or two hydraulic actuators mounted on each truck to rotate
the carbody. The sole exception to the use of hydraulic actuator') is the pneumatic actuator
originally developed as a possible retrofit package for the JR Series ,,81 EMU sets, and later
incorporated in the JR Series 201ft') active-tilt DMU eq:Jipment. ' Figure 8-5 shows a typical
hydraulic actuator (left) and the '.~ pneumatic actuator (right).

Whether hydraulic or pneurllatic, the roll actuators are connected into a servo loop which permits
precise control of the force applied by the actuator in response to command signals from the tilt

I The pneumatic actuator was originally developed In an attempt to overcome persistent prohlems with tilt
nausea experienced hy passengers on the Sr 381 lrainsels (. Aclive-Tilting Tesled as JNR Plans Narrow Gauge
Speed-up.· Railway Gazelte !nlt;mati.onal, Apnl 19851.
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Figure B-S: Typical Tilt Actuation Mechanisms

control system. The tilt actuation servos are designed to provide fast response while retaining
an adequate stability margin, using techniques which are commonly applied to servomechanisms.
To enhance the vehicle ride quality and also to minimize the power consumption of the actuation
mechanism, the input signal to the control mechanism is filtered to eliminate noise caused by
random irregularities in local track geometry (as opposed to changes in actual alignment
geometry). The schematic for a typical servo loop is shown in Figure 8-6.

Power packs for the supply of high-pressure hydraulic oil or compressed air typically employ
self-containerl compressor units driven by elecuic motors mounted on each vehicle. These units
incorporate the fluid fillers, redundant pumps, and other design safety factors that are normal
industry practice.

Servoed hydraulic actual'-'-<; provide greater inherent resistance to unwanted carbody roll motion
induced by inertial forces, ann a faster command response time than do servoed pneumatic
actuators. This reflects the much higher viscosity of hydraulic oil (which is effectively
incompressiblt=) relative to even high-pressure air, which remains quite compressible. HO\IJever,
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Figure 8-6: Schematic Diagram for Typical Tilt Control System

compressed-air systems are generally less demanding to fabricate and maintain. Of perhaps even
greater importarlce. compressed-air technology is "familiar ground" to every railroad and transit
propeny in the U.S. through the ubiquitous air brake, and so would pose no technical or
institutional hurdle~. Hydraulic systems, on the other hand. have traditionally been regarded as
maintenance "headaches" by U.S. railroads (with 50me justification), and could pose
jurisdictional problems where shop trades are concerned.

8.4 CONTROL SYSTEMS

8.4.1 Requirements for Input Parameter Detection

The control of active-tilt carbody roll rotation typically requires continuous real-time sensing of
one or more of the following parameters by means of a vehicle-mounted ~nsor suite:
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o Lateral acceleration of the vehicle;

Carbody roll angle relative to the truck;

o Track superelevation: and/or

o The location of the vehicle relative to defined curves.

Vehicle :ateral acceleration is detected by accelerometers mounted on the carbody and/or on the
tmck(s) of the vehicle. Carbudy-mounted accelerometers provide a direct measure of
compensated lateraJ acceleration (and thus force) while truck-mounted accelerometers measure
the uncompensated acceleration at track level while traversing curved track. Ruggedly
constructed. reliable accelerometers suitable for this application are available commercially. All
of the active-tilt trainsets which are described in Appendix C to this report use vehicle-m<Junted
accelerometers to detect lateral acceleration. The acceleration data form an essential input for
control of carbody tilting. Figure B-7 shows the :;(..hematic for a typicaJ tilt control system
including the accelerometers.

j
I

.tNGLUR
PUSITION
FEE~

r
SIGNAL _ -..c),. ERROR SERVO CARBODY

ACCELEROMETER

"'""
~AOCESSING

po \( V- AND - VALVE I- TlT -AND DRIVE ANHLT DETECTOR
.

+FILTERING AMPlFIER ACTUATOR

Figure B-7: Schematic for Tilt Control System Incorporating Accelerometers
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The, ABB X2000, the modified JR Series 381 EMU and the JR TSE-2000 DMU active-tilt
equipment also incorporate sensors to measure the roll orientation of the carbody; the now
defunct DR APT also carried this type of sensor. This is accomplished using displacement
transducers, such as differential transformers, mounted between the vehicle carbody and the
truck. As with accelerometers, suitable displacement transducers are commercially available.
Figure 8-8 illustrates the schematic for a control system incorporating displacement transducers.
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Figure B.8: Scbf!matic for Control System Using Displacement Transducers

The data geaerated by these sensors serves a variety of functions, depending on the specific
technology. On the JR equipment, the roll orientation (tilt angle) signal forms the feedback
signal for the pneumatic servo-actuators, ailowing the control system to follow the computerized
vehicle roll data file for a panicular route. These programmed data arc correlated with the
measured location of the vehicle on the track (as discussed in Appendix C) to ensure OJrrect

timing and rate of tilt onset.

In the ABB X2000, the roll orientation signal is used to monitor the tilt angle of each vehicle
in the trainset relative to the tilt angle of adjacent vehicles, in order to detect and correct any
inappropriate response on an individual vehicle. The control system in the APT used the roll
orientation data as the feedback signal for the hydraulic servo-actuators, relative to the required
roll angle derived from measured lateral acceleration.
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On the Fiat ETR 450 EMU trainsets, track superelevation is sensed using gyroscopes mounted
on the leading truck of each control car, as shown in Figure 8-9. The gyroscopes provide an
absolute horizontal datum against which to measure the roll orientation of the truck.

B

3•
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C!SI SPEED SENSOR

o ACCELEROaETER

o GYRO

• SAFETY CARBOOY ACCELEROMETER

• RESOLVERONCAR8ODY

Figm"e 8-9: Location of Gyroscopes on ETR-4S0 EMU

Measurement of the truck roll orientation provides a relatively close approximation to actual
t:ack superelevation, provided that the differential compression of the truck suspension springs
is not large. fhe differential compression is relevant because the gyroscopes are mounted on the
truck fra;ne above t.he primary su:;pension; they sense the orientation of ~he frame rather than
that of the wheelsets in contact with the track.

The control system for the ETR-450, shown schematically in FtgUre BolO, uses the truck roll
orientation signal as a proxy for track superelevation to ensure thJ.t tilt initiation occurs at the
correct time, slightly in advance of the actual entry of a given vehicle into a curve. This
compensates for the delay caused by filtering to remove random noise cal:.sed by irregularities
in local track geometry or the presence of switches and cross-overs. In cor.trast, tile gyroscope
signals are relatively noise-free, since the roll motion of the vehicle truck is largely insensitive
to track irregularities.
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Figure 8-10: Schematic Diagram of Fiat ETR 450 Tilt Control Sy~1em

8.4.2 Control System Signal Processing

The control of active body tilting requires appropriate processing of the various sensor inputs
to generate the correct commands to the actuation mechanism. This processing employs on-board
electronics, especially microcomputers. The modification and manipulation of the input data is
necessary to achieve acceptable control system response times and to ensure stable operation
with an adequate safety margin. The electronic manipulation of sensor suite data includes the
feedback of signals and the summing or subtracting of signals to permit comparison of signal
amplitudes. Input signal modification includes amplification and filtering, as well as signal
compensation to enhance the stability of feedback control loops.
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The control systems for active-tilt technologies are quite complex and are not addressed in detail
in this Appendix. However, there is no question that appropriate response time with acceptable
stability can be achieved through application of well-established control system anaJysis and
optimization techniques.

The key to successful control of ri'ilway carbody tilling is maintenance of acceptable ride quality
through transition curves, where the parameters which affect the required magnitude of body tilt
and the rate of change in tilt vary continuously. As a consequence. the overall strategy for
railway vehicle carbody tilt control systems relates almost exclusively to the optimization of the
vehicle ride quality through transition curves, as discussed in Section B.5 below. The
requirements of tilt managment through transition curves are reflected in the control system
schematics detailed in Appendix C.

8.S TILTING TRAINSET RIDE QUALITY OPTIMIZATION

Railway vehicle passenger ride quality as it affects the curving performance of tilt-body railway
vehicles falls into two distinct categories:

o Ride quality while traversing track with a constant radius of curvature (and thus,
a constant baJan~e speed. amount of superelevation. and required carbody tilt
angle); and

o Ride quality while traversing the run-on or run-off transition curves between
straight (tangent) track and constant-radius CUT\es (where the local radius of
curvature, the amount of superelevation, the balance speed and the required
carbody tilt angle vary continuously, and where the rate of change of curvature
and/or amount of superelevation may also vary),

These ride quality categories are discussed below.

B.S.1 Ride Quality Through Constant-Radius Curves

This ride quality category deals with passenger comfort in the context of exposure to sustained
lateral acceleration while traversing a curve of constant radius. This situation will arise whenever
the lateral component of gravitational force resulting from the net carbody tilt angle
(superelev31ion plus body tilt minus differential suspension compression) does not fully
compensate for the force unbalance arising from track curvature.

As noted earlier in this Appendix. a passenger comfon limit of O.08g (approximately 2.6 ft/sec2

or 0.8 m/se(2
) for sustained lateral acceleration is generally accepted i passenger railway

practice worldwide. Accordingly, the ride quality performance of vehicle canJooy tilting systems
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will be acceptable provided that the body roll angle is sufficient to reduce unbalanced lateral
acceleration within the ~ a.08g limits while traversing constant-radius curves.

8.5.2 Ride Quality Through Transition Curves

The second vehicle ride quality category deals with the much more complex issue of
maintenance of acceptable passenger comfon in the context of constantly changing track
geometry parameters and consequent levels of uncompensated lateral acceleration. This
environment demand!: transient roll motion of the carbody as the vehicle traverses run-on or run
off transition curves between straight (tangent) track and constant-radius curved track. In
essence, the magnitude, rate aIld direction of change in roll motion of the carbody must follow
changes in the magnitude and rates of change in sUJX.relevation and suspension compression.
This will maintain as uniform an exposure to uncompensated lateral acceleration as is (X>ssible,
both with respect to the magnitude of the acceleration and especially the ,rate of change of the
acceleration (the so-called jerk).

Transient roll motion can and often does produce very adverse effects on passenger ride comfort,
although passenger sensitivity to transient roll motion in combination with transient lateral
acceleration is still not well defined. Much fundamental research remains to be done in this area,
particularly as regards the effects of rapid reversals in the direction of acceieration (as occurs
in reverse curves).

The issue of passenger ride quality on tilt-body equipment traversing transition curves is further
complicated by the absence of any meaningful objective measure of ride quality. The rather
meager literature is dependent on highly su~jective passenger perceptions of ride comfort - in
essence, little better than anecdotal infonnation. While there is no doubt that the effects are real
- JNR, the predecessor of the JR Group companies, was forced to issue anti-nausea pills to
passengers and crew on its Sr. 381 passive-tilt EMUs prior to development of its pneumatic
servoactuator - it remains very difficult to correlate passenger perceptions with actual exposure
to uncompensated acceleration and roll transients. This issue, which represents the most
contentious aspect of tilting trainset technology, is considered in some detail in ~he following
subsections.

8.5.2.1 Characteristics of PasseJlll:r Ridl: Quality on Tilt-Body Trainsels OD

Transition Curves

The effects on passenger ride quality induced by the tilting of the vehicle body while traversing
a transition curve differ fundamentally from those induced by exposure to vibrational motion.
Passenger discomfort induced by vibration relates primarily to the sympathetic vibration of the

~ Op. Cit .. Railwa¥ Gazette International, April 1985.
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human body with emphasis on the resonant vibration of internal hody organs. The ISO ride
comfort specifications shown in Figure 8-11 are most restrictive for vertical acceleration in the

four to eight cycles per second frequency rar,ge, which corresponds to the resonant frequencies

of the internal body organs.

--------------------------------.,
1
8

I

SlOPE: 3d8ioc:l

I

I,L_---'-- _
0.5 2 4 2S FREQUENCY Hz

Figure B.ll: ISO Ride QUllIllty Specification

In contrast, passenger discomfon induced by transient carbody roU rotatiC'n while traversing
transition curves relates primarily to variability in whole-body force levels, which disturb~ the

equilibri'.lm or balance of passengers and, in extreme cases, causes motion sickness.

it is straightforward to quantify railway vehicle motion in terms of acceleration amplitude and
frequency, especially for steady-state acceleration. There have been many tests of lide quality

conducted over the last 40 years, and the population of passengers, observers and other test
subjects is qUlte large. This body of data with respect to human re~ponse to vibrational motion
has resulted in identification of key parameters and determination of passenger sensitivity over

the ranges a~sociated with railroad operations. These parameter~ are codified in the Intemational
Standards Organization (ISO) Standard 2631 for human exposure to vibratory motion, and form
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the basis for most ride quaJity st8mbrds outside Nonh America, where the Peplar standards are
commonly used.

However, the ISO and Peplar cliteria do not address the relationshi? between passenger comfort
<lJ1d the transient motions that arise when rail vehicJes traverse transition curves. These transient
motions are of such 10'"" frequency 3.S to fan outside the r-etnge of the existing ride comforT.
standards. When an attempt is made to correiate quantified measuremems of the accelerations
associated with transiei1t motion with ride comfort as reported by passengers, the whole area
becomes very subjective. The subjective nature of reported ride quality results in the
performance of tilting railway vehicles being conditional ard sometimes contr0versial.

Only very limited data are available in the literature with respect to railway vehicle pas~"'nger

ride comfort during curving. Some limited data reiating to this area has been published in
connectIOll with the design of the vehicle tilting system for the ASB X2000 tilting trainsets. 3

The most comprehensive: data so far relating to passenger ride comfort during curving resulted
from the ride quality testing program carried out by British Rail in 1983-84, using a number of
volunteer test subjects riding both tiiting and non-tilting [fa-insets through curves over a range
of unbalanced speeds. 4 This British Rail program to investigate ride quality during curve
negotiation was conducted primarily to assess the cfff{~tiveness of the active~tilt APT relative to

non-tilting trainsets. A limited program of ride comfort testing during curving was carried out
by JNR at about the same time, in connection with retrofitting of [he Series 381. passive-tilt
EMU tleet with a form of active-tilt control. ~

The results of these test programs can be summarized as follows:

o Passenger pefception of ride comfort with respect to the transient accelerations
and roll motions experienced when traversing a curve is very different than th~

perception of equivalent levels of conventional vibrational motion,

o A run-on transition cUtve is generally perceived by pa.ssengers to result in a
significantly less acceptable level of ride comfort [han a run-off transition curve
having exactly [he same geometry,

o Passengers are particularly sensitive to the rate of change of latera] acceleration
(the lateral jerk) while traversing a curvr:,

.I ·Swedish Body·Tilting Electric Set for Very High-Speed on Severely-Curved Mllin·Linf'~~.· N. Nllsl.am,
Rail Engineering International. May-Sept. 1982.

4 "Passenger Tolerance of Higb-S~Curving,· M.G. Pollard. R!ilwaLQ~Jn!mlational, Nov. 1984.

~ "Ride Quality Evaluation of a Pendulum Car.· S. Koyanagi. Quarterly Reports of the R!,ilway Technical
Research lnstit"te, Japane..<;e National Railways. Vol. 26. No. :3. 1985.
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o Standing passengers are much more sensitive to variations in acceleration and jerk
th&lJl are seated passengers,

o Variations in lateral ac~eleraticn and jerk totally dominate variations in both the
vertical and longitudinal directions as a determinant of perceived ride quality, and

o The motion parameters which determine perceived ride quality when traversing
a curve with an unbalanced lateral acceleration of less then the O.08g ride comfort
limit appear to be:

. the rate of change of lateral acceleration, or jerk;

.- the tilt roll velocity; and
- the tilt mil acceleration.

In relation to the apparent asymmetry of sensitivity to uansition curve geometry, humans
apparently can compensate for variations :n applied lateral force and/or roll rate as induced by
vehicle motion. provided that sufficient time is available for the equilibrium control system of
the body (the inner ear) to respond and prevent the person from being thrown off balance. "rhe
ability of a passenger to anticipate variations in lateral acceleration or roll rate both with respe':t
to time of onset and magnitude of variabiJit}' appears, from the very limited information in th~~

literature and from intuition, to produce a very significMt reduction in the degree of ride
discomfort perceived by a passenger for any given variation in lateral acceleration or roll rate.

The ability of a passenger to anticipate the onset of variation in lateral acceleration and/or rol1
rate appears to result from the (typically) gradual onset of parameter variability. In other words,
once steady-state conditions cease, a rider is not surprised if the transient effects get worse.

The much greater degree of perceived ride discomfort aSM>Ciated with a vehicle traversing an
unanticipated run-on transition curve, as compared with G run-off transition curve having the
same geometry and at the same speed, has been attributed to passenger anticipation of the mn-off
curve while the vehicle is still traversing the constant-radius segment of the curve. 6

In essence, passengers tend to be caught more "off balance" by entry onto the run-on transition
curve than for the run-off transitioll curve where 'Jorne degree of anticipation exists. The degree
of gradualness (the smoothne;)s) of later:u accderation and roll rate variations tends to be the
measl're of the "anticipation" fac~or in r:de quality as perceived by vehicle passengers. The
II smoothness" of lateral acceleration and roll rate variations is indicated by the absence of
inflections or sudden changes in th,~ slope of a plot of the parameter variations as a funtion of
the distance travelled along the curve. Such inflections may be more easily identified and

6 Op_Cit .• Pollud.
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quantified by determining the variation of the slope of the lateral acceleration and roll rate
variations, as the derivative of the lateral acceleI"dtiol. and the roll rate to give the lateral rate
of change of acceleration or jerk and the roli acceleration, respectively. The more uniform the
variation in these jerk and roll acc.;eleration~, the greater the "anticipatIon" factor in ride quality
•. ~ perceived by vehicle passengers. This supports ~he dependency of perceive.d ride comfort on
later'eU jerk and roll acceleration as indicated above.

In relation to the greater sensitivity of standing passengers, one would intuitively expect a
standing person to be much more sensitive to the disruption of equilibrium or balance caused by
whole-body force variation. This expectation is consistent with the perceived differential in level
of discomfon reported by Pollard.7 Finally, investigators have consistently found that lateral
force variations dominate passenger perceptions of ride comfort. Variations in vertical or
longitudinal acceleration apparently do not trigger any significant disturbance in passenger
equilihrium or balance such as could lead to motion sickness.

B.5.2.1 Tilt-8ody PerfomlantL.RmWrements for Enhanced Passenaer Ride Quality
J'hrou&h Transition Curve;

Given that the sudden di!!turbance of lateral balance or equilibrium represents the primary source
of passenger discomfort while traversing a transition curve, and that the ability of a passenger
to anticipate the onset of variations in lateral acceleration or roll motion significantly reduces the
perceived level of ctiscomfort, one can detine ~everal performance criteria for tilt-body vehicles
that will improve the ride quality as perceived by passengers:

o The rate of change of the carbody roll rate, and the rate of change in the
unbalanced laleT""al acceleration must be jointly optimized so as to reduce the
perceived disturbance from variations in both roll motion and lateral force to a
minimum; and

o Variation of lateral acceleration and roll motion through the transition curve
should be made :'\s gradual and consistent as possible, so as to maximize the
ability of the passenger to anticIpate the onset of changes.

These criteria for enhanced passenger Jide quality are consistent with the geometric design
standards for transition curves for dedicated high-spee.d alignment!!, as described in Appendix
A. In particular, Flgures A.6 and A.7 show transition CUlVe characteristics which, if emulated
by a trainset tilt control sysTem, would satisfy the performance criteria for enhanced ride comfort
defined above. The tilting system would compensate for deficiencies in transition curve
alignment geometry so ~s to produce ride quality approaching that achievable 01'\ dedicated high-

7 Gp. Cit., Pollard. See especially Figures 4 and 6.
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speed track constructed with optimized transition curve geometry. The criteria are also consistent
with the preference for STl'oothed roll rate variation advocate.d by the Japanese Railways for their
modified Series 381 tilting trainsets. 8

Evidence from fulJ.·sc.a1e tests of ride comfort in curves clearly estahlishe~ the strong influence
of anticipation of the onset of lateral acceleration and/or roll motion on the perceived level of
discomfort reported by the test subject. This evidence supports application of a tilting strategy
that is capable of delivering smooth and continuous variation in lateral acceleration and roll

motion, rather thJJ1 one with perceptible discontinuities in the rate of change of roll rate and
unbalanced lateral acceleration.

B.5.2.3 Ride Quality ~i1d The Effects of Track GeQmetn:

The potential advantage of tilt-body vehicle systems depends on achieving an accertable level
of ride quality as perceived by the passenger while traversing curves in existing track at speeds
significantly above the limits set by ride comfort requirements for non-tilting vehicle~. Basically,
the thrust of tilt-body te'.chnologies IS to raise the average speed over a given track segrne:1t
without necessarily altering the allowable maximum speed on the segment. Y Experience with
tilting trainsets, both in test and in revenue operation in a number of countries, has ~;hown that
passenger tide comfort through consram-radius c"..rves can be maintained or even improved if
the curving speed is increasP-d well above the balance speed for the curve geometry, up to the
tilting limit of a given technology. However, the ride quality through transition curves tends to
be very dependent upon the transition curve geometry.

Shon transition curve lengths, coupled with sudden vanatlOns in the track curvature and
superelevation rates of change at the start and end of the transition curve, as is usually the case
for Nonh American railway track, can and does degrade the ride quality associated with tilting
trainsets to the extent that the market advantages ,)f improved trip time through an increase in
average speed are overwhelmed.

This means that achievement of the potential benefits from carbody tilting is affected not only
by the quality of the tilting system used on a given vehicle but also, and to an even greater
degree, upon the the georndry of the trcick alignment, and in particular, on the geometry of the
transition curves through ~ Ilich the equipment must operate. Good ride quality while operating
on track built to a given set of geometric standards in no way guarantees acceptable performance

8 See Figure 9 at' "Ride Quality Evaluation of a Pendulum Car,· S. Koyanagl, Quarter!LRe.r~ms of the
Railwav Technical Rest".arch Institute. Japanese National Railways, Vol. 26, No.3, 1985.

9 Insotar as the maximum speed will reflect safety criteria related to LlV force rat,o, trude stability, and
signalling and train control, none of which are enhanced by body tilting.
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when nmning on track built ~o different. geometric standards. Since all tilt technologies except
the LRC ~~v~ been designed, t.ested, and operated outside Nonh Amenca, assertions regarding
the transferability of ride quality ar.d technoh>gy performance should be treatle<{ with caution.
North American track reflects local alignment and construction practices intended to address
quite different geotechnical, operadonal and commercial considerations, as well as different
utilization and maintenance histories and maintenance practices.

Transition curves often include one or more gecmetric deficiencies that make it difticult or
impossible for an active-tilt control system to trclck changes in curve geometry so as to
compensate for variation in lateral <J_cceJeration, without subjecting passengers to unacceptable
j~rk and roll rates. These deficiencies include:

o Short transition curve lengths relative to tht: overall change in curvature and
superelevation, 50 that the rate of change of these parameters is high,

(Short transition curves force the t.ilt control system to apply a high roll rate through the
transition curve. High roll rates are knov. TI to result in high levels of passenger discomfort,
espe::ially in combination with high roil acceieration rates. l~

o Discontinuities in the rate-of-change of curvature and superelevation, particularly
at the entrance to and exit from transition curves,

These discontinuities are inherent in clothoid transitJOn curves, which are ubiquitous in freight
and mixed-use track, particularly in North America. The notable exceptions to the foregoing
st1tement are the dedicated high-speed passenger tracks in Japan and France, which incorporate
more sophisticated transition curve geometries. These discontinuitie:: give rise to sudden
vanations in the rate of change of lateral accderation (and thus force) acting on passengers, and
of the roll rate. at the entrance to and exit from clothoid transition curves (see Appendix A for
discussion of geometric effects). Th~se sudden variations result 10 a high level of passenger
discomfort, stemming from the need to either rapidly compensate for the unexpecte.d force and
motion, or el se .ase one's balance.

o Differences in thf: variability of cUivalure and superelevation along the length of
transition curves

Variabilit.y in curvature and superelev3tioQ arises I rom poor track construction and/or

10 See Figure 8 of "Ride Quality Evaluation of a Pendulum Car. " s. Koyanagi, ~,l!!!J1~(IY...R..ec()rts of Ihe
Eail~!U!=:re<.:hnical R~search InshtUle, Japanese .~alional RailwJU:1!, Vol. 26, No.3. 1985.
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maintenance, resulting in differential settlement of the subgrade or track strucHlre which creates
a variety of localized track defects, especially warp defects. These defects ca.. give rise to some
additional variability in roll motion perceived by passengers if the tilting system is designed to
respond to vehicle lateral acceleration, as is typically the case. However, this type of variation
tends to have a relatively gradual and smooth onset and taper, and also typically is of modest
amplitude relative to the intentional changes in track superelevation, so that the effa:t on
perceivoo ride quality is normally quite limited. Seve:"e problems with local track geometry can,
of c,1urse, exacerbate ride quality degradation on tilting or conventional equipment.

8.5.2.4.1 Passive TillinL System Deshm Strate~ to Enhance RidLUY.alib ThI'(!Y&b
Transiti.or. Curv~

There is very limited potentia! for modification of the design strategy for passive tilting systems
to compensate for deficiencies in transition cwve geometry. The response time of passive-tilting
systems is dictated primarily by tilt location of the roll center about which the vehicle carbody
swings and secondarily by the rotational inertIa of the carbody about this roll center. Both
attributes are essentially r'ixed for a given vehicle design.

The only te.chnique compatible with passive-tilting that can affect system performance entails the
addition of hydraulic dampers to reduce the rate of roll generated by the pendular motion of the
carbody swinging about the roll center. Roll motion da.mping could incrf"..ase the extent to which
passengers are able to anticipate the onset of motion, an~ so enhance the perceived ride quality.
However, tl'1e use of dampers (0 control roll motion increases the delay in the reponse of the
carbody to changes in lateral acceleration, and so could in fact increase the level of unbalanced
lateral acceleration (force) which would act on a passenger through a given transition curve.

A carefully optirniu.d design for roll damping could result in an overall impfCIvement in
perceived ride quality bllt the potential for meaningful changes would be very limited. and any
assessment would have to be undertaken on a technology- and route-specific basis to yield valid
results. In practice, passive-tilting systems have not incorporated roll motion dampers. This
implies that the te.chnology developers and operators have found that the rotational inertia of the
tilting earbody provides for sufficient (or possibly excessive) damping. With passive body tilting,
about the only solutIon to unacceptable ride quality through transition curves on a particular
route is to reduce the speed(s) at which the curves are traversed.

Exactly this sort of situation arose with respe--ct to passenger ride comfort on the then-JNR Series
381 passive-tilting narrow·gallge EMUs. These pendular trainsers were introduced into fleet
service in 1973 in an attempt to increase maximum speed (10 130 km/h from 120 km/h) and
especially to raise allowable speed in curves by 20 to 25 km/h (i.e., to 85 km/h from 65 km/h,
for a 300m radius curve) on the Nagcya-Nagano line. The revenue service experience of INR,
and later its successor company JR-Shikoku, with this equipment on severely curving narrow
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gauge track through mountainous terrain is very informative with respect to ride comfort
considerations in g~neral and to tilt motion sickness in particular.

In any event, neither objective was realized. Maximum speed could not be increased, and
persistent and widespread tilt motion sickness led JNR first "J isslle motion··sickness medication
to all passengers, and to then restrict curving speeds to the levels used for conventional
equipment. Ultimately, JNR was forced to develop a retrofit package incorporating a pneumatic
servomechanism to provide a form of active-tilt control.'!

The passive~tilting trainset operating experience of the JNR and its successors is quite extensive;
only that of RENFE in Spain is similar. In 1984, there were 277 passive-tilting cars in the Series
381 EMU fleet. This equipment is still in revenue service, but has been modified with the
addition of the active-tilt pneumatic controller. In addition, there are 38 active-tilt diesel multiple
unit (DMU) trainsets which began operation on the Taka:1'lat~u to Matsuyama line on Shikoku
Island in 1990. The DMUs use essentially the same active-tilting system as the upgraded Series
381 trainsetsY

The only other revenue operation of passive-tilting equipment has been by the Spanish National
Railways ~RENFE) using Taiga Pendular coaches hauled by diesel or c1ec-;tric locomotives. The
TaIgo Pendular design i:'i detailed in Appendix C. Although based on design principles
enunciated in the 1940's, the equipment now in fleet service was dl.';vered starting in 1960 with
16 pairs of trainsets in service on domestic routes in Spain by 1987. An additional 73 Talgo
Pendular cars were delivered to Spanish Railways in 1989 and a funner 200 cars are currently
entering service as they are delivered. As well as domestic servlces within Spain, Talgo tilting
trainsets are also used to operate run-though services to destinations in France and Switzerland.

As noted above, there are well-documented reports of poor nde quality and motion sickness on
the unmoditied Sr. 381 passive~tilt trainsets. The necessity of issuing moti"" sickness pills to
passengers to control tilt nausea on severely curving trackLl is mentioned repeatedly.
Apparently, there were many complaints regarding the discomfort felt on these pendulously
tilting trainsets, by both passengers and crew, particularly when standing while entering and
exiting curves. 14

II Op. Cit., Railway Gazette InlelT!:tllenal, April 1985. See also "Speedup nn JNR l06imm Gauge Lines,"
Y. Yuicawa, Jaoanc'se Railway EI1~ineerin.¥. Vol. 24. Nc. :. 19H4.

12 "Development of an Active Tilt-hody Diesel 1\fU." K. Matsuda. JR-Shikoku, Railway T~hnolog'(

InlemalJonal, 199 I.

13 "Active Tilting Tested as JNR Plans Narrow Gauge S~"\jP.• Rail~~"y Gazelle lnlernalional, Aprll
1985.

I~ "Kide Quality Evaluation of a Pendulum Cu," S. Koyanagi. QWl.rlerlt..R~rtsL Rail~ay Tec~.

B"esearch Inst!.~lIte. Vol. 26, No.3, 1985: and "Techmcai Point fur Speeding-Up on Narrow Gauge Lines,' A.
Marooka, !AI?anese P..ailway Engineenn~, No. 112. Dec 1989.
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These ride discomfort and motion sickness proolems It'.d to the investiga1.ion and subsequent
retrofitting or active-tilting systems to the Series. 381 tl'ainsets starting i:l the mid-1980's. '!lIe
retrofitted actlve-tilting control system limits the carbody roll rate to ~.bout five degrees per
second and the roll acceleration to about 15 degrees/sec2 to achieve acceptable ride comfort.
These roll motion limits reflect the apparent dependency of "tilt nausea" on the carbody roll
motion in combination WHh reversal~ of roll direction as the vehicle enters and exits transition
curves.

The issue of ride discomfort and motion sickness induce..d by vehicle roll motion, although not
easily defin;:ble due to the very subjective perception of discomfort and to the well-established
wide vanallon in llINion :iickness sensitivity among any given passenger population, is
considered to be of primary importance in determining the practicaiity of tilting technologies.
This issue IS Judged to repreSC'nt the main deterrent to the more widespread applicat.,.>n of tilting
trainsets for operatIOn on existing tracie

The apparent absence of any reponed ride discomfort problems wi~h the TaIga Pnulular passive
tilt trainsets operatmg by RENFE may be due to the sm"lIer deslgned maximum tilt angle (3.5
degrees as compared to five degrees for the Series 381 train~ts). This difference would permit
a reduced vehiclt: roll .-ate through transition curves with appropriate roll motion damping by
the tilting carbocly rotational inertia. However, the apparent lack of ride discomfort problems
could also reflect the less demanding transition curves on the broad-gauge Spanish lines and the
standard-gauge line~ in Fiance and Switzerland 011 which the Talgo trainsets operate, relative to
the severely curved narrow gauge lines through the mountains of central Honshu.

8.5.2.4.2 Active-Tilt Control Strategies to EnhancE'! Ride Quality Through Tramition
Curves

The potential for Improving active-tilt control systems to better compensate for deficiencies in
transition curve geometry and so enhance perceived ride comiort is very significant. InOUl data
to permit control of c.:cbody tilt motion can be readily gathered and processed on-board the
vehicle includmg.

o Lateral acceleration of the carbody and/or of the truc).:' using
accelerometers;

o The tilt angle between the carbody and the truck, using displacement transducers;
aJld

o The track superelevation using truck-mounted gyroscopes.
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Signals from these sensors are used, often in combination, as the input to the tilt control system
for almost all of the active-tHtil1g trainsets developed to date (See Appendi,x C). The notable
exceptions are, the active-tilt version of the JR Series 381 EMU, and the JR Series 2000 active
tilt DMU equipment, both of which use essentially the same tilt control syslp,m de.iign.

The JR tilt control system is unique in that its on-board computer generates the comma.1d sIgnal
for the t~lt servo~ctuator from a data file containing the predetermined track alignment and
geometry information for the particul3I' route being served on a giv~u r~n. The current traioset
location on the route is determined from tracksioe transponders (which form part of the
"automatic ~rain stop" traffic control system used in Japan) in combination with trainset wheel
tachometers which perlnit calculation of the distance between transponders. The stored track
information includes curve locations reiative to the trackside transponders, the degree of
curv~ture and superelevatio'n variation through the curv~s. This tilt control system allows
accurate warning of the approach of a curved section of track and the corresponding activation
of the tiWng system in anticipation of the onset of the transition curve. This system also allows
for a high degree of flexibility with respect to compensation for deficiencies in transition curve
geometry, as discussed above.

Since the only justificatjon for the added complexity and cost of body-tilting capability stems
from maintenance of aC'cep~ble ride quality through tlack curves at speeds in excess of the
designed balance speed, it is imperative that tilt control strategies be able to maintain ride quality
even when faced with significant deficiencies ill transition cu~-ve geometry.

~'

There are a number of approaches with the potential to deliver this cap~_~ility. Three of the most
promising techniques, which could be applied individually or in comOination, are discussed
below:

1) Extend the duration of transition tilting:

This technique essentially involves increasing the length of track (and thus, the period of time)
over which the carbody is rotated from its normal position to it~ f.'.Quilibrium roll angle for
traversing a constant-radius curve, so that the "tilting track" length is greater than the length of
the actual transition curve built into the track,. This is illustrated in Figures 8.12 and B.13.

By increasin,5 the duration of tilt onset, this allows a reduction in the tilting roll rate, which in
tum enhances the transition phase ride comfort. Fagures 8.12 and B.13 dearly show that the
penalty for extension of the duration of transition tilting is the emergence :If variable lateral
acceleration (a.'1d thus force) during this phase. However, the advantage of being able to
anticipate the stan of a transition curve, so as to initiate tilting prior to curve entry, is evident
from the lateral acceleration CUfVes. The maximum lateral acceleration, during the transition
phase, can be reduced by as much as a factor of two, ,.1) other factors ~ejng equal.
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,""onversely, if there is a delay in lilt Initiation due to lags in the resoonse of the lilt controller
and/or the tilt actuator, the level of variable lateraJ acceler-ation wiil :)e even higher than IS the
c..ase for tilt onset coincident with curve entry, as shown in Figure B.14.

2) Reduce the rate of change of tilt roll rate during transition entry and e"it:

This technique requires a more gradual variation of the tih roll rate at the beginning a'ld the end
of the tilt transition phase, relative to the rat~ which would correspond to exact lateral force
compensation for the geometry of a given u,lJlsirion curve, as il)ustiated in Figure B.15.

Reduction in the rate of change of the tilt roll rate at the onset and termination of transition
curving allows passengers some degree of anticipatory reaction to tilt initiation and termination,
which should lead to an associated reduction in the perceived level of ride discomfort. However,
ea~ing the rate of change during curve entry and exit results in the emergence of variahle lateral
acceleration (and force) during entry and exit, as can be seen in FiJiUre B.15.

3) Limit the degree of body tilt to that required to J-etJuce UnCOltlpelL~ted

lateral acceleration to the maximum accf'ptable level ratber than to thf'
minimum achievable level:

This technique essentially trades off the degree to which body tilt compenSAtes for lateral
acceleration on the constant-radius panion of a curve against control of transient acceleration
and roll rate effects during the transition portions of a curve. Instead of setting the tilt limit at
the maximum compatible with safe operation, the tilt limit is set to reduce uncompensated lateral
acceleration during transition of the constant-radius segment of the curve to the O.08g limit, as
shown in Figure B.l6.

This strategy allows reduction in the tilting roll rate (since the maximum tilt angle that must be
achieved in a given time period is reduced) with the associated enhancement of transition phase
ride comfort. A maximum non-varymg lateraJ acceleration of O.08g is generally accepted by the
railway community as a realistic ride comfort limit, with O.04g acceleration regarded as
undet.e,cuble by the majority of passengers. The obvious penalty associated with this strategy is
the potential reduction in perceived ride comfort during traversal of the constant-radius panion
of the curve.

It is quite feasible to combine aspects of all three strategies, as sho\"o '1 in Figure B.17. Clearly,
there will be trade-ofis between the rate and magnitude of vehicle tilt and variations in
uncompensate-d lateral acceleration through the transition phases of curving at any given speed
in excess of the balance speed; however. there will bt: some combination of these strategies
which will be optimal for passenger ride comfort. Ideni:itication of this optimized strategy
represents the design c.hallenge facing developers and operators of tilt-body rail vehicles.
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B•.5.2.4.3 Adive-Tilt c.:ontrol Strategies As Incorporated In Operational Vehicles

The actual implementation of the tilt control strategies discussed above is complicated by several
practical considerations:

o The presence of defects in local track geometry and track and vehicle components
give ri:ie to significant random lateral accelerations which register on the
accelerometers that form part of the tilt control system sensor suite; and

o The inevitable and unavoidable lag between detection of curve ons~t and the
response of the tilt actuation servomechanism.

The random accelerations induced by irregularities in track and vehicle components can be
considered as "noise" in the accelerometer signals to the tilt controller. This level of noise can
be significant relative to the unbalanced lateral acceleration caused by track curvature,
particularly when the track is not welJ maintained. Using an unfiltered lateral acceleration signal
for the control of vehicle tilting systems in combination with a tilt actuator with a rapid reponse
time would typically result in unacceptable variations in vehicle roll motion in response to the
lateral acceleration signal noise even when not traversing track curves. Electronic filtering of
the accelerometer signal is incorporated in all of the active-tUting systems based on lateral
acceleration detection (the Bombardier/MLW LRC, the Fiat ETR 450 and its derivatives, the
Gennan V-61O and ,,"ustrian Class ~,012, and the ABB X20C{) to eliminate this noise and so
control unwanted tilt response to track irregularities.

However, the processing of the raw input signal required to achieve this filtering necessarily
delays the response of the tilting system to actual track curvature, as illustrated in Figure B.18.

This has the unwanted effeci: of introducing unbalanced lateraJ acceleration and associated !ateraJ
force on passengers during the transient roll phase of vehicle tilting. The degree of filtering of
the raw accelerometer signal which is required will depend upon the condition of the track on
which the trainset is operating as well as upon the location of the acceierometers on the vehicle.
Accelerometers which are mounted on the wheelset axle boxes will generate lateral acceleration
signals that are not affected by the vehicle suspension but will contain all of the noise induced
by track irregularities. Accelerometers mounted on the truck frame will yield lateral acceleration
signals that have been "filtered" by the primary suspension while accelerometers mounted on the
vehicle carbody will result in laterai acceleration signals filtered by both the primary ane!
secondary suspensions.

The tilt control system of the Fiat ETR 450 active-ti!t EMU trainsets compensates for the delay
due: to the filtering of the lateral acceleration signal by also sensing the track superele-vation.
The track superelevation is detected by gyroscopes mounted on the leading truck of each trainset
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end car" The
gyroscope provides an
absolutt: horizontal
datum against which
the roll orientation of
the truck can be
measured contin
uous) 'i ' The truck
orientation serves as
an excellent prox.y ror
the actual angle of
supcrelevation. These
roll orientation signals
tend to be relatively
free of contamir.ation
by noise from trclck
irregularities, and ~o

do not nee.d to be
filtered. The truck roll
orientation signal,
which is undelayed by
fillering, is used in
conjunction with the
delayed lateral
Jcceleration signal to
control tilting of the
ETR 450, so that
some of the adverse
effects of lateral
acceleration signal
filtering on ride
comfort can be
avoided.

Another method of compensating for the delay due to sigm:01 I'lltering takes advantage of the f£lct
that trains are made up of a nlJmber of discrete vehicles. By using a lateral acceleration sensor
mounted on the vehicle next ahead - whether tilting or non-tilting - to provide input for the
controller on the following car, the tilting system of each trailing aU" can be activated in
anticipation of curve onset, rather than in response to it. A varient of this approach uses llead
vehicle sensors to control tilt onset for all cars in the train. The latter version compensates for
signal delays with increasing effectiveness from the front to the real' of the trainset. This type
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of anticipatory tilt control is incorporated in both the Fiat ETR 450 and its derivatives and the
ABB X2000 tilting trainsets.

Perhaps the most promising technique for dealing with the effects of signal noise and lags in
control and actuator response time is that used by JR on its modified Sr. 381 EMU and Series
2000 DMU equipment. By applying what amounts to numerical c:onirol to its tilting mechanism,
the JR strategy decouples tilt onset from real-timf'. curve detectlon, as shown schematically in
Figure 8.19. Provided that the mathematical representation of the three-dimensional geometry
of a specific route in the data file supplied to the on-board computer is accurate, and that the
location of the lead vehicle in the tramset also can be determined accurately, this appmach
allows incorporation of any or all of the techniques for ride quality enhancement in transition
curves discussed abcve.

The use of traekside tr.ansponders to update the absolute position of the vehicle at relatively short
hltervalS (the length of a signal block) ensures that minor locational errors cannot propagate to
sigl'Jjficant levels, white multiple on-board tachometers permit calculation of vehicle position
between transponder locations. In combination, this apparently allows very satisfactory and
accurdte matching of tilt motion to cUlve entry and exit. Presumably it would not be difficult to
incorporate ill ume-dependent fllOction in the controller to allow a single route data file to be used
with different speed profiles, should that be desirable.
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APPENDIX C TILT-BODY TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIPTION AND
CHARACTERIZATION

C.I INTRODUCTION

This Appendix presents more or less detailed descriptions and characterizations of tilt-body
railwav vehicles or subsystems that are currently in se:-vice or are under development. The level
of detail provided reflects the nature and scope of the technical and operational data made
available to the authors by technology silppliers and operators and ob~ined from the literature.
The description and characterization of each technology begins with an overview of its
development rationale and test anellor operational history, including the salient characteristics
of the infrastructure on whicn it operates and the types of service provided. A det~led

specification of the tilt--body equipment is presented in tabular and graphical form, followed by
examination of major subsystems as appropriate (Tilt Control and Actuation, Trucks, Traction,
Braking, and Other Features). Where there is substantial commonality of major subsystems
among different technologies (as, for example, is the case with the Fiat ETR-450, the German
Railways VT 624 DMT] and the Austrian State Railways Class 4012 EMU, all of which share
the Fiat active-tilt mechanism and truck), these technologies have heen grouped for the purposes
of thi5i Appendix, to minimize repetition of material.

The reader should be aware that the nature of what is being described in the following
subsections varies considerably, from complete trainsets to subsystems. For example, the Fiat
ETR-450 is an active-tilt electric mUltiple-unit (EMU) trainset, while the TaIgo Pendular
passive-tilt coaches could be hauled by electric, diesel-electric or gas-turbine locomotives or
power cars. The MI.WIBombardier LRC equipment includes both diesel-electric locomotives and
active-tilt coaches, but the locomotives are of essentially conventional ~North American) design;
ViA Rail Canada, the only fleet operator of the LRC, presently operates their active-tilt coaches
with both LRC and other locomotives. The SIG Neiko passive-tilt feature forms part of an
advanced steerable truck that is under consideration for use by Swiss National Railways, and
which could potentially form pan of a retrofit package for existing Amtrak: passenger equipment
or be included in new equipment orde,rs.

The Appendix is stnlctured in three sections. Section C-2 details active-tilt technologies, while
Section C-3 contains material on ?assive-tilt tedmologies. Section, C.4 provides much less
detailed capsule summaries of tilt equipment and conceptI) that for one reason or another have
not been pursued.

Note that this Appendix does not deal with tilt-body technologies that have b~n withdrawn from
service (the UAC Turbotrain) or ca.ncelle.d prior to revenue deployment (the BR APT). While
th,~ histories of these technologies are intere~ting and offer the common lesson that the
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simultaneous introduction of multiple new and untested subsystems into the railroad environment

invites failure. they lie outside the scope of the present investigation.

C.2 ACTIVE..TILT TECHNOWGW-S

C.2.1 mE MLW/BOMBARDIER LRC"

C.2.I.! )W:kUQumj

Development of the Canadian LRC (Light. Rapid, Comfc:1abie) equipment began in 1968, as
a joint vCr1ture among Montreal Locomotive Works (ML"W), Dominion Foundries and Steel
Company (a railway vehicle and truck manufacturer), and the Aluminum Company of Canada
(Alcan). This initiative was inspired by a perceived need for fo.st but rugged and reliable
passenger equipment to serve passengers in the Quebec City-Windsor corridor and permit the
railways to compete effechvely with the airlines and the automobile, without the need for large
investments in new alignments and track structure. The initial attempt to meet the need for high
speed equipment to operate on existing tracks . the passive··tilt United Aircraft TUlbotrain
purchased by Canadian National Railways (eN) - was plagued with poor in-service reliability

and high O&M costs, defectS that would continue throughout its operating life with CN and later

VIA Rail Canada. The consortium recognized the market opportunity for a passenger rail
technology that would combine the positive attributes of the Turbo (low axle load and unsprung
mass. relaxation of passenger comfort limitations on speed through curves, rapid acceleration
and deceleration, and a high top speed) with the reliability and maintainability of conventional
(i.e., diesel-electric) motive power. Suhstantial financial suppon was provided by the Canadian
federal government through the former Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, with both
technical and additioncl financial support from Transport Canada.

The original concept for equipment capable of sustaining 200 km/h (125 mph) operation on
ex.isting track encompassed several innovative features, most notably the lise of large-section

aluminum extrusiolls for the coach body structure, a suspension system that balanced high-speed
s~bility and curving capability, and a servo-controlled active tilt system. Unlike most high-speed
rolling stock. the equipment was designed from the outset to fully comply with AAR, FRA and
Transpon Canada safety and compatibility requirements.

The development process for this ambitious technology eventuaily spread over 12 years. Between
1968 and 1972, the LRC concept progressed from preliminary desigm to a full-scale prototype
locomotive and t.ilting roach (shown in Figure C.I). The coach was unveiled in October 1971,

with the locomotive following some five months lat.er, in March 1972. Table C,l summarizes

the key characteristics of the prototype consist. Note that the original powerplant was the MLW
Sr. ~Sl V-12 diesel, rated at 2163 kW (2900 hp), with 1491 kW (200J hpj for traction and the
balance for the auxiliary alternator. This relatively low tmc~ion power was predicated on an
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Figure C.l: The Prototype LRC Locomotive and Coach

initial presumptiol'! that the equipment would operate in push-pull consists, with two locomotives
and fOUf to eight intermediate coaciles l

•

Between the Spring of 1972 and 1975, the prototy~ consist underwent extensive testing, initially
in Canada, then at the Transportation Test Center in Pueblo, Colorado during 1974, where it
reachro a top speed of 210 km/h (130 mph) during some 33,600 kIn (21,000 miles) of high
speed running. Subsequently, the prototype consist was used to "show the flag" with
demonstration visits to major centers across North America

Beginning in March 1975, six months of revemll' service (lperational testing was carried out as
part of CN passenger service between Toronto and Sarnia, Ontario. The LRC locomotive
hauled the prototype coach, still fully instrumented, plus six lightweight aluminum Tempo
coaches.

1 "Canada's LRC Prototype Coa<.:h en Trial.' Railwl!Y Gazelle International, Novemb.lr 1971, In any event, this
presumption prove(\ inc;)rrec~. to the great d:sadvantage of the LRC amI its developers.
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TABLE C.I: LRC PROTOTYPE ATTRmUTES

i'TTAIBUTE

DIMENSIONS

STRUCTURE

SUSPENSION

WEIGHT

PROPl:LSION

TILT MECHANISM

LOCOMQ.TIVE

20.7m Ix 3.19m wx 3.48mll
(67'11"/x 10'5.62S·wx 11,srh)

Steel with Aluminum Shell

Rubber Chevron Primary. Flexicoil
Secondary

81,650 kg (design); 97,520 kg (actual)
n80,000 Ibl (215,000 fb)

SA. 251 V·12 2163 kW diesel. 4 3xle
mounted dc traction motors

N/A

25.6m I", 3.19m w x 3.4Sm h
(84'1 x 10'&.62S"w x 11 'S"hl

Aluminum

Rubber Chevron Primary, Airbag
Secondary

40,820 kg
(9['.000Ibl

Accelerometer, hydraulic
actuation, up to 10" active bank

,,
~'

The acquisition of MLW by Bombardier, Inc., in 1975 signalled the start of an aggressive
continent-wide marketing <..ampaign for the LRC. This strong initiative Jed to two apparent early
triumphs. VIA Rail Canada, Inc., the Canadian national passenger operator created in 1977,
ordered 22 locomotives and 50 coaches for delivery starting in 1981, as the first step in
replacement of the largely antiquated equipment (the equivalent of Amtrak's Heritage Fleet)
purchased from eN and Canadiar. Pacific (CP). Amtrak itself agreed to lease a palr of LRC
trainsets (one locomotive and five coaches each) for a period of two years, with delivery in
1980, with the option for a subsequent fleet purchase.

However, while the productloll LRC coaches were essentially similar to the original design, the
locomotives as ordered by (and delivered to) An1trak and VIA Rail Canada differetJ substantially
from the prototypes teste.d prior to 1978.

The principal differenc~ wa~ in the powerplant To accommodate the hotel power requiiemems
specified by Amtrak and VIA (for heating, air conditioning, lighting. galley equipment and w
on), as well as the normal auxiliary loads, and to permit single-locomotive operation with up to
five coaches, the original V-12 diesel was replaced by a much more powerful (and much
heavier) 2780 kW {3725 hp) Y-l6 powerplant. 7 The gross w~ight of the locomotive rose from
the 98 tonnes (107.5 tons) of the prototype3 (itself well above the design weight of 81 tonnes
(90 tons4

) to about US tonnes (127 tOflS's) for the production equipment.

1 Prog!ess~.ve Railroading, August 1980.

J LRC ,. A System far Toda.)'. MLW Industries Marketing Brochure:, 1975.

4 Op. Cit.. Railway Gwzelte Intemational, November 1971.
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The effect of this weight increase on static axle load was signif cant; from a design load of just
20.5 tonnes/axle (22.5 tons/axle6

), the static load for the locomotive increasen to 28.75
tonnes/axle (31. 75 tons/a..~le1). This increase in static load exacerbated track forces caused by
the already high unsprung mass of the LRC. Retention of the aJ'Je-mounted dc traction motors,
that were then (and remain) sta,.,dard practice in North American locomotive design, instead of
opting for frame-hung traction motors as used in the contemporary HST diesel-electric power
car, resulted in a maximum unsprung mass of 4.02 lonnes (4.42 tons) for the power~.d axles.~

This compares to just 2.2 tonnes (2.42 tons) for the HST. 9

This increase in locomotive weight and attendant track :CJrces had the effect of neutralizing the
principal advantage of the tilting coach - an increase in allowable speed in curves with limi!')
imposed for reasons of passenger c()mfort - since the increased forces t"xerted by the locomotive
would, in some instances, exceed safety-related limits WWl even a modest increase in speed.

Significantly, although the axle load of the LRC coach also int;:reased - from a design load of
just over 9 tonnes (10 tons) per axle to about 12 tcnnes (13.2:5 tons) per axle, even the higher
value is well within the upper limit for high-speed operation and the maximum unsprung mass
of a coach axle (1.13 tonnes/1.24 tons) is lower than that of the Mk III Coach used by British
RaJl in HST consists (1.38 tonnes/1.52 tons).10 Since it is the active-tilting coaches that are of
primary intere~t in the current assessment, rather than the non-tilting locomotives, this difference
is very important.

In any event, both the Amtrak and the VIA Rail deployment me! with mixed success. Amtrak:
accepted and tested its two leased trainsets on revenue track in the Northeast Corridor during
the period from 1980 to mid-1981. Although success of the LRC trainset from an overall system
perspective is difficult to axertain, they did obtain rather good results with respect to the tiit
capability. The tests confirmed that the speed of the LRC traioset on curves could be increased
to cant deficiencies of nine mches without exceeding safety criteria or sacrificing passenger
comfm1. (Parallel testing of non--tilting Amr..oaches demonstrated safe operation at similar cant
deficiencies but with much reduced ride quality). Nevertheless, at the end of the lease period,

.\ £!!Kineerinl: f'(IliSter R~!!Qrt for LRC-Looo and LRC~Cars. VIA Rail L""&lllda, July 1985,

" Op. Cit,. Railwliy Gazette lntel'llationaJ. Novembclr 1971.

7 Op. Cit., VIA RAIL Canada.

j Sub-Study E: RolIin& Stock A~~~. Calgary-Edmonton Intercity Passenger Rail Srudy - PhaSe III, AlbeJ1a
Departmt-nt of Economic Developrr.eut. Jar.uary 1~85.

Q !bid.

10 fhid.
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Amtrak, with its limited budget. elected not to exercise its option to purchase, and returned the
sets to Bombardier. lI

Although VIA continues to operate II" LRC coaches, and even purchased a second batch of 10
locomotives and 50 coaches with deLvery in 1984-85, the overall operational history of this
equipment with VIA has not been an outstanding success. Shortly after the commencement of
revenue operations in the fall of 1981. several persistent problems became apparent. The active
tilt mechanism proved to be unreliable. the automatic plug doors and steps failed to operate
correctly, there were major prob~ems with the train-line power distribution subsystem. and t.he
locomotives themselves suffered from frequent in-service breakdowns.

These failures were exacerbated by speed restrictions imposed by CN and later by CP on
operation of the LRC over their respective tracks. Where conventional equipment was permitted
to run at the 155 kmJh (95 mph) limit imposed by the CTC for operation on track WIth at-grade
road crossings, the LRC was limited to 128 km/h (80 mph). due to the excessive track forces
generated by the high axle load and unsprung mass. This limit was later removed following
modifications to the locomotive suspensior., but the combination of these problems hindered the
initially positive effects of the new equipment on market response. The acceptability of track
forces generated by the LRC locomotive remains marginally acceptable to the operating
railways.

VIA was forced to withdraw the equipment from service temporanJy to deal with the door and
electrical probJems, and elected to "lock out" the tilt mechanism. The LRC equipment was
reintroduced in mid-1982, but the problems had not been eliminated, and contributed to a major
reliability crisis in the winter of 1983.

In fa':t, the locomotive problems continued to persist· LRC locomotive maintenance costs were
significantly higher than those for the 30- to 40-year-cld units obtained from CN and Cp12 •

When VIA operations were reduced by the Canadian government, 10 LRC locomotives were
kept in service, although more will be returned to service in [he near future. The coaches
remain the mainstay of the Quebec City-Windsor Corridor operations, pulled by both LRC and
F40PH units obtained in the latter portion of the 1980s. On most Corridor routes, the coaches
are now operated with fully active tilting, after Bombardier undertook redesign and retrofit of
an improved tilt subsystem during 1985-87 13

II • Amt{ak Wins A Big One, " p.14. Railway Ai-e, 29 June 1981.

11 Reliability. Maintainability and Safety - Pwtotype TflIil1 - Preliminary.&nQ!!, VIA Rail Canada, August 1984,
and Report of the Inquiry Into the On-Time Performance of VIA Rail Canada, Inc., Canadian Transport
Commission, October 1984

13 "Banking Perfonnance Curves for the LRC Car Fleet," l')ersonlll correspondence, R. Monette, Maintenance
Operations, VIA Rl'lil Canada Inc., 1992.
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In the Spring of 1988, LRC cars with the improved tilt system were provided by Bombardier
and VIA Rail Cwada for demonstnuicm on the Boston-New York segment of the Northeast
Corridor, as part of the on-going COr-lEG high-speed equipment demonstration project. Tests
conducted with the LRC trainset (among others) again verified that SQ.fe operation at cant
deficiencies of eight inches could be sustained without undue effect on passenger comfort. The
steady-state lateral acceleration of the LRC coach was sustained near zero "gil in curves by its
active tilt system, with only some low··level jolts in curve entry and exit transitions. A passenger
survey, laken as part of the test sequence, rated the ride qUality as excellent.

Review of all teSf. data led ~o the conclusion by AmtraklCONEG that trip time could be
significantly reduced by operating tilt-toody coaches at high cant deficiency speeds without
compromising passenger comfort and de;.tilment safety limits.

Bombardier sold MLW to General Electric ill 1989, purchased the North American license for
the GEC-Alsthom TGV, and has since (,oncentrated its efforts on achieving deployment of the
latter technology in the U.S. and/or Canada. The lRC coach and its subsystems are available,
but are not being marketed as aggressively as in the past.

In view of the conventional aspects of the (non-tilting) locomotive, the following detailf'.d
technical description focuses on the LRC coach.

C.2.1.2 Terbpical Spe(ification - LRC Coach

The LRC coach as supplied to VIA Rail Canada, Inc., is illustrated in Hgure C.2. The
chamcteristics of the coach are summarized in Table C.2.

C.2.1.3 C2a.th Trucks

The trucKs for the LRC coach were developed by Dofasco Ltd., through extension and
retinement of then current railroad truck design practices, with the addition of an active banking
system that itself was based in part on earlier patents. 14 The trucks and banking mechanism
are shown in Figure C.3.

The truck frame itself is a rigid cast-steel H-frame. The angled, laminated meta1astik rubber
chevron-spring primary suspension is mounted on this frame to cushion axle motions in yaw and
in lateral translation. Bounce and pitch motione; are controHf',d by rotary hydraulic dampers
mounted on the axle boxes. The trucks are equipped with fcrged-steel axles and 762 mm (30 in)
rolled-steel wheels. Each coach axle is equipped with two ventilated brake discs located inboard
between the axle journal bearings. Tread brakes are also fitted.

14 "CIl'W'S Latest Supettram.· biness We<:k. February 17, 1975.
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Figure C.2: LRC Coach as ~oduced For VIA Rail Canada, Inc.

The secondary suspension is provided by large-diameter rolling diaphragm air springs. The air
springs are sep:u-ated by a distance of 2235 mm (7 ft, 4 in) laterally, the maximum allowed by
the coach structure, and are mounted as close to the coach floor as possible to enhance stability.
The lines connecting the air springs to the air source are equipPf"..d with chokes to provide
pneumatic damping of roll motion: this is supplemented by lightweight hydraulic dampers. The
air supply to the air springs is controlled to maint.-un a constant suspension height and frequency
regardless of load. This suspension design reflects ;..n effective solution to the tradeoffs among
high-spe.ed running stability (resistance to hunting), control of lateral and vertical track forces
and LlV ratio during curving and maintenance of acceptable passenger ride comfon.

The LRC truck incorporates two bolsters, also shown in Figure C.3. The lower bolster is
connected to the tmck frame by modified swing links to permit roll rotation of the carbody
relative to the plane of the truck frame. This linkage creates a virtual roll axis about 250 mm
(10 in) above the coach floor, at a point slightly below the center of gravity of the coach. The
geometry of this link arrangement avoids significant displacement of the roll center, and ensures
static stability by forcing ::my displacement of the roll center to act upwards on the carbody
against the force of gravity. This tI.rrangement permits carbody tilting for latera.l acceleration
compensation through curves with the roll center close to seat level for maximum passenger
comfort.
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TABLE C.2: TECIL~CAL SPECrFICATlON OF LRC PRODUCTION COACH

ATTRIBUTE

Exterior Dimensions

Body Structure

Weight (Empty/Loadedl

New Whe~1 Diameter

Brakes

Truck Design

Tilt Mecha"ism

Couplers

On-board Power

On-board Amemties

Seatang

Oeslgn Speea

Service Sptled

DETAILS

Overall Length: 28m l85'4"); Height: 3.658,,-, (12'); Width: 3.191m
(10'5.625"); Distance between truck centers: 18.136m (59'6");

Welde(1 all-al ...mmum stressed-skin design with large-section tubular side sills
and fabricated hOrIZontal shear structures; main longitudinal framing members
are contmuous over car lenQth; str'lcture fully compiles with FRA safety
regulations and AAR requirements

42.7 tonnes (47 tonsl/48.1 lonnes 153 tons)

a.762m 130")

Pneumatic disc a,ld caliper tre.ad, 2 discs per axle

Two-axle, rigid one-piece frame; metalastik chevmn primary suspension;
widely-spaced, low-rate airbaQ secondary suspension; dual bolster design

Accelerometer··controlled sensor un each truck.; servo-controlled roli bolster
for up to 10 degrees unbalanced tilt (8.5 degrees .1et of differential
suspension compression); hydraul.ic tilt actuator; roll center is 25 cm (10")
above coact, floor and slightly below Cc'

Standard type H tightlock couplers, .876m (34.5") above rail

Head-end electrical, 4BOv 60Hz 3·phase AC; DC transformers lor door and
step operation

Heating 36kW/car; hot air flow rate 1000ftJ /min; AC 12-ton unit
2BOOfrJ/min, 1: 2 fresh/recirculated; at seat and general lighting, lockable
airline-style overhead luggage bins.

Coach: 84 seats/car, 2 + 2 seating; club car (1st class) 68/72 seats/car, 2
+ , seating; both car types have proviSion for wheelchair ttedown. disabled
8CC ~ssible toilets

200 km/h (125 mphl

155 km/h (95 mph)

The lmkage between the lower bolster and the truck frame also provides for some lateral
displacement towards the inside of the track CUNe to reduce any destabilizing tendancy that
could increase the risk of car rollover due to the tilting action.

The air springs rest on a transverse spring plank connected to the carbody by traction bars and
a L.ill1sverse locating link. The spring plank ill supporte.d by the banking bolsters through four
laminated-mbber bearing pads. 'f1le truck center-post projects above the banking bolster to
engage precompressed laminated-rubber traction pads attached to the spring plank. Lateral
suspension is provided by the combined shear resisl:ance of the traction and spring-plank pads;
the latter also control truck rotation as the spring plank is fixed and cannot pivot.
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Figure C.3: The LRC Coa("h Truck and Active Body Tilting Mechanism

When traversing a small-radius curve at speed, the differential compression of the suspension
elements wili result in an effective negative superelevation of as much as 1.5 0.

C.2. t.4 J:iIl.j;.ontrol and ActuMimLSubsystem

The tilt control and aCtuation subsystem as originally fitted to the LRC coach was based on an
electro-hydraulic servo-loop driven by signals from acr.elerometers mounted on each truck, as
shown in F'igure C.4.
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Figure C.4: LRC Feedbatk Tilt Control ScheD'18tic

The accelerometer was mounted on the banking bolster with its sensitive axis aligned so as to
measure lateral acceleration ill the plane of the bolster. 15

The control strategy fDr the LRC tilt mechanism is based on reduction of the uncompensated
lateral acceleration. as detected by the aC'.celerometer mounted on the tilting bolster. to a
predetermined limit (between O.05g and O.08g) through tilting of the carbody. The accelerometer
signal opens the electro-hydraulic servovalve, which permits high-pressure hydraulic fluid to
enter the hydraulic tilt actuators and bank the C3lbody.

As the bank angle of the carbody increases, the uncompensated lateral acceleration sensed by
the accelerometer also decreases. The tilt controller inL:orporates a feedback contrcl~ also as
illustrated in Figure C.4, so that the rate of banking is reduced as the difference between the

I' improved Passenger EguiPment Evaluation.Proira.m - Train System Review Repoo...yolume 8, LRC (Caoadl).
U.S. D~partmer-t of Transportation. federal Railway Administration. Report No. 80/14. VIII, March 1979; and lli
LRC Coach TruckslUld SU§lMIDsioD, W.H. EIMaragl1y, LA. Gaiser and H.J. Bexon, A.SME Paper No. 79-RT-4.
1979 (paper pre.c;ented at Joint ASMEfIEEE Railroad Conference. Coloradu Springs, April. 1979.
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measured uncompensated lateral acceleration and the pre~et ~hreshold approaches zero, and
banking stops once the limit is achieved.

The resulting closed-loop tilt control system, with the accelerometer within the feedback loop,
is quite sensitive and In principle will compensate not only for cant deficiency, but also for an
excess of superelevation at low-speed. The sensitivity of the controller has made it essential to
apply appropriate feedback compensation techniques in an attempt to achieve an acceptable
balance between closed loo(l stability and response sensitivity and time.

The banking system was designed to provide up to 10 degrees of bank angle, excluding the
effects of suspension compression, which in practice restricted the effective tilt to about 8.5
degrees. This permits operation with a maximum uncompensated acceleration of O.23g, based
on specification of O.08g as the ullcompen::>ated lateral acceleration limit in the feedback loop.

Tilt actuation is achieved by means of two hydraulic cylinders on each truck mounted diagonally
between the truck frame lower bolster and the upper tilt bolster. as shown in Figure C.3. The
high-pressure hydraulic fluid is provided by a hydraulic power pack, consisting of an electric
motor, pump. fluid reservOIr, accumulator, pressure regulator and filter mounted under the floor
of each tilting coach.

The mechanical linkage between carbody and truck frame is quite complicated, compnsmg
interconnecting hanger links, bell cranks and swing links, again as shown in Figure C.3.

C.2.1.S Bcakine

As noted above, the coaches are equippee with conventional airbrakes acting on two discs per
axle, plus tn·.ad brakes on each wheel. The brakes were designed to provine a service braking
rate of O.08g and an emergency braking rate of O.llg.

C.2.1.6 Other Features

The other major feature of the LRC coach is its welded all··aluminum body structure, which
("omb-llles both relatively light weight and complete compliance with FRA and Transport Canada
safety standards and also with the requiremt.~nts set out in Section C of the AAR Manual of
Standards a.'1d Re..commenoed Practices for trains weighing in c..~xcess of 272,200 kg (600,000 lb).

Structurally, the LRC coach is a stiffened stressed skin aluminum tube with continuous large
section extrusions of AA-7004 alloy formmg the tubular side sills a.nd other framing members,
AA-5083 alloy plate in the sides and bottom plating, and AA-5052 alloy plate in the roof. The
skin thickness vanes from 2.6 mm (0.102 in) in the roof 10 4.76 mm (.1875 in) on the coach
sides.
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To comply with the FRA requirement for resistance to a 45.5 tonne (50 ton) vertical load
applied between the bolster and the car end, the LRC design team avoided the conventional
solution of reinforcing the draft sill to carry the load. Instead, the draft sill was eliminated, and
deep-section transverse horizontal plate girders were used at the car ends to transfer the
compressive force to the strengthened solebars. This approach resulted in much stronger and
stiffer side frames, a very desireable outcome in a coach designed for high-speed operation. It
also had the effect of creating, at floor lewl, a very strong perimeter frame that is resIstent to
lateral impact, while creating an unobstructed and well-protected space between the solebars for
installation of aUXiliary equipment.

Under test at the full 363,300 kg (800,000 Ib) compressive load, the body structure shortened
elastically by about 50 rnm (2 in).

C.2.2 mE flAT ETk-4S0 AND DERIVATIVESb

C.2.2.t Backeround

In the l"..arly 19705, Italian State R.ailways (FS) were faced
with the same problems encountered by passenger carriers
in prosperous countries worldwide burgeoning
automobile ownership and highly competitive air carriers,
compoundoo by groWillg congestion on main lines forced
to carry both passenger and freight traffic. FS responded
with a plan to build what they then described as "Europe's
first Shinka.,sen" - a new high-speed line between Rome
and Florence, called the Dircttisima, that would eliminate
the severe cur>'ature and gradients that characteri.zeo.d the
conventional line up the Italian boot, and allow 156 mph
operation.

This original segment of what is now planned as the FS'
Alta Velocira network - shown in Figure C.5 - has
encountered almost endless problems, ranging from
opposition by Communist trade unions to a premiurn

Figure C.5~ Existing and Planned
priced service through gt'.ologic.:al surprises in tunnels and Italian High-Speed Lines
to cost overruns and financial diffiCUlties. Almost two
decades later. about 2E miles of the line, including a
viaduct over the Am\) river and a section of tunnel. arc still not complete, although FS has
already started preliminary engineering for extensions north to Bolcgna and Milan and south to
Napies ; !1d Salerno. Eventually, an east-west line will '"'~ added, connecting 1urin and Venice
to the n(lrth-south spine.
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Interestingly, the new line,s are not dedicated to high-speed operations. FS claims that mixed
operations are essential if it is to achieve a satifactory return on its investment. However, mixed
in this contexr refers primarily to 80 to 125 mph passenger services rather than to freight,
although some low-axle-load, high-speed freight is also operated. FS att~mpts to "fleet" trains
with similar operating characteristics to improve dispatching efficiency and system throughput.

The mainstay of ~he FS high-speed services at present is the Fiat-built ETR·450 tilt-body EMU
(Figure C.6), whose layout is illustrated in Figure C.7.

Figure C.6: The Fiat ETR··450 Tilt-Body EMlJ Trainset

This trainset was derived from the f.TR-40I prototype. Commissioned dUling the early stages
of Dir('trissiml1 constmction, the ETR-401 eventually operat~ for almost 220,000 miles in
revenue service over a six-yt'..ar period between 1976 and 1982, while waiting for enough new
lint: to become operational for high-speed tests. By 1986. it had covered a further 156,OOD miles
in high-speed/hIgh curvature It:sting.

In 1986, FS ordered a totai of I~O vehicles. configured as ten II-car trainsets and four 5-car
trainsets. The production ETR450s ent.ered service between Rome and Milan (partly on
DirertiJsima. partly on conventional lines) in 1988. Service b(t'-Vecn Rome and Naples was
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Figure C.7: Layout of the Fiat ETR-450 Tilt-Body Train~t

a.dded in 1990, as delivery of the ETR flet"l neared completion. Table C.3 summarizes the major
milestones in the development and operational history of Fiat tilt-body e.quipmc:nt. There have
been trials on several railways outside Italy.

Active-tilt DMU and EMU sets based on the Fiat truck and body-tilting mechanism are under
construction fo!' Germany and Austria, respectively, and the Swiss are considering acquiring a
dual-voltage version of the ETR-450 for cross-border services to Milan.

The characteristics of the Direttissima track and aliJl:nments over which this equipment operates
are summarized in Table C.4. Figure C.S illustrates typical cross-sections for track and 3kV
de electrification on embankment and in cut (top), on viaduct (middle), and in tunnel (bottom).

C.2.2.2 Iec;hnkaj SpecifkaIion

Table C.S summarizes the key characteristics of the I:.TR-450 and also the conceptual design
for the n,""xt-generation II A vril" (from Alta Ve[ocita a Ruore Indipendemi Leggero - high-speed,
independent-wheel, lightweight) tilt-body EMU.

Clearly, the most imeresting feature of the ETR-450 is its active body-tilting mechanism.
Achievement of reliable tilting with an acceptable level of passenger comfort is no small
accomplishment, as witnessed by the demise of the APT in Britain, and the on-going problems
with coach tiiting on the LRC. As discussed at some length in Appendic..es A and B to this
report. a major pan of the challenge is ensoring that the tiiting process is initiated at exactly the
right time (slighdy before entering the run-on or run-off tran~itio") and that the rate of change
of tilt parallels exactiy the rate of change in curvature and supcrelevation of the tnl.ck.
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Table C.3: MILESTONFS IN DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF
FlAT TILT-BODY RAIL VEHICLES

I) 1968-70

01971-74

o 1974-76

o 1976-82

o 1984·86

o 1985

o 1986

o 1987

o 1987·89

o 1989

o 1989

o 1989-90

o 1990

o 1991

Survey of Italian railway lines to identify potential for tilting train applicati,)n;
parametric analysis of tilt system performance requirements

Extensive testing ot active-tilting single-car Y016Q prototype

Design and constructiun of 4-car 171-seat ETR 401 prototype active tilting
revenue trainsEit

Extensive in-service operation by the Italian State Railways (FS) of the ETR 401
prototype (approximately 350.000 km 1219,000 miles II at conventional speeds

High speed (up to 250 km/tl [156 mph)) testing of the ETR 401 prl)totvpe
trainset (approximately 250,000 km [156,000 miles])

FS orders four ETR·450 production trainsets of 1 1 cars each, based on the
ETR·401 prototype

FS Increases original order to 14 ETA 450 trainsets, ten consists with 11 cars
each and four consists with 5 cars each

ETR 450 trainsets enter revenue service with FS on l~ome·Milan route

ETR 401 Jjrot0tYpe trainset tested by state railways in Austria. Germany,
Yl!Qoslavia and Czechoslovakia

FS extends ET~ 450 services to Venice, Naples. Torin and Salerno

Gf::rman State R~ilways (DB) orders 10 two-cal tilt-body DMU sets eqUipped
with Fiat trucks and tilt mechanisms

FeasibIlity study of dual-voitage 8-car tilting trainsets tor Swiss Federal
F'lailways (5B8); Austrian State RailwCiYs IOBBI orders three six-car EMU sets
with Fiat trucks and tilt mechanisms

Fiat completes construction of experimental high-speed coach with
independent-wheel bodies; proposes development of Mxt-ganeration 320 km/h
(200 mph) tilt-train designated Avril

FS orders six additional ETR-450 trainsets
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TABLE C.4: CHARACTERISTICS OF ITALlAN HIGH-SPEED LINES

CHARACTERISTIC ROME· FLORENCE FlO~ENCE·BOlOGNA BOLOGNA ~ILAN ROME·NAPLES

Length 355 km /222 mii 90 km 156 mil 185 km (115 n.q 211 kml132mil

Statu.. 310 k", '194 mil plenned planned planned
complete, 45 (28) unjor

constructi!;n

Design Speed 300 ".m.'h 1186 mph) 300 km/h 11 88 mphl 300 km/h (188 mphl 30,) km/h 1186 mphl

Service Speads
Convention,1 EMU 180 km/h (100 mph) 180 km/h (l00 mphl 1GO km/h 1100 mph) 160 km/h (100 mphl

Convention,1 Locomotive 200 km/h 1125 mllh) 200 km/h /125 mph) 200 kln/h (125 mphl 200 kmih 11 25 mph)
ETR·450 250 km/h I1S6 mph) 250 km/h (158 mphl 250 km/h l15f) mphl 250 km/h (158 mph)

Minimum Curve Rsdlu.
Design· 300 km/h : 186 mph) Not Availabltl S~6i)m (17,80(") 5460m 117,800') 17,800'

• 250 km/h (156 mphl 3720m (12,120') 3720m (12,120') 12,120'
. 200 krTI/h (1 25 Inphl 2200m (7185') 2200m (71115') 7,185'

Actual and Limit Speed 3020m (9840" /225 6040m (19,700')
km/t,)

Controlling Gradient
• Design 1.8,*, 11.5"-" in Tunnel) 1.P,*, 11.5% ill Tunnell 1.8% 11 .5% in Tunnell

0.7%
. Actual 0.85%

Superelevation
250 km/h (156 mph) 15 em (5.9") 10.9 cm /4.3") 10.9 cm (4.3") 10.~ em (4.3")
300 km/h (186 mph) 10.4 cm (4.1") 10.4 em (4.1" 10.4em /4.1"'

Track Center Separation
250 lem/:-' (156 mph) 4.0 m 113'1") 4.8mll~'l") 4.6 m 115'1") 4.6 m 115'1")
300 km/h (186 mphl 5.0 m 116'5") 5.0 m (16'5"1 5.0 m 118'5")

Rail UIC 60 11 21 Ib/vd) CWR UIC 601121 Ib/yd) CWR UIC 60 (1 2' Ib/vd) CWR UIC 60 (1 21 Ib/Vd) CWR

Ties Concrete nlonnblock, Concrattl I"'lonoblock, Concreta monoblock, Concretll monoblock,
.6m (24"' centers .6m (24", centers .8m ( 24"' centers .6m 124") centers

Fastaners I:lestic, 'K' or Pandrol Elastic, 'K' or Pandrol Elastic, 'K' or Pandrol Elllstic, 'K' or Pendrol
Clipi Clipi Clips Clips

Ballast Depth 35 em (14", 3ScmI14") 35cm(14"1 350m /14":

SwitcheslTurnouts 250 km/h liSe mph) 300 km!h (186 mph) 300 kmlh (186 mph) 300 km/h (186 mpt-tl
tangent, tangent, tangent. tangent,

128 km/h (80 mph, 160 km/h /100 mphl 180 km/h /100 mph) 160 kmih (100 mph)
turnout tur'lout turnout turnout

Electrificlltion 3kV d.c. 3kV d.c, 3k'.' d.c. 3kV d.c.

Cetllnary Simp... , double contact Simple Simple Simple
~':r(l

Tunnel Cross·Secti'ln Not Available 77m2 (818 ftz) 77m' (818 fel 77m' (8'18 1t')

SiQnalling Ccxled track circuit, fiv~- Coded treck circuit, five· Coded track circuit, five- Coded track circuit, five-
aspect cab signals I18pec\ cab signals, aspect cBb signa's, /.Ispect cab signals,

continuous date continuous dete continuous data
tlensm!ssion transmission transmission

Train Control CTC CTC CTC eTC

Other footures Stetions ere off high· Stlltions are off high· StAtions are off high- StelionG lire off high·
spead liM speed line speed line speed linll
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:TABLE C.S: CHARACTERISTICS OF FIAT ETR-4SO AND AVRIL
HIGH-SPEED TRAINS

Vehicle type
and top speed

Tilt mechanism

MaximOJlTI Tilt

Trainset Weight

Axle load

Trainset Seating
Capacity

Traction Motor

Power
Conditioning

Pantograph

Vehicle
Dimensions

Braking

Body Structure

TrUCk Design

Other Features

ETR-450

Two-car EMU with active body tilting;
6-car, B-car trains with all units

powered. or 5·car Of 11-car trains
with unpowerl"d food service car; 250

km/h 1156 mph) top speed

Active electronically-controlled
hydraulic tilting: onSf!t tFiggered by
accelerometer/gyrocopic sensing of

tro;nsition spiral

10 degrees

232 tonnes 1255 tons) (5 car), 285
tonnes 1314 tons) 16 car). 372 tonnes
1409 tons) (8 carl, 51 1 t"nnes (562

tons) 11' car)

12.5 tOl1n"!S (13.75 tons)

178 (5 car), 240 (5). 340/8). 450
In)

in 2 + 1 open 1st class seClting

31 2 kW dc, budy-mounted

N/A

Two per trainset with 3kV trainline
feeding other powered dxles;

pantographs are mounted on non
tilting frame attached to truck

Cab cars: 26.9 m (101'7")1 Jl 3.8m
(12'6") h)( 2.75m (9'4") w; Other

Cars: 24.7m (84')1 x 3.8m I 12'6") h
x 2.75m (S'4 ft l w

Rheostatic plus two discs pel ,!lcle

Light aluminum alloy transverse frame,
stressed-skin construction; interior
isolated from structural member:.;
willdows double-glazed: power

operated flush plug doors

Multi-piece unit with S' whrelbase,
coil-spring primary and secondary
suspensions, limited radia: steering

capability .

Complete prt>5sur~ sealing to prevent
overpressure effects in tunnels;

chemIcal retention toile~s.

C-18

AVRIL

Four-cM, permanently coupled non·
articulated F.MU, operatr.'d in paired (8

eal'l consi:>(;
320 km/h (200 mph) top speed

Active. electronically-controlled hydraulic
tilting; onset trj90e~ed by

accelerometer/gvroccpic sensing of
transition spiral

10 degrees

209 tcnnes :340 tons)

9.7 tannes (10.6 toros) for each pair of
wheels

600; no deteils

200 kW, body-mounted, 4 per car

N/A

per 4-car half-set, WIth 3kV trainline
feeding 16 motors per set; pantographs

art; mounted on non-tilting frame
attached to truck

NIl<.

Rheostatic rlus disc brakes

N/A

Very light-weight independcm-wheel
ftspider" truck; each wheel IS

independently sprun\l; similar to truck 011

Fiat experimental coach

Complete pressure sealing to prevent
o'..erpressure effects in t!Jnnels
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The time period available for tilt act.uation is very shon. The minimum length of transition spiral
on the Direttissima is about 1,100 feet. while transitions on conventional lines, where the tilt
feature is especially important, can be as short as 330 feet. At 156 mph, the longer distance is
traversed in just under five seconds, while at the reduced speed of 113 mph. the shoner spiral
is covered in exactly two seconds. As detailed below. the ETR-450 controls the onset of tilt
through an on-board electronic controller which analyzes inputs from accelerometers and
gyroscopes in a closed-loop system. and actuate~ hydraulic (,;yUnders connecting the vehicle
bodies and truck frames. The controller also provides active lateral airbag suspension to reduce
di.fferential movement between the tnlck and coach body" The sensors on the ETR-450 are
located only in the lead vehicle. Sensor signals are transmitted along a trainline to control units
on each car. so that tiH onsetJremoval occurs SCQuentially as each vehicle reaches the appropriate
location on the track.

FS attempts to ltmit uncompensated lateral acceleration to O.08g. The ETR-450 tilting
mechanism can provide up to 10 degrees, while the track has a maximum of 15 em (5.9 in), or
six degrees. of superelevation. In combination, these will compensate fur about O.29g, which
in theory would allow total lateral acceleration in cllrves of O.37g. which would translate into
a 30% speed increase over what could be attained with non-tilting equipment. In practice, FS
limits the maximum non-compensated acceleration to O.21g at the truck, which with O.08g in
rhe cabin translates into a 20% speed gain. The amount of active tilt has been restricted to eight
degrees (excluding the effects of differentia! suspension compression) largely because of the
effect the larger total tilt has on window-seat passengers.

The conceptual design for the Avril is still not known in detail. but the limited information that
has been released to date suggests that the most innovative aspect of the Avril will be its
independent-wheel lnIcks, shown in Figure Co9. 16 The use of independemly-spnmg,
independently rotating wheels permits an effective balance between high-speed stability and
curving capability at a much higher speed than is attainable WiTh conventional wheeisets. Fiat
estimates that these trucks. in combination with improved trainset aerodynamics, wil1 reduce
trei:!'! resistance by as much as 40%,

Co202.3 Truck and Tilt Aduatign Mechanisro

Figure ColO illustrates the truck used on the ETR-450 active"tilt EMU. This truck has also been
adopted for the tilting equipment being built for Germany and Austria. Each truck is built around
a two-piece articulated steel frame, with rubber pads isolating the two sections of the frame. This
pennits use of a stiffer primary suspension to reduce pitching motion and improve high-speed
performance.

16 "Fiat Plans Third-Generation Pendolino," R.3.il,:,,!U' Gli7.elte !ntemallonal, Doc~mber 1990,
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(Source: Railwav Gillette Inl@rnetlOn81, DeclImber 19901

Figul'e C.9: Independent-Wheel Truck nn Experimental fiat Co~ch (Top) and Conceptual
Truck Design for Fiat Avril Advanced Till-Body EMU
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Figure C.IO: The ETR-450 Truck

The al1iculated truck frame also allows the wheel sets to accommodate track twist while
ma!ntaining a uniform wlw..el/rail loading. This helps to control lateral force peaks due to track
geometry defecrs in curves, thereby partially offsetting the higher lateral forces generated by the
increase in speeJ permitted by active body tilting.

Self-aligning roller-bearing axle boxes are connected to the frame by the coil-spring primary
slIspensi Dn and tapered elastic links. The large coil springs of the secondary suspension are
supponed by the frame and linked to the carbody through a transverse bolster beam, highlighted
in FigurE' C.ll.

This configuration provides lateral and lransverse suspension. as welJ as limited rotational
movement of the truck relative to [be lJolster beam. as is required when the truck enters a curve,
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The transverse bolster beam is connected
to the carbody by tilt linbge swing arms
and by the hydraulic tilt actuators, as
shown in Figure Col2. The non-tilting
pantogrclphs fitted to each two-car set also
are mounted on the bolster beam, as
shown in Figures Col6 and Col7 below.

The dynamic peIformance of the truck
suspension (primaIy and secondary coil
springs and conventional dampers and
stabilizing links) has been optimiZed to
achieve an effective 3-way compromise
between hunting stability at high-speed,
curving behavior and lateral loading, and
vehicle ride quality.

There are two trucks per vehicle in the
ETR-450, with the inner axle of each
truck being driven by a body-mounted
traction motor through a universal-jointed
drive shaft and a bevel-gear final drive
unit, as shown in Figure Co13. Each axle
carries two cast·iron disc brakes.

The wheels used on the ETR-450 have a
double-dished cross-section that permits
reduction in wheel weight (and thus, total
weight and especially, unsprung weight).
Each wheel is fitted with non-integral
wear-resistant hardened tires.

The low total weight of the truck and
especially of the unsprung component.s
permits tuning of the suspension
characteristics to minimize the dynamic
load increment, a very important
consideration for high-speed operation.

Figure ColI: ETR 450 Trnck with Bolster Beam

.. '

.l,,' ,a!.:.r '1"','1 "I"" ~UUI

(Source: LA Tecnlcll Profullionalet N.S . Maggio 1989

Figure Col2: Connections Between Car'body and
Bolster Beam

Each ETR-450 truck aJso carries a pneumatic lateral displacement actuator that is linked to the
tilt system controller, as shown in Figure Co14. When the earbody is tilted to compensate for
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Figure C.13: Longitudinal Section of Cab Showing Body·Hung Traction Motor and
Driven Inner Axle on Truck

lateral acceleration during curve negotiation, this component shifts the carbody laterally so that
its center of gravity is displaced toward the center of curvature. without requiring any stiffening
of the two-stage lateral suspension. This has the effect of improving the margin of safety with
respect to vehicle rollover stability.

The trucks of each cab car also carry the sensor suite for control of the active tIlt mechanism.
The frame of the head-end truck of the cab l.:ar is equipped with two gyroscopes and two
accelerometers, plus a speed sensor, while the rear truck mounts two accelerometers and a speed
sensor.

C.2.2.4 TilL!&D.1I2!..and Actuation SubsYstem

On the ETR-450, control of the active-tilt mechanism is achieved by means of the sensor and
signal processing array shown schematically in Figure C.IS.

The sensor suite is located in each cab car of the pl;sh-pull consist, and includes:

o Two gyroscopes (one for backup in the event of a failure) mounted on the
forward truck frame,
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Figure C.14: Schematic for' Active Lateral Suspension
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Figure C.IS: Tilt Control Schematic for ETR-450

o Four lateral accelerometers, two on each truck frame (again one on each as a
backup) with the tilting control acceleration signal beh.g the average between the
two trucks,

o A speed sensor on the inside axle of each cab car truck, and

o 01:': carbody-mounted accelerometer on each cab car,

The lateral acceleration signal generated by the accelerometers is lowpass filtered to remove
noise induced by track geometry defects and con~1U~nt vehicle dynami.c response, and then is
corrected for time lag using the inherently low-noi~ gyroscope signal. To eliminate any effects
of track warp (cross-level irregularities), the first 10 mm (0.4 in) of track superelevation
detected by the gyroscope is ignored. Train speed is determined by the truck-mounted sensors.
The on-board digital micTO;.rocessor in the lead car analyzes the speed and gyro-codected late.ral
acceleration signals to determine the required timing of tilt ons~t and the magnitude of tilt
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required to reduce uncompensated lateral acceleration below the comfort threshold. The
processor then generates the required command signal for each car and transmits the commands
to the following cars through a high-reliability data link.

The command signal from the lead car causes t:'e tilt actuation mechanism of e.ach individual
car to initiate tiiting in sequence, so that tilt onset coincides with the predicted moment of entry
into the transition curve.

The command sequencing, ma.gnitude, and rate depends on the trainset speed and the geometry
of the curve being traversed. Except for the lead v\.~hicle, this control strategy provides the
advantages of car-ahead curve sensing.

Figures C.16 and C.I' each show a cross-section of an ETR-450 vehicle in unt.ilted and tilted
statt.s, respectively.

The command signal triggers operation of the electro-hydraulic servovalve on each truck.
Opening this valve permits hydraulic fluid to flow into the hydraulic cylinders of the tilt
actuators, as shown in Figures C.16 and C.17. The volume and flow rate through the valve is
controlled by the feedback loop based on tilt angle displacement, as shown in Figure C.IS. The
hydraulic actuators are made up of two nearly vertical cylinders per truek connected to the truck
bolster beam and to carbody anchor points on the car frame walls near tile roof, as shown in
Figures C.16 and C.I'. The power supply for the tilt mechanism consists of a hydraulic power
pack (motor, pump, reservoir, accumulator, pressure regulator, and filter) mounted on each car.

The ETR-450 tilt mechanism was designed to provide up to 10 degrees of tilt, excluding the
(negative) effect of differential suspension compression, which in practice restricts the effective
tilt angle to about eight degrees. The maximum tilting rate is limited to six degrees per second,
which is close to the upper bound for passenger ride comfort. The ETR-450 is designed to
accommodate a maximum level of non-compensated lateral acceleration (at the tI1lck) of 2.1
meters (6 ft 10 in)/sec1

, or about O.21g; at this limit, the uncompensated lateral acceleration in
the passenger companment can be reduced to an acceptable O.08g by the active tilt mechanism.

The configuration of the tilting mechanism shown in Figul'tS C.16 and C.17 produces a roll
center close to seat level (about 25 em [10 in] ahove floor level) which itself improves the
perceived levei of passenger comfort by minimizing passenger exposure to lateral acceleration
due to the rate of tilt onset. The location of the roll center 1.49 m (4 ft 10 in) above the rails,
and about 0.28 m (11 in) abovf.: Ihe .:arbody center of gravity allows the use of a passive gravity
!cturn to the untilted position. In the event of complete loss of hydraulic and electrical power,
the tilt mechanism will still be "fail safe."
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Figure C.16: Cross-Section of Untilled ETR-4S0 Vehicle
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C.2.2.5 Propulsion and Brakina
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54 70 kW
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'G 000
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Power conditioning and excitation is provided by
electronic control of two single-phase choppers
per vehicle. The choppers operate at four
frequency levels (65 Hz, 130 Hz, 260 Hz, and

O SPP.ed .nvh I39 Hz); the two choppers on a given vehicle are .
operated 180" out of phase to minimizf; SOH2- Figure C.lS: Speed/Tractive Effort Curve

harmonics. The power converter semiconductors
are located in drawers under the vehicle, along with the solid-state components of the traction
motor shunt system. The smoothing inductors are force-ventilated open-eore units.

The ETR-450 is powered by two 312kW de
r.:arbody-mounted traction motors per vehicle
(1250 kw per two-car traction unit) driving the

inboard axle of each truck through a cardan shaft
and a right-angle drive bevel-gear final drive
unit, as shown in Figurf! c.n. The sedes
excited four-pole motors are self-ventilated,
operating at a maximum SPf'..ed of 2,860 rpm at
250 km/h (156 mph). Each motor has a
continuous power rating of 294 kW, and a I-hour
rating of 344 kW. Tractive effort at start-up i$
192 kN; Figure C.1S shows the tractive effon··

speed curve for an 8-car ETR-450 trainset.

On FS, pm~er is drawn from overhead catenary en~rgized at 3kV dc, through a single-stage
pantograph mounted on a framework connected to the bolster beam rather than to the carbody,

as shown in Figures C.16 and C.l7. so that the pantograph does nm tilt. Each traction unit is
equipped with one pantograph, but the trainsets are equipped with a 3kV trainline to permit
single-pantograph operation. thereby avoiding problems arising from catenary dynamics which
would affect trailing units.

Braking is achieved through a combination of dymlmic and friction braking. The mOlors are
contigured to provide dynamic braldng at speeds in excess of 80 km/h (50 mph), either alone
or in concert with air-actuated disc brnkes. Below 80 km/h (50 mph), brnking is by means of
the disc brakes only.

111 the dynamic braking mode. the motor armature current is regulated through the shunt-chopper
power conditioning circuits, WIth the electrical energy being dlssip~ted through roof-mounted
braking rheostats.
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Disc braking is by means of air-actuated composite pads acting on two cast-iron brake discs
carried on each axle (including powered axles). Each disc is equipped with an independent brake
cylinder.

The ETR·450 traction and braking control system incorporates anti-skid and anti-slip features
tf) ensure maximum use of available adhesion and to protect both trainsets and track against
damage caused by wheelslip; skidding and consequent operation with out-of-round wheels.

The braking modes fitted to the ETR-450 are capable of stopping an eight-car trainset within
3,400 m (just over 11,000 ft) from 250 kIn/h (156 mph) on a 0.8% downgrade for service
braking. Under emergency braking conditions, t.he disc brakes alone can stop the train within
3,200 m, again on a 0.8% downgrade.

C.2.2.6 maw:.features

The body structure of the ETR-450 is fonned princip3Hy from light aluminum alloy extrusions
and fabricated components, and is designed and built to compl}' with the strength requirememts
specified in UIC 651. 17 To control interior noise and vihration, and to facilitate heating and
coo!ing, the body structure and exterior shell are isolated from the interior pan,~l$ by composite
pads. The interior panels are lined with thermal insulation and acoustic baffles. The windows
are double-glazed, and the car bodies are pressure-sealed to avoid overpressure pulses in tunnels
at high-speed. External doors are plug-type to facilitate pressure sealing and reduce aerodynamic
drag.

C.2.2.7 Other Technologies Based (10 ETR-45Q Truck and Till Mechanisgi

In addition to the ETR-450 it~lf, there are two classes of active-tilt rail vehicles presently under
construction which are based on the truck and tilting mechanism developed by Fiat. MAN-GGH,
a subsidiary of AEG-Westinghouse, is about to deliver the first of 20 two-ear VT-610 diesel
electric multiple unit (DMU) sets to German Federal Railways (DB) for acceptance testing and
ultimate service on the Nurnberg-Bayreuth/Hof line, while three pre-production prototypes of
the Class 4012 six-car EMU trains are being built for Austrian Federal Railways (OBB), with
delivery scheduled for 1994.

In both instances, the selection of an active-tilt technology represents an attempt to improve the
average speed and marketability (If rail services without the expense of collstmcting new lines
or rectifying the alignment of existing tr'd<.;k, neither of which was practical for the very sinuous
routes and low to moderate traffic densities that characterize services in northern BavMia and
much of Austria.

17 "FIrst ETR450 To Be Rf'..ady This Year," l<ltiJwllY Gazette International, January 1987,
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DB interest in body tilting dates back to 1965, and in fact DB built and operated the VT 624
active-tilt DMU on the Koblenz-Diilengen line between 1972 and 1974. However, there were
on-going technica.l problems with the accelerometer-based control system, and the use of the tilt
feature was terminated. Ry 1975, DB had ceased development work on tilt-body equipment.

The development and successful application of passive- and active-tilting technologies since
1975, and especially activities in Italy, coupled with a dear shift of DB management towards
a more businesslike approach to tht' provision of rail passenger services, prompted DB to re
examine its position with respect to tilt-body technologies. This reappraisal began in 1987 ,,-'ith
a survey of German railway lines to identify those with geometric characteristics consistent with
tilt-body capabilities, followed by a feasibility analysis to establish the technical and financial

implications of tilt technologies on the candidate rOlites.

To verify the technical and performance assumptions used in the feasibility study, DB undertook
a series of running lrials during 1987-88. These trails took place on its Koblem:-Dillingen and
Eichst2.tt-Treuchtlingen lines, using the prototype ETR-401 trainse( hauled by a DB Class 120
electric locomotive (DB electrification is at 15kV 16 2i3Hz AC, rather than th~ 3kV DC used
by FS). DB also undertook tests of a Talgo Pcnetular passive-tilt train~t. The test program
investigated the behavior of both the locomotive and the ETR·401 at speeds up to 20% above
the pie-existing limit~. The results of these trials were quite favorable, insofar a5 curving forces
remained within allo'oI.'able limits under all but the least favorable circlImstances. The active-tilt
technology was preferred to the passivr.-tilt on the grounds that it could compensate for about
70% of the lateral acceleration measured at the truck, versus about 25 % with passive tilting, at
the same curving speed.

As a consequence of these succcs~ful and the feasibility !itudy re~uits, in November 1988 DB
decided to develop the VT-610 diesel-electric tiltmg trai,nsets, using the fiat active tilting
mechanism and truck developed for the ETR-450. Orders for 20 two-car units were place<! in
early 1990, with the first delivery in December 1991. DB anticipates substantial improvements
in trip times with introduction of the VT-610 fleet, with ~:lJlTlberg-Hof dfl\pping from 117
minutes to 86 minur.es, and Numbcrg·,&yreuth from 6' minutes to 56 minutes. The
improvements result from a significant increase in Hnt' speeds....cu.... (' .19 shows the changes
for the Nurnberg-Hof line.

Austrian Federal Railways also followed (he tilt-body developments of the I970s and early 19805
with great interesf.. culminating in an exten~ive series of running trials using the ETR-40l
prototype during 1988 and 1989. These lrio.is were carried out on OBB's Innsbrudr.-Salzburg,
Graz-Villach and S1. Veil-Ora2 lines. On the basis of ihe results of the~ trials and an internal
feasibility study, OBB issued a Jelter of intent for three pre-production prototype six··car electric
multiple-unit trainsets based on the Fiat ETR-450 truck and act.ive-tilt mechanism. This was
\:onvel1ed to a firm ordel" in 1990, and the first ~t is expected to be delivered in 1994.
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Figure C.19: Comparison of Speed (or Conventional
and Tilting Equipment on
Nurnbel1C-Ho( Line

~!

f
., 117--

Each E~:'U set will ha\·e 68 tirst-
cJdSS and 198 second-cl~"s scats
plus catering facilities. Each three
car half-set will form a traction
unit. The design speed is 200
km/h (125 mph), and all cars will
t)~ pi"essure-~ed. The vehicies

will he of welded aluminum

construction. Maximum a'{le load

will be 13 tonnes (14.~ tons) and

total train weight will be 312
ISource: Reilwav Galene Inlerr-atlOnal. Mav 1991)

IOnnes (343 tons). Power wili be

coll~ted by a single !jantograph
from overhead catenary at 15kV
162/3 Hz, with traction distributed
over three cars, with train-line
power distribution. Power conditioning is by inverter, wllh GTO thyristors supplying four body
hung lhree-pha~ ac indu-=tion motors peT half-set, each rated at 400 kW continuous and 450 kW

peak. The dl;ve trai" is identical to that on the ETR-450. Braking is romputer cO!ltrolled,
involving a blend of regenerative dynamic, disc (two per axle) and electromagnetic rail brakes.

C.2.2.7.1 The VT-610 Tilt-Body DMU

Fi~re C.20 illustrates the two-car Vr-61O DMU ordered by DB. Note thal one car carries two

diesel ~ngine-generator sets ane the r)ther car only one. Each diesel-generator set powers one
body-hung de traction motor. ~~ch of which in tum drives the inside axle on one of three trucks
through a cardan shaft and axle-mount.ed right-angle drive. Table C.6 summarizes the major
attributes of the VT-610.

r."~'I''''''''1
.:"~ ..~.~

~7:TJF~~~.~~:.:x.-:~~~$~ ~~;i
~:liift.rl'd~+'ci!:-". c ..A.:~_r,:;: -~ .. 'lL~

I, -- .uo-----I ". "-,au ,...,oroa C.!I.'~'" .fN.... '".., .arc"'C '~" "-:," ,~II, "'q ~~. '~~t~~11 . ~IJ.C

•• """1 n",,-""

(Sour,:: .. : RoilwlS (;II!.lSnll Internetlonlil. M!k:..1991:
"""':::::'--=-----:-:::~----.......--_----------..J

Figure C.20: TIle DB VT·610 AcHve-Tilt DMU
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TABLE C.6
ATIRIBUTES OF VT 610 ACTIVE-T1LT DMli

Vehicle DimenSions Overall h;ngth (two-car setl

length :If Single car

Width
HelQht above ratl

Distance hetwp.en truck centers

Truck Wneelbas~

51.7 m (168'6.5")

25.4 m (82'9.6")

2.85 m f 9'4" I
4 12 m ( 13 '!i" )
17.501 157'1")

2.45 m ~ r:J'

Vehicle Struc.ture

WelQht (2 car setl

MalClmum A~le Load

MalClmu'T1 Speed

Se,wng Capacity

Propubltln

BraKing

T,lt Cor.troI/Ar.tui'lt,on

MaxImum l"dt Angle

Tdtln'l Center ~te'Qhi

Minimum Curve

Self·supportlng tubular slfuclure welded from aluminium extruded proilled sections Wlrn

body Sides relnforr.ed Wllh fibre g!as'i: SHuClurp conforms to ule 505- 1 prolile

103.2 tonnes (1 13,5 I(~nsl

134 tnnnes (14 75 IPn!>1

160 krn/h (100 mptl'

, 6 Ilrst Class. 1 14 s~r:onc:l ClilS'>, 6 f"ldlng

Thlec 12 cylinder MTU diesels, 465 kW I'ileh, (jlrt~ct·dr'\IP electtll: generator~;, each

powetll1Q bodv-moull!p.d de trilctlon motor drlvlOg I"",de al(lr~ of adlacent trurk thtrJugh

a caiuan stH'!f ( and ax Ie ·mounted gearboll

Same as for fTR-450; new wheel d,am"!ter 0.89 m 12'1 l"j

KE disc alrbrakes, one disr.idrl\lerl~,llie. !wlli Haller lOl(les; electrodynamic braking and

I,mergencv EM ra,l brakf'

As f0r ETR-450, but wlthoul sequential lilt commarl(1 teature, CIne! With redur:ed

m;u,mum tilt rare 13'/sec versus snlSI!c for ETR-450); spilc,r'Q 01 hyariluhc actuators

11 "lolh"d 10 i1ccomodate wlrJer DB Cill bOll\'.

e degrees

1 fj4 In 1~'4·!

, 25 f'n (407'1 rar1lu~

UD 10 !nur IWfJ car lracllon units. dependmg on Hatllc deman( .

C.2.3 THE 1\88 X20txr

The genesIs of the :-:2000 Spnntnr technology hegar. al1110\1 Iwo decades ago, with the

reali/lilian on the part nf scn!or mana~ement al Swrdlsh State Railways (SJ) that on-going

pas!Jengcr ,rattle los...cs 10 compt:lltlOIl from mr and aulomnhilt:s would be inevll~blc wilh
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improved railway performance, but that even under the most favorable conditions, rail traffic
·...olumes '-Ould not begin to justify the massive investmenu in dedicated high-speed
infrastructure. From this realization came an initial specification for a light-weight, low-axle-load
(15 tonnell6.5 ton) electric multiple-unit trainset that would be completely compatible with the
existing track: and electrification of SJ but thai: would also incorporate an active tilting
mechanism and radial steering trucks for both powered and unpowered vehicJes, to increase the
achievab~e speed in curves by 30%, and would be capable of at ieast 125 mph operation.

These requirements were dictated in part by market conditions, and in part by the large number
of relatively tight-radius curves (as small as 291 m [950 ftn and overall track standards of the
5J lines. These tracks are built with continuous-welded VIC-50 (101 Ib/yd) rail on concrete
rnonoblock tie~ with elastic clip fasteners. The ties are a mix of older 190 kg (420 Ib) units and
newer 255 kg (560 lb) units, at 66 cm (26 in) centers. In curves of less than 500m (IMO ft)
radIUS, the tie spacing is reduced to 61 em (24 in). 5J electrification follows German prnctice
with overhead catenary supplying single-phase 15kV 16 2/3 Hz power.

This original concept specification prompted ASEA (later to merge with Brown Boven to
become ABB Traction) to undertake an intensive and costly R&D program using its purpose
built XI5 test train. The ABB investigations examined a range of truck (IJld suspension designs,
various types of passive and active body tilting and tilt-control mechanisms, and improved
traction, braking, and control subsystems.

Despite the success of this extensive research ;lnd development program, when 5J issued a
formal rfC!uest for tenders in 1983, the combination of requiremen~s,especially the very low axle
load. active body tilting and stcerable trucks on EMU vehicllCs, proved to be too demanding even
for ASEA: no responsive bids were received.

However, the fundamental requirement for the technology was unchanged, and the urgency of
the problem of traffic loss was increasing. Domestic air travel was growing at 10% to 15%
annually, and Per-Arne Dahlin, SJ's project director for the high-speed train, stated that

" ... introduction oftM high-speed train i.~ a question ofsurvival /fwe (SJ) don't
act now, we will probably be OUi of the (passenger) business , "

5J was forced to re-think it~ specification. It dropped the requirement that the equipment be an
EMU, accepting instead a non-tilting power car that would not can)' passengers, plus four
coaches and an ul1powered driving trailer, and relaxed the allowable axle load requirement to
16 tonn~s (17.6 (Ons). The revised specification called for 51 first-class seats and 241 second
class seats, plus a buffet section with 11 table seat!!. This has since been modified to increase
the number of first-class seats to 102 and reduce the number of second-class seats to 152.
Wheelchair access and tie-down space has 11:w been added.
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The revised specification was issued in 1984, and the contract for development of the technology
and supply of 20 trainsets, with an option for an additional 32 trainsets, was awarded to ABD
Traction in August 1986. Their experience with the XIS allowed ABB to move directly to
creation of a pre-production trainset. Initial test runs were begun in August 1989, and the first
production trainset was delivered to SJ in July 1990. This unit entered revenue service on
September 4, running between Stockholm and Goteborg, a distance of about 430 km (270 miles).
The second production trainset was delivered in December 1990, and with additional units
felJowing at the rate of one every two months. Deliverif.ls wilJ continue through 1994 for the
firm order.

As additional units become available, SJ is adding Sprintor service between Stockholm and
Malmo (624 km/390 miles) and Stockholm and SundsvaJl (416 km/260 miles), as well as
between GOleborg and Malmo (328 km/20S miles). These service.s will form a triilngle linking
the three largest cities in Sweden, with a catchment that includes about 6.8 million people, or
almost 80% of the population of the country. 'lhere are also prospects for run-through links to
Copenhagen. Denmark and possibly connections from there to the rest of the growing European
high-speed network.

Ahhough capable of 2)0 km/h (156 rnpn) ,18 the X2000 was initially limited to 160 km/h (100
mph), pending completion of a $35 million program of infrastructure upgrading. The latter work
included modification to the ATC signalling and control system with addition of new wayside
indicators to ensure that the X2000 has adequate distance in which to brake from the higher
speeC, and an interlocking between the eTC and vehicle detection coils that are being added to
at-grade crossings with automatic gate protection. The signals which govern rail access to the
crossing will not show green unless the detection coils verify that the road is nGt occupied. The
automatic crossings are l'eing fitted with fuli-width barriers, and the actuation circuitry modified
to provide constant warning time at 200 km/h (125 mph) train speed. The number of at-grade
crossings is being reduced from 300 to 100 on the Stockholm-Goteborg line. Sl has not
announced plans to increase operating speed above 200 km/h (125 mph), although an X2000
trainset reached 250 km/h on a DB high-speed line during running trials in the summer of 1991.
Other changes include adjustment of the transition geometry In some curves to reduce jerk rates
and take full advantage to the tilt-body features of the X2000, and a comprehensive program of
track maintenance to ensure full compliance with nominal geometric and defect standards fo)' 125
mph operation.

Table C.7 summarizes existing trip times for the X2000 routes, the best time achievable with
the X2000 under the 160 km/h (l00 mph) restriction, and the time for 200 km/h (125 mph)
operation.

I. Railway GilLette IDtematiQ.naJ, O<:tohe.. 1991.
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TABLE C.7
TRIP TiME IMPROVEMENTS WITH THE X2000

ROUTE CURRE~T TRIP TIME X2000 AT' 60 KM/H X2000 AT 200 KUIH
('00 MPHI (125 MPHI

Stockholm . Goteborg 3h49 (Bestl; 4h05 (Avg) 3h 35 2h 59

Stockholm - Malmo 5h 40 NIA 411 16

Stockholm - Sundsvall 4h 30 N/A 3h 29

Goteborg - M03lmo 3h 40 N/A 3h 29

C.2.3.2 The X2000 Equipment Spedfication

The X2(X)() trainset as delivered to 5J, shown in Figure C.21, is made up of a 3,260 kW electric
locomotive, four tilt..bodies coaches, and an unpowered tilting driving trailer that is fitted with
47 second-class seats. Figure C.22 illustrates the X2000 layout. Note that bec.a.use this is
basically an electric locomotive with coaches, the consist configuration can he readily altered
to accommodate different levds of demand or differ~nt market requirements. Additional coaches

could be added, and the driving trailer replaced with a second locomotive. It is also possible to
operate two trainsets in multiple, although the dynamic behavior of the 5J catenary would limit
speed to i 80 km/h (113 mph).

Table C.S summarizes the physical characteri,stics of the X2000. The most interesting features
of this technology are radial Steering trucks for both the locomotive and unP'Jwered cars, the
active tilting mechanism in the coaches and driving trailer, and the use of ac asynchronous
traction motors with GTG thyristor control. The body structure is stainless steel, and ihe
passenger cabin wall~ and floor are lsolatf:d from the body stmcture by rubber bushings, thereby
reducing vibrations and damping out shocks arising from higher-speed operation on the exlstir.g
tracks. The X2000 trainset is 141 m (460 feet) long. the total loaded weight is 343 tonnes (377
torl§), and the train can nOl'mally stop in 1.76 km (1.1 miles) from 200 km/h (125 mph).

T!1ere Me two controlling limits in determining allowable speed through curves:

o The lateral and vertical forces imposed on (he rail by the train during c,;urving
,and the consequent risk of rail rollover and/or vehicle overturning .J.S weil as the
levels of wear - and thus c.osts - on wheel flanges and rails), and

o The level of lateral accelerat.ion felt by passengers during curving.
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ISOUlce: Rail Engineering Inlern!llionel . Edition 1991, No.3)

Figure C.21: The X2000 Al'tive--Tilt Trainset

The former consideration has both safety and cost implicatiors. while the latter ha$ a direct
bearing on perceived coml'on level and thus, on service marketability and revenue.

Given the large number of silon-radius curves on the lines to be served by the X2000. and the
requirement that these lines continue to carry freight and conventional passenger traffic. ABB
incorporated two very important fr.atures - radial steering trJcks, which reduce track forces. and
an active body-ulting mechanism, which reduces lateral acceleration perceiv~ by passengers.

(~.2.3.3 ~~_

The X2000 incorporates radial steeri:lg trucks. These trucks reduce track forces by permitting
the (normally rectulgular) configuration of the axles and truck fnme to alter to a parallelogram
shape, wIth the short side on the inSIde of the curve and the long side Or! the outside. This
process. illustrated in Figure C.23, is cause.d by the differences in creep force generated at the
contact poirts petween the wheel~ <1 the rails on the inside and oUl')Jde of the curves. so that
the steering aspect of the ttuck is a I "sive, rather than active. respon!>e to entry into a curve.
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TABLE C.8
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF UOOO TECHNOLOGV

i
f••

Ch_ICSMt.Jlc

length

Width

HeighT

Weight

TruCk Wheelbase

Wheel Diameter

Track Gauge

Propulsion Tvpe

Supply Voltage

Continuous Power Rating

Maxium Tractive Effort

Braking

Tilt Control and Act'Jation

Tilt Performance

Tilt Center Height

TrUCK

Vehicle Structure

Speed

17.2 In (56')

3.07 m (10'1

3.83 m (12'6·'

64 tonnes (70,4 tons)

2.91m (9.5')

Um (3 S')

Standard (1.435m/4'S 1/2·)

a15 kW 3·phase AC
asynchronous motol'S with GTO

thyristor convertor

Overhead Catenary, 15kV. 16213
Hz Single Phase

3260 kW

160 kN

Electric regenerative. plus two
disc brakes and brake block units

per allie

Accelerometer all leadingltralling
trucks in consist, plus speed

sensor

N/A

N/A

Radial self-steering, rubber
chevron primary, air spring

secondary, botn axles driven, Quill
drive

Welded stainless steel;
trarroe/lltringer structure,

corrUl'liHed sheet shell

Design 200 km/h (125 mph); has
achieved 250 km/h
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C;otch,,/Ddylnq Tr"'_

24.Sm (SO')/22.1m (72'l

3.07rn (10')

54 tonnes (59.4 tuns)

2.91m (9.5')

a.88m (2'10")

Standard (1.435m/4'B 1/2"1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Two disc brales/axle, plus
magnetic rai: brakes tor

emergencV use

Dltteremial transfor'Tler on each
tilting tfllck; hydraulic actuators

Max tilt angle 8°; max tilt rate
4"/sec; :naliC lateral acceleration
.194/1 at truck, 0.08g in cabin

1.6m (5'3")

Radial self-steering. rubber
chevron primary. ai, spring

secondary

Welded stainless steel;
trame/stnnger structure,
corrugated sheet shell
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DRIVIIIG TRAILER

Figure C.22: LayDut of XlOOO Active~Tilt Trainset

Figure C.23: Parallelogl-am Effect With Radial Steering Tnsck

Conventional tnlcks used on most freIght and passenger equipment in the U. S. are rigid, which
forces the wheels to move through a curve at some angle of attack to the rail, rather than parallel
to it as on tangent track. This causes higher contact forces, increases wheel and rail wear, and
imposes greater lateral loads on the trJck structure. However, conventional trucks are much
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chea.per to purchase and maintain than more complex steerable truck.s. Since systematic costs are
not always considered in railroad decision making, and interchange operation means that most
cars spend the greater part of their lives off the owning railroad, the incentive to invest in
superior technology is limited.

In the ABB tnlck titted to the X2000 locomotive, shown in Figure C.24. the individual axles
are attachf"...d to the truck frame by deformable rubber chevrons. This soft primary suspension
allows the interaction between whcelset conidty and the creep forces at the wheel-rail contact
points to altel" the truckJwheel.set geometry, permitting up to 40 % higher speed without any
incrrase in the level of imposed lateral force or wheel/rail wear. This basic truck design has
been in fleet service 011 A.BB-built regional commuter trains for over a decad~. with a reportedly
excellent reliability and safety record and significant reductions in both wheel and track
maintenance requirements.

Stability is achieved through primary hydTaulic dampers fitted between the axle boxes and the
truck frame, wr.ile secondary dampers between the bolster beam and the truck frame control the
secondary slIspension. Stability of the entire vehicle is ensured by hydraulic yaw dampers which
link the vehicle body and the bolster beam [0 ensure good dynamic behavior at design speed on
conventional (Eurooean) track.
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The bolster beam is connected to the truck frame by a rubber-bushed center pivot. The
locomotive body is connected laterally to the truck by two sets of yoke-mounted coil springs on
each side. The yokes are connected to the bolster beam by traction rods, which transmit traction
forces from the powered trucks to the 10000.omo!ive body. Each powered truck is fitted with four
diSl.~ brakes, and each whee! also has a ttead brake. Two of the four disc brakes on e~u;h truck
are e.quipped to act as parking brakes. To reduce un~prung mass, and tlms, control both lateral
and especially verticai track forces. each traction motor and flexible transmission is fully
suspended from the truck frame, above the primary suspension. Power is trcl.fismitted to the axles
by means of a flexible quill drive.

The unpowered truck used for the coaches and driving trailer, shown in Figure C.2S, differs
in several ways from the powered version described ahove. To accommodate the active tilting
requirement, the unpowered truck is fitted with two bolster hearns, as illustrated in f<lgure C.26.
The lower (tixed) beam is attached to the truck frame by nat rubber sandwich bearings, which
accommodate any rotational movement between the truck frame and the lower bolster beam,
which i.. linked to the coach body by traction rods. The upper beam is connected to the lower
beam by four pendulum links on each truck. The tilt motion takes place between the two bolster
beams.

(Source: inlemetional RfillwlIV Journal, April 19901

Figure C.25: X2000 Unpowered Radial-Steering Truck With Tilting Bob'1er
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HYDRAULIC'
TILT ACTIJATOR

I

I
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\. I I
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" !\In .r LINKAGE
SWI\IG ARM

-
Figure C.26: Configuration of Bolster Beams and InterconnectioRIIj on X2000 TUting Tnl:ck

The secondary suspension on the coaches consists of air springs betwren the coach body and the
upper bolster beam, with supplemental rubber suspension in the event of an air-spripg fclilure.
Each truck is equipped with tors\on bars and four yaw dampers linking the upper bolster beam
and the coach body.
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C.2.3.4 Tilt Control and Actuation Subsystem

To pennit negotiation of small-radius curves at high-speed witltout loss of passenger ride
comfort, the X2000 is equipped with an active body-tilting mechanism. Tilting is accomplished
by two hydraulic actuators mounted between the upper and lower bolster beams described above.

figure C.26 shows a cro~s·section of the vehicle, truck, CJld tilt mechanism in the untilled
position, while Figure C.2? shows the same cross-se.t..tion with full body tilt.

HYDRAUliC'
TI'.T ACTIJATOR

I \

t+

1'l.T
CENTER

PNE~TIC

SECONDo\RY
SUSPENSION
SPRING

._-TRUCK
UPPER
BOlSlfR

\
\

\
.TilT l.INKAGE
SWING ARM

I~

F1gure C.2?: X2000 CoachBody in Tilted P~sitioD
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The tilting process is activated when an accelerometer mounted on the frame of the leading
coach truck sen~ lateral acc-.eleration in ex,",,':!s of a predetermined threshold value. The
accelerometers generate a sigllal to the tilting mechanism that is proportional to the lateral
acceleration experienced by the leading trlJck initially as it enters the transition spiral linking
tangent track to a curve. This lateral acceleration is approximately proportionai to that felt by
passengers. The tilt control schematic for the X2000 is shown in F1gure C.21.

"ru
ANGLE,

1NOIV10UAI..
CAR SIG~w. CONTROl.

ERROR /CURRENTSIGNAL

HYDRAULICLOWPASS
FilTER

8e-{ TO I::I~)-'-'~
LATERAL

ACCELF.RCUEl'F.R
(TRUCK FRAME

UWNTEO)

TRAINSET SPEED

f:j I

FEEDBACK COEFFICENT
(TLT ANGLE TO LATERAL

ACCELEI\~TION COfMASOI)

Fe ...----1
TlTANGLE SENSOR

Figure C.21: X2000 Tilt CtlDtroi Schematic

The signal from the accelerometers is low-pass filtered to ensure that tilting is not initiated in
response to track irregularities. The potential delay in the onset of tilting caused by flltering is
handled in part by oontroHing tilt initiation from the leading truck of the power car (or the
driving uailer, depending on direction of operation). and in part by detection of the transition
spiral. The actual degree of tilt is determined by means of differential transformers linked
through microcomputer-based control and fault-monitoring systems. The control system is
redundant and fail-safe in design to ensure opercltional reliability and safety.
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The tilting mechani~m is essentially similar lC' the unit developed and tested in the XIj~3 high
speed test train. The hydraulic Lilting mechanism gives a maximum tilt :angle of eight degrees
allowing for the effect of differential suspension comprrssion; the effective maxim~m tilt of the
coach body relative to the l.-ack surface is 6.S degrees. The mechanism operates at a maximum
tilting rate of four degrees per second. This compensates for about 70Cl of the centrifugal force.
allowing about a )0% in~rease jn curving speed for the same perceived ievet of lateral
aa-.eleration, &S shown in 1'lglH'e C.29.

r--~-------------'_._---'----~'--

YIMPH) l
186

125

eo

o'-------.-L.------~~---·-----&.3------.L.1-I.......
o " ..

'ClJiWE

----- ------ ------~
Figure C.29: Effect Dr Body Tilting on Passenger Compartment Laterai AI:celeration

Th~ tilt mechanism itself is composed of a Oody-mounted pump and fllter unit in each coach,
culd a servo-mechanism mOlmtefJ :lbovt the primary suspension of each truck. The actuating
cylinders are also part of the sprung mass, as discussed above.

The electric propulsion subsystem of :he X2000 is made up of the roof-mounted current
col!ecuon pantograph and th~ main tn'nsformer, and two Identica1 traction power equipment
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modules. one serving each powered truck. Each module consists of a line converter, a de link,
an invener. a feed-back chopper which returns the commutation energy to the de link and the
trac.tion-eontrol elements of the on-board micropl"OCeS5Or-bued control system. There are four
815 kW ac asynchronous traction moton, one connected to each axle of each powered truck.
powered by microprocessor-eontrolled GTO thyristors. The propulsion system is designed to
provide full regenerative braking capability; this, together Will' the feedback chopper (or
commutation energy, is expected to save between 5 and 10'-' of nominal energy consumption.

The pantograph collects singJe-phase power at 15 kV, 16 2/3 Hz from tile catenary. This power
IS passed ttl the oil-eooled 3.8 MVA own transformer, which is mounted below the looomobve
hody and has four sepanue secondary NJndings feeding the line conveners. The traction module
converts the OCS JXlwer into variable voltage, variable frequency (VVVF) three-phase power
rdngmg from 0 to 1870 V at frequencies of 0 to 120 Hz. Each module contain 14 GTO
lhyristors and 14 diodes in the main circuit. Trigger pulses transmitted through fiber-optic
cables. which are unaffected by electromagnetic interference, are used to fire the GTO
thyristors. Each line converter is made up of two self-eommutating GTO thyristor bridges; each
pair of Cf nverters feed a separate de link. The assocIated power factor is very close to one,
which yields the minimum line current and the lowes' possible energy losses in the catenary. The
Invener operates on pulse-width modulation, and controls both mOlOr voltage and frequency
simultaneously up to the base speed of the traction motors. Above that speed, voltage is held
constant (at 1870 V) and only the frequency rises, giving decreasing motor torque. A feedback
chopper returns commutation energy to the de link.

The 2.4 kV de links. which normally operate. in parallel, can be separated by switches to isolate
one of the two powered bogies. This gives additi(lnal redundancy to the propulsion system and
enhances overall reliability. The capacitor banks in the de links present a low impedence to the
line converters, and are protected against voltage peaks from phase breaks or catenary arcing.
The four-pole. three-phase asynchronous motors have a squirrel-eage aluminum rotor and are
force-ventilated. The stator is cast steel with vacuum-impregnated shaped windings. Test results
have shown the motors to be very robust and almost insensitive to dirt and vibration. Auxiliary
circuits are fed from an 840V winding on the main transfonner, while a 996 V winding supplies
heating power. A static auxiliary power invener with an output of 360 kW supplies three-phase
power at 380 V. 50 Hz for other on~train equipment (this is a standard European industnaJ
motor power supply).

C.2.3.6 Qlhrr fea~

The vehicle frames and bodies are stainless steel, but are designed to meet the UIe 651
s~dards for vehide strength (200 tonne [220 ton] buff load, versus 364 tonnes [400 tons] under
existing U.S. standards). Although heavier in absolute terms than aluminum or a light alloy
structure, !Jtainiess steel provides better stiffness per unit weight. ABB determined that use of
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stainless steet optimized vehicle weight and stiffness, allowing construction of 24.5 m (80 ft)

coaches with a relatively high (II Hz) natural frequency. The aerodynamic nose panels of the
locomotIve and driving trailer are formed from glass fiber reinforced plastic. The cab area.. are
protected by high-strength defonnable steel cages to protect the operator in the event of collision
Wlth another rad vehide. or (more likely) with a truck or automobile at a level crossing.

Given the dommance of aerodynamic drag as the source of nJnning resistance at the design speed

\)f this equipment, 1I is not surpnslng that considerable care ha.~ been taken to avoid parasitic
drag. Exterior tittmgs. such as handles, are recessed and windows, doors and steps are flush
mounted. Under-tloor equipment IS enclosed in .l ::orrugated belly-pan that not only impro"'es

!rainset aerodynamics but also protects equipmenr. from din, snow and moisture. and enhances

neat dlYtslpatlOn. Relractahi~ air intakes are at roof level, and the pantographs have a roof fairing
to reduce drag.

StaInless steel construcllon alllO provides zdvantages during produc:iou. Once welding is
completed, equipment and other steels fittings can be ins; •• led. For example. undertloor wiring
afld pipmg can be mounted before [he Ooor stmcture is turned ,",ver for installation of the

plywood tloor and erection of the vehicle walls. All interior fittings are isolated from the steel
structure by rubber mountings. In combination with normal ins'Jlation, this reduces interior noise

levels to 60 dBlA) In the coaches and 68 dB(A) in the cab areas. SJ has imposed a requirement
that exterior nOISe for the X2000 at 200 km/h Cl25 mph) not cltceed those for conventional

locomotlve-hauled trains at 1.'\0 km/h 181 mph), i.e., about 85 dB(A) on well-maIntained track.

Coach mtenors havt: been designed to appeal to busin~s travellers. with full upholstery.

adjustlble seats. reading lights. aI-seat headphones with taped music and radio programming, an
effective P.A. system and, in first class, computer work stations, and three conference
companments equipped With telephones aJld computer facilities.

The X2000 Gepends on an on-board ~omputerized control !\ystem called TRACS for data
collection, processing and anaJysis. This system integrates control of tractIOn and braking with
control of other on-btlMd functions. The control stnJcrure is made up a number of decentralized
computers linked to a master unit in the locomotive. Data sensors, data transmission, the
"master'; and "slave" computers and various process c.ontro! unit~ are connected through a singtc

common parallel bus. Each coach is e.quipped wHh a "slave" cornputer that controls tilt, hr.:Ucing
including anti-sbd protection. and door operation. There arc repeater screem in each driving
cab to transmit driver commands and verify receipt. Traction control is a major function of this
TRACS system. The tiring of the GTO devices is computer-comrolle.d, with the rate of rise in
power sll~ply drawn by one trainset limited to 300 kW/second, Power draw is automatically
restricted if the catenary voltage falls by 20% (i.e.• to 12 kV). Motor and coolant temperatures

and an array of line and component currents are automatically monitored against designated
limits.
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C.2.4

C.,2.4.1

JAPAN RAILWAYS MODIFlED SF.RIFS 381 F~"J, SERIES 2000 DMU,
AND 2!OXe

Beginning an Ihc late 1970s, Japan National Railways ONR) began to address the inability of the
passive-tilt Series 381 EMU eQuipmem to mec~t its requirement for improved operating speed
and trip times and acceptable levels of passenger comfon on the very ~\nuous narrow-gauge lines
In the central m:)untains of Japan, and indeed on the narrow-gauge network gener.l1ly. The
recognition of this problem led to development of a potentialiy very powerful tilt control strategy
and to the only pneumatic active-tilt mechanism currently in use or under development.

FiKure C.30: Schematic Cross-Section of Car Equipped
With Pneumatic Actin-Tilt System

...---
---.~-

fhe initial stage in the 1-
Jt:\lelopmem process involved the

design, fabrication and testing of a
tilt control and actuation I
mechanislTl (hat could be
retrofitted to a Series 381 ,.• .Jnset.
·\fter considerable Investigation
and component testing through

hHB, a pF"'.cticai pneumatically
actuated active lIlt subsystem was
developed and installed in one
'ienes ~81 lr.llnset as shown
schematically In Figure C.30.

Tests with the retrotitted active
tilting system and with other
technical improvements to trucks
and brakes began in 1983 and
extended through 1985. The
results were qUIte satisfactory, and

demonstrated that trainsets so
equipped could achieve the

relatively modest anginal
objectives for speed improvement,
to 130 km/h (81mph).

--- .---

..,--.- rTl;3 ......

.;,

The retrofit tilt controller limits the earbody roll rate to about five degrees per second Mld the
roll acceleration to about 15 degrees/sec' to achieve acceptable ride quality, and incorporates a
look-ahead feature to ensure tilt actuAtion in advance of curve entry. These roll motion limits
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ref!ect the apparent dependency of "tilt nausea" on the earbody roll motion in combination witll

reversals of roll direc.tion as the vehicle enters a.nd exits transition curv~s.

The success of the test~ with the retrofitted Series .\81 EM U equipment encouraged JNR and

more rec~ntly, JR-Shikoku, one of the successor companies following the breakup of JNR, tQ

pursue the design and construction of diesel·electric active,·tilt equipment, designated the TSE
Cfrans-Shikoku-ExpeJimental) S-:ries 2000 diesel motor unit (DMU), shown i.n Figure C.~H,

(Source: RII,lw8V Tech"ology "1I1lm8110nlll 1991 i

f'igurt> C .31: The JR·Shikoku TSE·2000 Activ('-Tilt DMU

This vehicle, constructed by Fuji H~,avy lndustric~. incorporated a tilt control and actuatiol'
subsystem denved from that developed for thr Series 381 retrofit. Construction of the TSE 2000
prototype began in 1987, with testing completed by early 19R9. In March 1989, the fi!"51 'T:jE
2000 three '~ar express trainset l~ntered revenue service on Shikoku Island, running 011 the
narrow-gauge Jines between Takam:1tsu and Matsuyama (200 r:m/125 miles) and Takamatst! and
Kochi (160 kmll 00 miles), with connection III the Shinlumsen system at Okayama on Honshu
Island. There are now 38 active-tilt diesel multiple unit (DMU) trainsets in operation in the JR

Shikoku fleet.
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In the spring of 199\, the Japanese Railway Technical Research Institute (RTRJ) announced a

project to develop a new trainset, designa"~ the 250X. fer high-speed (250 km/h: 156 ;nph)
operation on narrow··gauge track. The objective of this challenging assignment is to allow the
six passenger railways of the JR Group to extend the benefits of Shinkansen-quality operation
to be accessible only on the ubiquitous narrow-gauge network. RTRI have clearly stated that
active body tiltin~ will bt~ an essential feature of the 250X; a concept (Jr'awing is shown in

Fi~re C.32.

(Source: Railwev Galene In'.rn8110nal, Jun_ 199')

rip", C.J2: COMept Drawing or the 2~X High·Speed Narrow·Gauae Trainset

The 250X conceptual design incorporates a 'iumber of innovative features besides active-tilting,
most notably power-steered. independent wheels driven by individual hub motors. The concept
is discussed in greater detail below,

C.2.4.2 ISi-JOOO Technical S.~ifications

Table C.9 summarizes the major tochni...:aJ specificaticns of the TSE 2000 active-tilt DMU
equipment.

.1.4.3 IilLC-Qotfj)1 and Actuation SUbsystem

The TSE-2000 incorporates a unique tilt control and actuation SUbsystem ba.sed on the use of
wayside location traJ'.~ponders and an on-beard data file containing all curve location and track
geometry data for a specific route, as shown in the schematic in Figure C.33. Figure C.34
illust.rates how thi!i system operates and the relatioll3hip between track geometry ar.d th~ tilt
angle of the TSE trainset.
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Tab',! C.9
Charaeteristics or the TSE-;OOO Active-Tnt DMU

Vehicle Dimensions End Car 1 Intermediate Car End Car 2
Length 20.8m 167.B') 208m (61.8') 20.8m 167.8')

- Width 2.84m (9.3") 2.84m (9.3'; 2.84m (:l.3'1
- Height 3.39m (1' 'J 3.39m Ill') 3.39m Ill')

We:grll'
F.rnpt'( (nH~tnc/U.5.) 37.7 (41.f.1 36.9 (40.6) 37.7 (41.51

. L.oaded . 40.5 144.6) 40.2 144.2) 40.3 (44.3)
- Axle load 10' (11.1 I If) 1 (" 1) , 0.1 (' 1. 1)

Sealing 45 54 43

Perform;H!ce
M,'l)(/mum Speed , 20 kmlh (15 mphl
S'.Jstalnatlle speed. 2.5 % gradient 95 km/h (59 mllh)

Curve Limits

BorJy Construction

Curve radius Imlftl
More than 600m (1956';
400m to SOOm (1304'-1956')
les.~ Than 400m (1304')

Welded st.3'IIless steel

Speed (kmlh;mptll
Standard -+- 30 ('9)
Standard -+- 25 115.6)
Standard .. 20112.51

P,opulSlon

Tilt Control
and AcTuiltlo

Tilt System Performance
Ttlt Angle
TtltHlg Rolte

Uncompen!>ated
l.'lferal o.\cceleratlon

"t1ting C~nter Hpight

Drakes

TwO contra·rotatlng turtlo-charged 246 kW i!sel engines, driVing the Inboard axle of
eClctl truck through a torque converter, < "!Iectroll'lag"eticaily activated automatlc
l,learoC'x and a telescopIc cardan drive shat' ,) a rIeht'ano'e final drive

Controller uSing on-boa~d rouTe geometry file, wlyslde locatl""
transponders and on,board tilt and speed sensors; aCTuation by pneumaTIc cylinder

5 degrees maximum
5 degrees/second maximum;
15 degrees/sec I tilt angle acceleration

164 m/sec'. (O.16724g1 at truck;
o 78 m/sec' to.oag) In cabin

2.275 m (742'1

Electro-pneumatic diSC

As the trainset appmache~ a run-on transition, determination of requirements for tilt onset wili
occur in one of two ways. In some locations, there will be a wayside transponder that forms part
of the automatic train signalling (ATS) system used by JR-Shikolru. These transponders have
been configured to also provide accurate absolute train location data, Alternately. between such
transponders. the on-board computer will calculate train location based on speed/distance signals
from sensors mounted on the first and fOLlrth axles of the lead vehicle, This rr.lative measure of
location is updated by the aLsolute location signal from the next transponCier, so that there is no
propagation of location error between signal blocks.
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The on-board command controller then matches the train location with the a;>propriate curve
location and geometry data from the route data tile downloaded from a ma~ter command
(;ontroller prior to depanure. This allow!; the command controller to determine the required
timing of tilt onset in advance of entry into the transition curve, and to send the necessary
<;ommand to each of the on-board tilt controller~ (one per car) with enough lead time (equivalent
to 50m [163 ft] - the .. A" spot in Figui!"'e C.34) to. ensure that tilt actuation takes place
sufficiently far in adyance of changes in cu:ve geometry. The command signal also tells the tilt
controller the complete sequence of tilt magnitude and tilting rate required to match tht curve
entry and exit sequences.

The tilt controller operateS the tilt actuation mechanism through an electro-pneumatic servo-valve
based on the tilt requirements establ!shed by the command controller.

The tilt actuation mechanism, shown in Figure C.35, consists of an air cylinder moun~ed

diagonally between the truck bolster and the truck pendulum beam which supports the pneumatic
secondary susp0nsion sptings. The tilting bolster is fabricated with circular sections on its
lowersurface; these circular sections rest on rollers mounted on the truck frame. The power for
the tilt actuation m~hanism is provided by an on-board air ,~ompressor.
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FllUre C.34: Operation or TSE-2000 Tilt Control System (Top) Rud Relationship
Betweeu Curve Geometry aPld Carbody Tilt An~le (Bottom)

C.2.4.4 The 250X CooccRlulJ Desjag

As noted in the Overview to this section, in the Spring of 1991. the RTRI announced that it is
developing an advauced high-speed trainset for opennion on the narrow-gauge network. A
concept drawing is shown H1 Figure C.32. This development project reflects the political and
tinancial reality that most of the cities served by the wide~pread narrow-gauge network operated
by the six-passenger railways of the JR Group will not receive Shinkansen services. The only
practical alternative is a very significant improvement in comfort and performance on the
narrow-gauge lines.

The initial design concept released by RTRI incorporatt.S a number of advanced features, mo~t

notabl '/ short. very light-weight, articulated carbodies fabricated from light alloys. ?Jld/or
advanced materiaJs sut.::h as fiber-reinforced plastics (Figure C.36), single-axle trucks with
independent wheels drivel1 by individual hub motors (Figure C.37), and "inr.eJJigent" on-board
monitoring and control systems.

It wilt be interesting to monitor the progress of this project over the next few years, especially
inSC',far as many of the advancee concepts will be equally applicable to 'itandard-gauge
equipment, and thus could be of direct \lalu.e for applications in the U.S.
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IS-lure,,' RGllwev GIU81111/ ",ternlltlonel_ June 199' ,
_.,----~-._---'

Figure C.37: Z.50X Truck Concept

C.3 PASSIVE-TIl,T TECHNOLOGIES

C.J.l THE TALGO PENDUUR'

C.3.1.! Background

The Talgo PenduJar passive-tilt coaches, illustrated in Fipre C.3I, originated as an
evolutionary development of conventional broad·gauge equipment produced by Patent..es TaIgo
S.A. of Madrid, Spain. In response to a 1974 requirement on the pan of Spanish National
Railways (RENFE) for improved service on its domestic and especially its intemdtional run
through services to France, Talgo S.A. initiated development of t.he Pl'Mular rolling stock.

The development program p~ed smoothly. with testing of the first prototype beginning in
1976. This test ProRatO included running at a speed of 200 k..·n/h (125 mph). The initial order
for the productiol'J equipment was placed by RENFE in 1977. and the consists entered service
in 1980. Table C.10 summarizes major milestones in PelUlular development and operating
history.

In addition to the passive-tilt system based on differential compression of roof-level airbags that
also fonn the secondary suspension springs. most of the Talgo fleet i!.: equipped with unique
single··axle, radial-steering trucks with independent wheels and provision for an automated
change of gauge to accommodate both the RENFE broad-gauge lines and the standard-gauge
tr"clck of France, Italy I and Switzerland.

Although DB has so far failed to follow-up on its earlier interest in the Talgo equipment for
selected int.ernational daylight services, there is apparently an initiative to create an operating
company to provide sleeper services on the Berlin-Munich, Berlin-Zurich and Zurich-Vienna
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Figure C •.l8: The Talgo Pendular Passive-Tilting Train.set

routes. using TaJgo equipment. These services would require about six long trains of ~6 to 28
coaches each. Lead time foJ' the equipment would be about two yt".ars (rom receipt of a firm

order. Negotiations to crl.:ate the operating company were still underway in June 1991,

Of particular interest in the present context is the test experience and quantititive assessment of
perforreance on the Northeast Corridor. A Talgo irainset with Pendular passive t;lting coaches
was included as pan of the on-going CONEG/Amtrak high-~peed equipment (Iemonstration
projl."CI, during the spnng and fall of 1988. Measurements of carbody lateral acceleration in
curves at speeds up to eight inches of cant deficiency showed that the passive tilt system.
although not elimin(lting the steady-state lateral acceleration completely. \:enainly kept the level
below O. I g and offered a safe and excellent ride murh superior to the non-tilting coaches tested
concurrently. in fact. tht: TaIga coach was superior on short and rough-entry curVt~s. with pe.ak

to-peak lateral "jolt" less sensitive to cant deficiency than the active-tilt LRC trainset also
included in t:le demonstration. A conclusion of the tests was that the TALGO trainset could

operate at higher cant deficiency speeds without compromising passenger comfort and derailment
safety limit.s, thus offering the potentia] 10 re.duce tnp time on existing track considerably,

C.J.1.2 Technicai Specification

Table c.lt summarizes the major technical specdicalions of the Talgo Pendu/ar rolling stock.
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Table C.IO: Major Milestones in Tatgo Ptndular Development and Operation

1974: Stan of development program for passive tilt Talgo Pendular equipment based on
earlier non-tilting design

1976: Testing of prototype Taiga pa~sive·tilt trainset at speeds UP to 200 km/h (125 mph)

, 977: First production TJlgo Pemfular trair.v.Jts ordered by RENFE

, 980: Taiga Pendular trainsets enter revenue service in Spain;
top ;;peed 180 kmlh l i 12,5 mphl

1386: RENFE decides all new Taiga trainsets to be Pendulsf passive-tilting type

1987: ·I-.. Igo trainsl!t tested on U.S, Northeast Corridor by Amtrak/CONEG

, 98B: Talgo Pendular 200 car designed for 200 km/h 1125 mphl ordered by RENFE

1988: Taiga trainset tested by DB on conventional and high-speed lines; maximum speed
achieved was 288 kmlh (' 80 mphl

1989: 428 Tal(lo Pendular cars In RENFE fleet

1989: Talgo Pendula r Stli .."~e extended into SWitzerland and Italy; freQuenc.:'.,. to French
destination Increased

1989: Development of 250 kmlh (156 mphl version of Taiga Penrlulsf announced

, 989: DB announces plan to acquire Taiga Pendular eQLI;pment for selected international
serVIces, but aCQUIsition delayed due to events in Eastern Europe

, 991: Prototype Talgo Pendular tralnset for 250 km/h operati"n begins testing

C.3.1.3 Tilt Subsystem

The passive-tilting mechanism used in the Talgo Pendular is illustrated in Fiaure C.39. The
principal of operation of the system is quite ~imple: by locating the air springs that make up the

secondary sUSpen!;10n on top of tall ~upport pedestals. in pockets at roof level (Figure C.40),

and pivoting the earbody so the effective tilt center is ubm'l' {he rot?!, of rhe car, differential

compression of the airbags allows the natural pendulum actio;, 0, the earbody to occur.

The actual height of the tilt center varies between 2.8 and 3.4 In (9 ft 2 in to II ft 1 in),
'lepencling on the ca; type and loading. The nominal car tloor height isjust O.63m (25 tn) above

the rail he.ad. a consequence of the carbodies heing supported between the share.d single-axle
\rucks,
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Table C.Il: MlUor Sp2Cifir.ations of the Passive-Tilt Talgo Penduiar

Vehicle Dimensions

• Length
• Width
• HAight

Weight
-Intermediate car
-End car

Vehicle Construction

Maximum Axle Load

Operational Speed

Seating

Propulsion

Trainset Mekeup

Truck

Brakes

Tilt

13.1m (42.7'1
2.9Sm (9.6'1
3.33m (10.8')

13.2 tonnes (14.5 tons, average)
16.6 to 19.1 tannes 118.2 to l'i tons)

Light-weight self-supporting semimonocoque structure of welded aluminium
alloy extrllsions and rolled sheet

11.8 tonnes (13 tons); 5.9 tonnel (6.5 tons) per independent wheel

180 km/h (11 ~.5 mph) maximum fOI" original \1977 orderl fleet; 200 kmlh (125
mph) for later additions; 250 km/h design spf.Jed for latest version currently
under development; service speed limited to 140·160 kmlh 187-'00 mph) on
some routes.

Varias depending on interior configuration; RENFE 1st class has 1 X 2 seating
(26 seats per carl with 2 X 2 in second class (36 .eats per carl

Car:l only; most conventional (European) diesel Dr electriC: locomotives could be
ueed but special 4000 hp (3000 kw) low-profile non-tilting diesel hydraulic
locomotives are used on most RENFE services.

TypiClIIlly single locomotive, TaIga service car, 10 intermediale Talgo carb, and
a Ta'go end trailer car but shorter or longer consists can be made up depending
on traffic.

Single -axle design supponing two articulated cars, with independently
suspef1ded and independently rotating wheels on radially-steered half-axles;
design permit auto.nated adjustment of gaugE! for run-though services betwBen
Spain (broad gauge) and France, Italy and Switz:nland (standard gauge).

Wheel-mounted hydraulic disc brakes with pneumatic anti-skid control

Passive, to 3.5· or S·, depending on versicn

The tilting mechanism is set up to permit a maximum tilt angle of 3..50 (original order.> or 5°
(later orders). Tilting rate is not regulated, bt:ing determined by the ca.rbody inertia, tilt--eenter
location and transition curve geometry. However, the mechanism only functions when train
speed exceeds 70 km/h (44 mph) on track with a radius of curvat~re of 1,500 (4890 ft) or less.
This lockout is achieved by shutting the air spring level adjustment valve for each pair of
airbags.
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Figure C.39: Talgo PetululJlr Passive Tilt Mechanism

In RENFE service. the maximum allowable uncompensated lateral acceleration measured at the
i:ruck is held to I.75m/sec2• or O.178R, with O.09g accepted in the cabin. During steady-state
curving (with zero uncompensated acceleration in the cabin). the maximum uncompensated
lateral acceleration at the truck is O.85m/sec2, or O.087g.
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The other unique feature of th(~

Taiga truck, albeit one of no
particular relevance to U.S.
applications. is its automated

gauge-change capability, essential
for run-through services between
Spain and the rest of Europe.

The Taiga Pl'TIduJar truck shown
in Figure C.41. incorporates a
number of interesting features in
addition (0 those specitically
required for passIve body tilting.
The two-wheel between-car

articulation trucks feature
independently suspended and
rotating wheels on half axles:
these wheels are radially steered
by a linkage between the hearing

housing of each wheel and the two

adjacent carbodies.

ISoule,,: Railway Galette Int",naTlonal. Der1mb", 1989)

Fir,ure C.40: Taiga Carbody End Stru('ture;
Note Roof-Level Pockets for\irbags

Trucks

The pri mary suspension for each

wheel is made up of a large smgle
coil spring coni1ected to the
adjacent carbodies by linkages
which control the vertical and
lateral displacement of the axle

bearing housing. The secondary

suspension is provided by a rolling

diaphragm type of soft air spring.
As noted above. the secondary
suspension air springs are

supported on tall pedestal columns
so as to be located close to the
carbody roof, Braking is provided
by wheel-muunted disc airbrakes
with anti-skid control.

C.3.1.4

Figure C.4I: Taiga Articulation Truck
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C.3.I.S Other featu[§

The Taiga Pendular design incorporates unusually shan carbodies (13.1 m [42 ft 8.5 in) length
as compared with a bit over 25 m [82 ft) for the ETR 450 and X2000. 20.8 m [68 ft) for the
JR Series 381 and 17.5 m [57 ft) for the VT-610). This facllitates achievement of low axle loads
even with the two-wheel articulation tmck.

C.3.2 TIlE SIG NEIKO PASSIVE-TILT SUBSYSTEMI

C.3.2.1 Overview

As befits a national railway that serves one of the most mountainous countries in Europe. Swiss
National Railways (SaB) have had a relatively longstanding interest in techniques to improve
nde quality, speed and/or safety on highly curved track. In the early 1970s. SBa built and testeo
three prototype active-tilting high-speed passenger coaches. The active tilting system provided
a six-degree maximum tilt angle, with a tilt center near seat I~vel and a control system based on
a gyroscope reference signal.

Subsequently. the Mark JJI passenger coaches purchased by saa incorporated tapered carbodies
for tilting clearance, and the initial production was equipped with active-tilt tTUcks. However,
once in revenue service, the active-tilt feature was found to be too complicated and costly to
maintain relative to the perceived improvemenc in passenger ride quality and the actual increase
In average speed. and the feature was aband0ned.

In 1987. saa announced a sweeping and ambitious strategic development plan to shift its rolling
'\tock and services into the next century. Termed the Bahn 2000 project, this initiative includes
large-scale equipment renewals and service improvements. most notably introduction of high
speed C~20 km/h: 137 mph) intercity passenger services. As part of this program, which was
app,'oved by SWISS voters in late 1987. SBa plans to acquire 230 km/h (144 mph) electric
locomotives with radial steering, and sev~ral hundred light-weight low-axle-load passenger
coaches, dubbed the IC 2000. Figure C.42 illustrates a possible layout for the IC 2000 first-class
coach.

(Jiven the inherent alignment constraints faced by SBa and the emphasis on equipment rerewal
in the Bahn 2000 program, design features that improve curve negoti4\tion while maintaining or
improving passenger safety, perceIved comfort, and life·cycle costs clearly will have
considerable appeal.

The Swiss Industrial Association (SIG) has undenaken development of a new truck design to
address just titis aspect of the Bahn 2000 procurement. The SIG product differs from the tilt
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Figure C.42: Ie 2000 Coach Layout

technologies described in other sections of the Appendix primarily in beirg a subsystem (truck)
rather than a complete vehicle (e.g .. the LRC car) or trainset (e.g .. the ETR-450 EMU).

The SlG truck. shown in Figure C.43. incorporates both a limited passive··tilt mechanism.
termed "Neiko" from the German term for "roll compensator" and forced radial steering,
labelled "Navigator."

(Source: SWISS Railway Revuel

Figure C.43: The SIG Truck with Neiko and Navigator
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The SIG truck with Neiko and Navigator will be extensively testf.'.d on three modified SBB Mk
IV coaches, with the possibility that it will be adopted as the standard truck for the planned IC
2000 coach procurement. Trials began in late June 1991.

A subsystem-level product like tht~ SIG truck, while lacking some of the instinctive appeal that
comes wIth a streamhned bodyshell, has other adv311tages from an American viewpoint, most
notably the potential to form pan of a major retrofit package for existing Amtrak equipm~~nt

(although dearly there could be technical and institutional issues to be resolved before feasibility
is established).

C.3.2.2 Tilt Mecha nism

The SIG tilting mechanism (or roll compensator) is shown in Figure C.44. This mechainism is
based on four inclined links that control the roll angle of the bolster beam relative to the frame
of the truck. These links create an effective roll center for the vehicle that lies above its center
of gravity, thereby permitting pendular tilting during curve negotiation. The links are configured
so that the vehicle has freedom to move v.ertically on its air-spring secondary suspension, but
the bolster beam is forced to move in the opposite direction to the truck frame whenever there
is lateral displacement due to curving.

ls,""" R.i1wov ."'". '''''.''''''', J ••""y 19_9_') • ....J

Figure C.44: Neiko Tilt Mechanism
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This arrangement provides a ma.'I(im.Im effective tilt angle of about three degrees: 1.2 degrees
of inward tile due !o the actior, of tIle inclinal links, and up to an additional two degrees from
elimination of differential suspenslfm compression.

This aspect of the SIG truck is nClt new: essentially the samf" :;en of arrangement, referred to
as the" swing-hanger" truck, was the state-of-the-art in passenger truck design in the U.S., about
1950. This. design, which was IT arketed by a number of manufacturers including General Steel
Industries, provided a relatively soft lateral ride by virtue of the pendular secondary suspension.
Some versions of the design in:orporated a swing link that caused the carbody to bank slightly
inward on curves. The effect was that of a passive-tilt system with a very limited tilt ar.gle.
While these cars did provide a superior ride under their design cor.Jitions, they w(:re not weI!
".;uited for operation at elevated cant deficiencies, as the pendular moti"n resulted in a lateral shift
of the c.g., and an increa~ in weight transfer to the outside (high) rail. A few cars equipped

with these trucks are still o~rated by Amtrak as part of its Heritage Heet.

The innovative feature of l'lJeiko is its inclusion of a lateral, bi-directional air spring mounted in
the center of the truck frame. This air spring acts on a vertical member projecting downward
from the under~:lle of the bolster beam. Whenever the bolster begins to move laterally outward
in response ~0 curve entry, this spring acts to reinforce the outward motion. The spring helps
to overcome the inenia of the links and carbody, so as to reduce the lag between curve entry
and carbody response rhat is characteristic of pa3sive-tilting mechanisms. This feature provides
much better tracking of curve entry and exit that is possible with an unassisted passi'Je
mechanism, while avoiding the complexity and cost associated with active-tilt systems.

However, Neiko does have limitations. The relatively small effective ti!t angle means that full
compensation for lenera! acceleration due to cant deficiency will typically not be achievable,
especially at relatively high speed. Gil the other hand, three degrees of tilt will normally al:ow
a 10% to 20% inc':ease in curving s~eed at the same level of perceived passenger comfon.

~IG asserts that during earlier mnning trials with Neiko-equipped coaches, the number of
passengers stating that they were dissatisfied with curving peformance decreased from 29% to
14 % for standees, and from 8 % to 3% for seated riders. 19 The results of the SBB trials may
offer greater insight into the potential of this feature.

C.3.2.3 ,Forced Radial Stee!"ina

Figure C.4S shows the Navigator forced radial steering mechanism Installed, In the SIG truck.
This feature is designed to improve the balance between the tight control of truck geometry
re£;uired to minimize wheel~t yaw instability for safe high-speed running, and the flexibility

I~ 'Neiko and Navigator n•. v feature in Ie 2000 bogies,' Railway Gazette International, January 1991.
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Figure C.4S: The SIG Forced Radial Steering
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The Navigator design uses the
rotational movement of the
carbody reJ;.ltive to the truck to
force the axles into an

(Source: RallwlV GaZeltalntarnarlon.I, Januarv 19911
approximately radial position, by
means of the linKs shown in
Fipre C.4S. The Navigator
prototype tirst appeared in 1986.
and an improved version reached 283 km/h (177 mph) during tests on DB during

I\lthough cross-braced trucks are
capable of providing some benefits
at freight speeds, designs in this
class are prone to yaw instability
at higher-speed, leading to truck
hunting and increased operational
risks.

needed 10 produce a low angle of
attack for the leading wheel flange
during curving.

SIG claims that the Na\'igator feature reduces lateral forces by about 35 %, and that this, in
combination with a lower tlange angle of attack, will result in a five-fold increase in wheel life.
If true, the potential cost savings would be significant, as would the reduction In risk exposure
due to excessive track forces.

C.3.3 JAPAN RAILWAY5 SERIES 381 EMUb

C.3.3.1 Background

The JR Series 381 passive-tilt EMU, shown in Figure C.46. was develoty'-AI in an attempt to
maintain and improve the competitive position of the then-JNR narrow-gauge services on lines
serving the centra! mountains of Hor.:;hu.

The equipment was based on the JNR Kuhoma Series 591 passivc:-tilt prototype EMU, which
also featured articulated trucks, and the Series 391 gas-turbine-powered passive-tilt prototype.
The Series 38! trainsets were i:uroduced inrn tleet service in 1973 in an attempt to increase
ma:.imur.1 speed (to UO km/h from 120 km/h) and f;specially to raise allowable speed in curves
by 20 to 25 km/h (i.e., to 85 km/h from 6S km/h, fOi" a 300m radius curve) on the Nagoya
Nagano line.
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ISource: Japane"e RaIlway Enll,nee"ng, DeCember 19861

Figure C.4cS: The Series 381 Passi"e-Tilt EMU

!

The revenue service experience of
INR, and its successor compauy' JR
Shikoku, with this ~uipment on
severely curving narrow gauge track
through mountainous terrain is very
informative with respect to ride
cornfort considerations in general,
and to tilt motion sickness in
particular.

Neither of the original objectives
were realized. Maximum speed
could not be increastx! d'Je to braking
and signal deficiencies, and persistent
and widesprf'.ad tilt motion sickness
led JNR first to issue motion-sickness
medication to all passengers, and to :-estrict curving speeds to the levels used for conventional
equipment. Ultimately, JNR was forced to develop a retrofit package incorporating a pneum~tic

servo-mechanism to provide a form of active tilt cOl"!troFo.

The pass!vt-tilting trainset operating exlX 'enee of the JNR and its successors is quite extensive;
only that of RENFE in Spain is similar. In 1984. there were 277 passive-tilting cars in the Series
381 EMU fleet. This equipment is still in revenue service but with the advent of the TSE-2000
active-tilt DMU and active-tilt retrofits for the Seri€'s 381, it represents a dead end in terms of
U.S. applicability.

C.3.J.2 Technical Spec:ificatiollS

Tabll.~ C.12 summarizes the major technical specifications of the Series 381 passive-tilting EMU.

C.3.,}'3 Tilt Subsystem

The Japanese Railways Series 381 passive-tilting EMUs employ a unique mechanism to achieve
carbody roll rotation, as shown in Figure C.47. These trainsets incorporate truck-mounted
rollers which support a Cl'l'ss-beam mounted on the carbody. Portions of the lower surface of
the; cross-beam, which rr.':i.s on the rollers, takes the form of a constant-radius curve.

31 Op. Cil.. Railway Gazette International, Apnl 1985. See also "Speedup on JNR 1067mm Gauge Lines," Y.
Yukawa, !.!Danese Railway EnKineering, Vol. 24 No.2, 1984.
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Table C.12
\1ajor Featulres of Series 381 Passive-Tilting EMU

Venlcle Construction

Maximum Speed

Prooulslon

Revenue (:onsist

TrUCk

Tilt Mechanism

Tilt Performance
maXimum ttlt angle

Maximum Lateral
Accellmltlon

Tiltmg Center Height

76 /Intermediate cars), 60 (End cab cars)

130 Ic.m/h (81 mphl design, 120 kmlh 175 mphl ,n service

Power trom overhead catenary, one pantograph per lwo-car traction Urllt; d.c. traL:tlon
motors, four axles driven In earh traction unit.

Multiples of two·car traction Units With dflver cab cars at each end

Conventional low-speed truck. modified to accumodate ttlt mechanism

Curved bolster on truck·mounted rollers

5 degrees; Inertial tilt rate

0.85 mlsec' or 0.087g at truck With zero uncompensated lateral acceleration tn cabin
;juring steady-state curving; 1.65 mlsec' or , .68g at truck With O.08g uncompensated
lateral acceleration HI cabin

2.30 m (7'5"); lilt center must be above carbody e.g. for responsive passive tilttng

C.4 OTHER TILT DEVEWPMENTS

C.4.1 The EM 600 High-Speed EMli21

There is ongoing development of the 300 km/h (187 mph) advanced-concept EM 600 lilting
carbody electric trainset. by Eurotren Monoviga SA of Madrid. in collaboration with Spanish
National Railways. A prototype trainset designated EM 403 has undergone extensive testing. The
EM 600 trainset design includes the option of active tilting based on mercury-level tilt sensor
control of pneumatic valves to achieve differential displacement of the secondary suspension air
spnngs so as to tilt the carbody. The trainset design incorporates very light weight articulated
earbodies supported by trucks each carrying four independently suspended and rotating wheels.

The yaw angle of each wheel can be independently controlled to enhance curving performance
and reduce wheel and rail wear and costs.

:1 "EM 600 EurotrlllO Technology in Development for RENFE.· J.P. Silva. Paper C396/003. pp 147-154.
Proceedings IMechE International Conference; TranSit 2020: Plannin&... Financing. Design and Operation of
Railways Worldwide, London. England, Oct. 1990.
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Figure C.47: The Series 381 Passive-Tilting Mechanism

C.4.2 ED Strommens Vaerksted Type 87 Coach and Class 70 EMUu

Beginning in the early 1980s, Norwegian State Railways (NSB) has explored the possible
application of active- or passive-tilting on its aluminum-bodied Type 7 coaches and latterly or,

:2 lnformatioD drawn from "Tilting Back in Favour," Railway Gazette International, May 1991; Jane's World
Railways. Railway Systems/Norwa~. Jane's Information Group Limited, Surrey, U.K .. 1990-91; "NSB set 10

introduce Class 70 EMUs," Railway Gazelle International, May 1990; and "Norwegians Press On Witb Ligbtweigbt
Rolling Stock." Railway Gazette International, June 1984.
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the Class 70 EMU sets. Two ~rototype

high-speed coaches built by EB
Strom mens were titted with an
experimental active-tilt system and
underwent extensive testing in 1984-85, in
part by NSB and also by British Rail on
behalf of NSB.

The active-tilting system. illustrated in
Figure C •.a8 provided a seven degree
maximum tilt angle and a relatively rapid
tilt rate of seven degrees/sec to meet
demanding transition curve conditions.
Tilt control was by mean of two lateral
accelerometers and a gyroscope mounted
in the locomotive.

Interestingly \ although not used with
operational tilting, the production version

of the Bi coach (Figure C.49)

mandactured after March 1986
incorporates the tilt mechanism on its
:rucks (Figure C.50). NSB is reponedly

reviewing the feasibility of tilt operation
in view of the success of 5J with the
X2000. All the T7 fleet has a cross
section protile that would permit tilt
operation within the existing NSB
clearance envelope.

NSB is also taking delivery of nine 4-car
Class 70 EMUs, again from EB
Strommen, that are tilt-compatible; the
body section will permit up to two
degrees of passive tilt. although no tilting
mechanism is included in the production
version.

Figure C.48: Type 7 Tilt
Methanism

(Source: Railway Gelette Internet,unal, MaV 19861

Figure C.49: Type 7 Coach

NSB has also announced planning for the

development of an advanced concept 200 km/h (125 mph) tilt-body trainset to replace intercity
rolling stock in mainline operatiun by 2004. However, no details have become available.
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(Source: Railwav Gazette International, Mav 1986)

Figure C.SO: Type 7 Truck With Tilt
Meehanism
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ENDNOTES FOR APPENDIX C

8. Infonnation about the LRC was obtained from the following !;ources, plus
any others cited as footnotes:

1. Jane's World Railways. Railway Systems/Canada. Jane's Information Group
Limited, Surrey, U.K., 1980-81, 1982-83 and 1985-86.

2. Improved Passenger EQuipment Evaluation Pro~ram - Train System Review
Report. Volume 8. L~C (Canetdal, u.s. Department of Transportation, Federal
R3.i1way Administration Report No. 801l4.VIII, March 1979.

3. The LRC Coach Trucks and Suspension, W.H. Elmaraghy, J.A. Gaiser and H.J.
Bexon, ASME Paper No. 79-RT-4, 1979 (paper presented at Joint ASME/IEEE
Railroad Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, April 1979.

4. LRC and HST Comparison, J.D. Young, CIGGT Newsletter V.9, No. I August
1981.

5. Principal Features of the LRC Passen~er Coach; Liehtweieht Diesel EI~
Locomotive For LRC Train; LRC's New Next-generation Suspension Systerl];
and LRC Tested Over 30.000 Miles, Press information Papers from MLW LRC
Programs Office, Undated, but prior to Bombardier purchase.

b. Infonnation about the ETR-450 was obtained from the following sources,
plus any otbers cited as footnoted in the text:

1. "Tilting Body Systems and the Fiat-Pendolino," P. Losa and A. Elia, pp 41-45,
Railway Tec:molo&y International, 1990.

2. "First ETR 450 To Be Ready This Year," Railway Gazette International. January
1987.

3. "FS Rolling Stock for High-Speed Service in the Nineties," E. Cardini et al, pp
17-27, BaiLTechnology International, October 1988.

4. Jane's World Railways. Railway SystemslItaly, Jane's Information Group
Limited, Surrey, U.K., 1985-86, 1987-88 and 1989-90.

5. Evolution of the Fiat-Pendolino System: Test Results. Operation EXQerience and
Project Developments, P. Losa and A. Elia, Proceedings of the Tilting Sody
Trains Seminar, London, England, December 1989, Th~ Institute of Mechanical
Engineers, Railway Division, London.
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6. Improved Passeneer EQuipment EYaluation proeram - "'rain System 10.

Repoa. Volyme 4. ETR-401, 1" ,So Department of Transportation, Federal
Railway Administration Report No. S0I14.IV, March 1978.

7. The future of Rail Transport is Already Way Down the Line, Fiat Ferroviara
Brochure, 1991.

8. "ETR 450 il valore di una. esperienu," R. Romei, and "Dall'ETR401 all'ETR
450," C. Bianchi, C. Casini. A. Elia and P. Losa. La Tecnica Professicnale, May
\989 (in Halian).

9. "Italian State Railways' New Class ETR 450 Trainset - A Funher Development
of the Pendolino," V. W. Messerschmidt, ZEV-Glas. Ann. 112 (1988), No.5,
May (in German).

10. "Tilting Back in Favour, II Railway Gazette International, May' ..iiI.

c. Inf"nnation about the VT 610 was obtained from the following_
aoy others cited as footnotes in the text:

'S plus

1. ~'s World Railways. Railway Systems/GermanY (Federal Republic), Jane's
Intvrmation Group Limited, Surrey, U.K., 1989-90 and 1990-91.

2. Tiltin~ Trains for Bavaria, V. Kottenhahn, Proceedings of the Tilting Body Trains
Seminar, London, England, Dec. 1989, The Institute of Mechanical Engineers,
Railway Division, London.

3. "Tilting Expands the DB Portfolio, II V. Kottenhahn, PP 319-323, Railwav Gazette
International, May 1991.

Information about the Class 4012 EMU was obtained from:

4. "The New Train-Set of the OBB with Carriage Body
Technol0f:Y International, 1991.

I.

d. Infonnation about the nooo was obtained from the following sources, plus
any other cited as footnotes in the text:

1. "Tilting Back in Favour,'" pp 325-26, Railway Gazette International, May 1991.

2. Jane's World Railways, Railway Systems/Sweden, Jane's Information Group
Limited, SutTey, U.K., 1985-86, 1987-88 and 1989-90.

3. "Swedish Body-Tilting Electric Set for Very High-Speed on Severely-Curved
Main-Lines," N. Nilstam, pp 58-62, Rail Eneineerin~ International, May
September 1982.
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4. "Compu·.~rs Take Over On X-2. '0 pp 447-449, Railway Gazette !ntemational, July
1987.

5. "ASEA Builds Scandinavia's Fastest Train," pp 53-54, Railway Gazeue
International, January 1987.

6. Continued Develupment of the Tilt System for High-Speed Trains in Sweden, R.
Persson, Proceedings of the Tilting Body Trains Seminar, IMechE Railway
Division, London, England. December 1989.

7. "Tilt Speeds X-2 Through the Forest," PI1 879·883, Railway Gazette
International, December 1989.

8. "Tilting Trains is S1's Survival Tool," pp 37-40, International Railway Journal,
April 1990.

9. "Radial Steering Innovation on X2000 for Faster Curving," pp 46, International
Railway Journal, April 1990.

10. The Fast-Train, Commercial Brochure on the X2000 Tilting lrainset published
by ABB Traction, ASEA Brown Boveri, Vasteras, Sweden.

11. Safety Rele'bJlt Observations on the X2QQQ Tilting Train, Federal Railroad
Administration, U.S. Department of TransportAtion, December 1990.

e. Information about JR active-tilt technologies W&'i obtained from the foUowing
sources, plus any other cited as footnotes in the text:

1. "Speedup on JNR 1,067 mm Gauge Lines," pp 16-20, Japanese Railway
En&ineerin&, Vol. 24, No.2. 1984.

2. "Active Tilting Tested as JNR Plans Narrow Gauge Speed-Up," pp 268-269,
Railway Gazette Internatjor.al, April 1985.
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